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ffi Still specilying yourwashroom accessories from scattered
sources? Then you probably haven't heard about Bradley's

new systems approach for specifying quality washroom acces'
sories. Bradley has just about everything for the washroom. Every-

thing from washfixtures and showers to design-coordinated, recessed
accessories. The expertly crafted accessories reflect the clean, functional

lines of today's contemporary structures. And allow you complete design
freedom. They also conserve space and reduce maintenance. Towel dispenSers,

waste receptacles, mirrors and shelves, and grab bars are onlya few of the many

accessories Bradley offers. Others include soap dispensers, napkin vendors and

disposals, toilet tissue holders, seat cover dispensers, and related equiplnent.
It's the complete line for institutional,. commercial, industrial, and public
buildings. From BradleV. The washroom systems specialists. Bradley
Washfountain Co., D. J. Alexander Division, 9255 Fountain Boulevard,
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53o51.
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Introducing VUE...
tkre rnost fle><ible low-cost
lea.rning wall systern ever devised.

Visual Unified Environment system . . . for an architect it solves the problem of what
to do about walls in an open school. For, VUE combines the flexibility of a room
divider system with the multiple advantages of a structural wall.

As the name implies, the prime purpose of VUE is to keep basic learning tools in
view at all times. lt is a Iow-cost learning wall system. Components are easily attached
to fixed walls with an aluminum support rail, and just as quickly removed, rearranged
or replaced by the teacher. Used as mobile wall r,rnits, components can serve as both
dividers and integral parts of the learning situation.

There are storage cabinets, chalk boards, tack boards, reusable learning panels,
racks, counters and more - all can be color coordinated with classroom furniture.
Electricity can be installed at any time with conventional wire molds.

VUE opens a whole new area of freedom for architect and teacher alike. Write for
our VUE brochure. Depl. Al-714, American Seating Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. 49502.

t'or the Environment of Exce//ence
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comment and 0un!0n

Pnatsr, r'on a PRopusr or Oun TltuB: From February 2l through April 5, the Corcoran
Gallery of Art, our neighbor at the other end of the block, buzzed with an excitement it
had seldom before known. And little wonder, for the whole gallery was given over to
"The Architectural Vision of Paolo Soleri," the first major exhibition of the work of the
small, sinewy man with the big, bold ideas, during which his book Arcology (to be re-
viewed in a later issue) also was introduced. There were models of all shapes and sizes-
some exquisite pieces of sculpture like the bridges, some large enough to walk through like
the city systems-and scrolls that unraveled along entire walls, all appealing to the es-
thetic sense while stimulating the imagination in terms of possible urban forms.

In addition, it was the first one-man architectural show in the Corcoran's 1O0-year his-
tory, averaging 8,000 viewers a week and producing more press coverage than any other.
There were two other significant aspects, as the catalog so aptly described:

"Because the Soleri exhibition accedes to a social relevance seldom attained by most
museum exhibitions, the Corcoran Gallery of Art is especially indebted to the Prudential
Insurance Company of America for acting as co-sponsor and the US Department of
Housing and Urban Development for aid in the publication of the catalog. Prudential's
contribution goes beyond the financial: It shows that American business interest can exert
collaborative pioneering efforts on the social realm. And HUD's participation, through the
urban renewal demonstration program, represents a new dimension of that department's
concern for the achievement of quality in our developing environment. While neither Pru-
dential nor HUD necessarily endorse any of Soleri's particular solutions, both feel that the
issue he raises must be heard and discussed at an early date if ever new cities are to be
created."

As a postscript, it should be noted that Secretary George Romney, whose department is

now immersed with the realities of Operation Breakthrough, was on hand during a recep-
tion for Soleri to be given a personal tour, even though none ofthe projects on display has
been built. But the truth remains that his images open vistas into a cityscape of the future.
In awarding him the Craftsmanship's Medal in 1963, The American Institute of Architects
called him "an architect of vision" and noted "that within the awesome setting of nature,
man should be gaining an environment worthy of his manhood, his potentiality."

Almost all of the technologies presently being used in architecture proceeded out of the
inventions of the last half of the 19th century. We are confronted now with the potentiali-
ties provided by new materials and new methods in approaches to design and construction.
Our capacities are enhanced tremendously by these developments. On the other hand, we
have been unable to maximize the use of new technologies.

The persistence of the past in our afchitectural activities is being discarded by the intel-
lectual inversion taking place. New perspectives of the future have been made possible by
the increase in information flows and the adoption of computers so that simulations can be
studied; by anticipations of alternative futures stemming from these simulations of sev-
eral solutions; and by availability of new materials and new techniques in arranging these
materials. They have made it possible for an architect to abandon the past and, anticipating
the future, to find new forms for creativity.

Jakob Burckhardt, the Swiss historian of art and culture ( 1818-97 ), wrote that the ca-
pacity to create new forms is an attribute of a civilization capable of renewing itself. If
American architecture is to adopt and utilize the new generations of technology that are
appearing, then it, too, must have this capacity to create new forms. Such capacity comes
from an ability to anticipate and invent the future. Paolo Soleri seems to have discarded
the past and to have discovered the tendencies of what lies ahead. RosnRr E. KopsrBn

NEXT MONTH

The convention therne for Boston, "The Ar-
chitect in a Dynamic Society," sets the stage
for our opening presentation in June: a packet
of seven articles, led off with a statement by
Nathaniel A. Owings, FAIA, from his book
The Americun Ae,sthetic. What follows covers
a gamut of pertinent topics about the practi-
tioner and his profession.

The small office is examined in the light of a
Northern California Chapter questionnaire; a
Houston architect talks about comprehensive
services in a somewhat philosophical way, de-
claring that "Our Architecture Is Too Small";
Charles Luckman, FAIA, answers a dozen or
so candid questions about his firm's merger
with Ogden Development Corporation; the
NCARB president looks at new Iicensing pro-
posals; the programs of the Task Force on
Professional Responsibility are reviewed in a
kind of "State of the Union" message; and this
year's Gold Medalist, R. Buckminster Fuller,
is analyzed in a very personal portrait.

Also in June: Joseph L. Eldredge, AIA, will
be your guide on a tour of Boston, bringing
you up to date, almost house by house, on
what has been going up (or down) since the
I954 convention. And last but certainly not
least will be our annual publication of the
Honor Awards winners, complete with the re-
port of the jury and comments on the individ-
ual projects. The largest number of entries
since the inception of the awards program
in 1949 was received this year.

ASIDES

If present trends continue, there is a strong
possibility that the architect of the not-too-
distant future will work either for a large cor-
poration as a member of a multidiscipline
team or will represent the owner, be it an in-
stitution. for,rndation or private individual, in
the setting of performance specifications. That
opinion was given by Christopher Arnold, vice
president of Building Systems Development,
Inc., of San Francisco, when he addressed a
Producers Council Iuncheon in the nation's
capital.

Arnold made his talk just as we were putting
the final touches on an article by the president
of the firm, Ezra D. Ehrenkrantz, AIA, who
attempts to set things straight in his discussion
of "The System to Systems" in this issue.

Lar-rding the Department of Housing and
Urban Development's Operation Break-
through, Arnold noted that this program
demonstrates a shift from what he termed "in-
novative building systems" to systems con-
cerned primarily with process and delivery.
He further stated that the Breakthrough final-
ists could well trigger the beginning of an
alignment of major producing groups who will
do the bulk of the entire building packaging
in the future.

Arnold said he thought that there would be
two types of building systems producers as al-
ready evidenced in the aircraft industry: the
Iarge ones who will deliver the entire building
package, and many small ones who will sub-
contract out to these few, large producers and
who will do essentially component work. n
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This Arizona synagogue seems a

natural part of its desert envjronment.
Its undulating walls suggest a dune
Its f ree form prof ile appears shaped
by a sand storm.

The application of red cedar shakes

contributes to the effect. Thoroughly
adaptable, cedar shakes conform
effortlessly to the svvirling lines of

C'ircle 1 68 on inlornration card

roof and parapet. Decidedly appealtng.
their rich texture and look of warmth
ref lect the rusticity of the site.

And true to the character of the desert.
the beauty of cedar is timeless. These
shakes will retain their elegant appearance

against heat in summer. cold in winter.
Complement your next design with the

enduring beauty and practicality of red cedar.
But insiston the real thing: Certi-Splitshakes
or Certigrade shingles. They're worth it.

For details and money-saving application

for decades without matntenance oss**tror,tc' 
0r0o- tips. write : 5510 Whrte Bldg., Seattle,

Red cedar is also naturallv rnsulative S \11 '- Wa. 98101 . (ln Carrada : 1055 West

The synagogue's shake exterior acts E" g Hastrngs St., Vancouver 1 , B.C.)
.?, 

,r,nrun 
,,*ord 

a.

Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau
One of a ser es presented by members of the American Wood Council.
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The Denver area. . . historically famous for miners and cattlemen. . . is now bustling with scientists

and engineers. Federal bureaus and institutes.. .many of the nation's leading research labora-

tories and electronic equipment manufacturers...even the Air Force Academy at Colorado

Springs...now call this area home. Top-side protection of expensive electronic gear, laboratory

devices and sophisticated manufacturing equipment is vital. That is why so many architects

specify non-combustible rated, dimensionally-stable Permalite Sealskin rigid roof insulation.

Permalite meets Denver's tough building code...is nationally approved for FM Engineering

Division Insulated Steel Deck Class 1 construction (fire and wind uplift); Under-

writers'Laboratortes, lnc., Metal DecK Assemolles.\os , n lO.
and 2 and others. GREFCO, Inc., Chicago, ,o, o.r",", I'efmalitgt
A subsidiary of General Refractories Company. El7 , RIGIDROOFINSULATION

;P1*
t r: '-t tr
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Citizen-Controlled Urban Renewal Appears to Be Goal of cDC participants

If the prescnt degree of involvement con-
tinues, what is the Iutr.rre for the approxi-
mately 30 contmunity dcvelopntent centers
locatecl throughout the nation?

Not bright at all was the consensus of the
conferees at the first national conference on
CDCs, sponsored by the AIA and held at
Howard University in Washington, D.C. (The
members of the Task Force on the Profes-
sion's Responsibility to Society have replaced
the word "design" with "development," feel-
ing that the fornter was misleading.)

Although there seem to be a number of
factors at work that are hampering the effec-
tiveness of the CDCs, the major problem
seems to be one of finance.

Grady E. Poulard, the moderator and new
director for the AIA Community Services
Program,* began the conference by introduc-
ing Eugene Brooks. co-director of the Los
Angeles-basecl Watts Urban Workshop.

Brooks reported. "Our flimsy but vital serv-
ices from New York to Watts may evaporate
if we can't be procluctive."

In the five years that have elapsecl since the
Watts riots, "not a clantncd thing has been
done. There's been no essential change,"

* Poularcl was special assistant to the Mayor of Wash-
ington, D.C.. and rn Urban Affairs Fellow at Yale Uni-
versity,1969,70. before joining thc Institutc stafl on
April 1. Hugh M. Zimnrcrs. AIA. Philadelphir. I con-
sultant to the 'fask Force on Prolessional Responsibility
to Society who acted as director until Poular(l's arrival.
will continue as c()nsuitrnt.

Brooks statecl. In that time his CDC has been
able to get only 36 housing units startecl in the
black, South Central Los Angeles slLrnr with
somc 50.000 Lrnits still needcd. 

-fhc problem:
funding.

Voicing a commonly heard complaint,
Magnolia Small, a staff member of the Watts
Workshop, declarecl, "Somcthing is wrong.
There is plenty of nloney for str,rdies, on the
drug problem for cxample, bLrt no funcls for
action progrants already set Lrp."

Echoing her sentiments, Willie Vasquez,
director o1' the Real Great Society in New
York's East Harlem, conrmented, "You know,
they stLrdy us; where we live, what we eat,
even our sex lives: East Harlem is the capital
of the world for studies."

Representatives of the Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development and the Office of
Economic Opportunity, addressing the con-
ference on the subject of funding and how to
get it, were repeatedly interrr"rpted with ex-
pressions of impatience.

Noting that one of the major problems the
CDCs face is that thc cLrrrent aclnrinistrltion
is transmitting luncls throLrgh city halls and
state houses ancl not tlirectll'to progrants such
as CDCs. AIA Exccutive Vicc Presiclent Wil-
lianr l-. Slay'ton saicl the InstitLrtc is actively
working to secure f Lrnds for CDCs lrom
HUD lnd OEO.

( lillord Graves. 70 I specill projccts oflicer
for HUD, statc(l thtrt f trnrling problcr-ns rverc

likely to arise if CDC projects were open
ended. He said that the government r,,,ould
much rather see a program with a definite
starting point and termination point. He
added that it is necessary to identify both the
programs and the participants, at which point
Rodney Wright. AIA, director of Chicago's
Uptown Design Center, came back with the
rejoinder, "Yor"r don't have to identify us;
we're trying to identify yoLr."

Perhaps this statement best exemplified
what the conference was all about: comntu-
nity control. The CDC leaders seemed to
agree that the ntost effective centers. and the
ones which the poor trust the most as advo-
cates, are those controlled by citizen boards.

"I see this as the most creative effort the
American architect has ever been involved
in." said Wright. Uptown Coalition leader
Charles Gearl,added, "The AIA did a beauti-
l'ul job in sctting up the Chicago CDC. But
it woulcln't have been beautiful if the commu-
nity clicln't have control."

Gcorge Rockrise, FAIA, of San Francisco,
AIA Vicc Presider.rt and chairman of the Task
Force on the Profession's Rcsponsibility to
.Socicty, addcd, "l-he work of the develop-
nrent centers must be based on what the conr-
nrunity wants. The community must organize
to tell the prol'essionals, ancl thc professionals
nrust listen."

In thc samc vein, Slayton stated. "The com-
munity clcsign ccnters can become the com-
munity government of the lutLrre; very clearly
that's whcre we're going."

One of the definite plLrses of the conference
was the inforn.ration imparted to AIA mem-
bers who are hoping to set Llp thcir own CDCs.
The members said they are organizing such
programs, based on local needs but using
lessons from operating CDCs.

Arthr,rr Brown, AIA. of Dayton, Ohio. ex-
plained, "This information will help get us
started." Most of the factLral. day-to-day data
came fronr the workshops that went on both
days of the conference.

Some of the young architects complained
Ihat the AIA has devoted only I percent of
its income to aid CDCs. and there was fear
expressed that the Institute rnight seek to
control the CDC progran.r.

SIayton, answering this statement said,
"The AIA cloes not look upon CDCs as an
AlA-controlled program but as a very im-
portant movcment which we shou'ld encour-

Cortlinrted ort page l4

"We shall move ahead as quickly as possible and hope to begin construction in late fall," says
Executive Vice President William L. Slayton following the approval of the design of the AIA's
new headquafters building by the Fine Arts Commission and the Board of Directors at press-
time. Details of the seven-story structure, as planned by The Architects Collaborative with
Norman C. Fletcher, FAIA, principal in charge, will appear in June.
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New York's Quintana addresses conference
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e school that could never be built befote.
Bigelow carpets help make architectural innovations possible.

Walls can be lighter, thinner than archi-
tects ever thought possible. Yet rooms
stays remarkably quieter and w-arme-r.

Heit is conserved. Glare is considerably
-r,,--J A-l -..L^- .,^,,reduced. And when you

choose Bigelow school
carpeting, you can save
substantially over the
cost of maintenance of
hard-surface floors.

Whenever you specify

Bigelow, you get a vast engineering, de- with. We offer a wide collection of time-

sig"n, and'resirch staff in-the baigai!. Proven grades' And a limitless variety of
Pius highly skilled Bigelow field speiial- ipecial designs, patterns-, and colors. (If
ists. Alithlir new ideis are at your com- your speciffcations call for it, we'll even

mand-whether you're building or custom-make the right-carpet for you.)

renovating a school, hospital, church, of- To athieve spectacula-r design,innova-
fice, or st&e. tions, do your planning from the floor up.

Our SZ trend-setting Patents are proof The ffrst step is to call-the first name in
that Bigelow is the larpet to inn-ovate the contract carpeting Iield: Bigelow'

PEople who knolry. .. btry BJgg-lg:* :
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AUOIO POWER flOW IIV SERVICE

RAULAND high-powersolid-state sound
serves the communications needs of hun-
dreds of industries, both large and small.
Many of the installations have now been
in continuous operation for well over five
years without a single failure. Where
unfailing communications are required,
RAULAND reliability is there. If you
specify sound or communications instal-
lations, RAULAND's 40 years of expe-
rience iu the field is at your command.
We specialize in working with architects
and consulting engineers.

free
Send for this valuable
brochure. lt shows how
RAULAilD solid-state
sound boosts produc-
lion and cuts operating
costs for America's
most progressive com.
panies.

E Send brochureon Rauland lndustrialsound

Compan

["-.,;;.;;;;;,;. .--l
| 3$5 W. Addison St., Chicaso, ilt. 60618 |
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age." He added that the AIA is encouraging
local chapters to sponsor centers, and that
local foundations are another good source of
continuing money.

During the morning and afternoon sessions
of the second day, a number of resolutions
were offered that seemed to sum up the
thinking of the attending members. Four
were passed and one was defeated.

Harvey Kaiser, associate professor at Syra-
cuse University, proposed that the conclu-
sions of the conference be distributed to the
members of the AIA as well as to the con-
ferees; that within one month the scope, goals
and objectives be established by the AIA in
regard to CDCs; and that discussion of CDCs
become a part of the Boston convention
agenda.

Harry Quintana, director of the Real Great
Society Urban Planning Studio in New york,
submitted a resolution that the AIA make
funds available directly to requesting com-
munity groups and if the community could
not take the funds then the local CDC would
act as a conduit for channeling these funds;
that the AIA hire a full-time fund raiser with
an annual income to be in the range of
$20,000-25,000 and that he be assisted by an
advisory group.

Quintana fulther proposed that a 13-mem-
ber ethnically mixed advisory board be formed
to channel the AIA funds. members of which
board to represent Mexican-Americans, In-
dian-Americans, blacks, poor whites, Orien-
tal-Americans and Puerto Rican-Americans
and to be selected from the following CDCs:
The Black Workshop in New Haven; Metro-
Link of New Orleans; BAC in Chicago; the
Philadelphia Workshop; CISCO in College
Station, Texas A&M; ARCH of Harlem; 2001
in Pittsburgh; the San Francisco CDC; UDS
of East Harlem; Environment, Inc., in Den-
ver; and Uptown Design Centei in Chicago.

The one resolution that was defeated, also
submitted by Quintana, proposed that a prac-
ticing architect who works only on CDCs be
made an AIA member and be exempt from
all dues.

Robin Riley, director of Metro-Link in
New Orleans, proposed that the executive
vice president of the AIA be directed to hire
20 full-time lobbyists (from the existing sraff

or with new personnel) to reorient Congress
to environmental concerns.

The last resolution that was passed was
put forward by Harold Himes, a professor at
the University of Michigan, who urged that
each architectural and planning department
recognize and accept the fact that individual
experience at the community level of involve-
ment be accepted as an essential ingredient of
an architectural and planning education; and
further that the students accept the respon-
sibility to put together particular educational
programs related to the community needs and
that such programs be accepted as components
of the educational process by the various
faculties.

Himes' resolution was to be circulated in
the name of the conference to department
heads, deans, faculty members and student
organizations of all architectural and planning
schools; all members of the AIA and the
American Institute of Planners, the Associa-
tion of Collegiate Schools of Architecture,
the National Council of Architectural Regis-
tration Boards and the National Architec-
tural Accrediting Board.

Throughout the conference, in workshops
and in the general meetings, there were two
conclusions that were stated time and time
again: that the basic goal of the conferees was
to take the principle of the CDCs and develop
local, state and federal government support
for a productive, vital citizen-based effort;
and that the present lack of funding made the
attainment of this goal virtually impossible.

Special Day of Awareness to Augment
Muskie's Keynote Address in Boston

When Senator Edmund S. Muskie (D-Me.)
delivers the keynote address at the Boston
convention, he will be speaking from a back-
ground that displays concern for the prob-
lenrs of air and water pollution.

The ex-Governor of Maine has sponsored
and managed some l1 legislative acts con-
cerned with air and water pollution abate-
ment, as well as chaired the Senate Subcom-
mittee on Air and Water Pollution.

Addressing the recent environmental
teach-in at the University of Michigan,
Senator Muskie stated that "The fight to
improve the quality of our environment will

cotrtitrued on page 18

Final Questionnaire Mailed for
By the time this issue of the AIA JounNer
goes to press, all architects practicing in the
United States should have received the third
and final questionnaire to secure data for the
American Architects Directory. For several
technical reasons, which were eliminated in
the second mailing, the results of the initial
one were disappointing.

John Noble Richards, FAIA, chancellor
of the College of Fellows which is underwrit-
ing the third edition, urges "all corporate
members to complete and return the ques-
tionnaires mailed to them in the name of the
American Architects Directory. Each chapter
has an associate editor to represent Editor
John Gane, AIA, of Philadelphia at the local

American Architects Directory

level. If you have questions about the form,
ask him."

Chancellor Richards further comments:
"All copies of the first and second editions
have been sold, and this 1970, or third edi-
tion, will provide the only detailed informa-
tion on you, the architect, and on your firm
for at least the next four years.

"George McCorkle, president of the R. R.
Bowker Company, agreed to publish the
third edition only because his clients, chiefly
Iibraries, indicated that such a reference book
on architects is used. Let's do our part to as-
sure the publisher that the information about
ourselves and the experience of our firms is
complete and accurate."



Anyway you lookat it,thuse
do6rs staird out and hold uP!

Doors clad with FORMTCN brand laminate open new
design possibilities. Durable, easy to maintain.
Doors are where the action is. They're exposed
to all the traffic. They're also the accent point

of a decorating scheme When you specify
FORMICA'laminate surfaces, your doors will

serve both ways, beautifully. They'll have tough
durable and scuff-resistant surfaces that need

For door-decorating

" ideas, see the manI with a case full . .

your Formica man.

little or no maintenance. Choose from over

one-hundred colors, patterns and woodgrains
to make the most of any room design. For
practical elegance, coming and going, specify

FORMICA@ lamtnate on doors. Full information

can be found in Sweet's Architectural File

17c/Fo, or write DePt AJ-5

Leadership by design
C ncinnati, Ohio 45232 'subsidiary of ...----Ca7*-GA-ii-=-

@1 970 Formica Corporation
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Cor{en Steel...naturally.
A natural choice for the combined 500,000 sq. ft. plant and offices of National
Screw and Manufacturing Company, Mentdr, Ohio. Another example ihit
beauty doesn t have to cost more.
A bare COR-TEN steel exterior may look expensive but it's really one of the
more economical materials you can use for industrial exteriori. And once
it's up, you can forget normdl maintenance costs-it takes care of itseli No
painting,,no cleaning..and srnce it's a high-strength steel it can take a oretty

good beating. lf it's scratched or marred, it simply heals jtself. And thi:
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National Screw & Mfg. ComPanY
Building, Mentor, Ohio.

ARCHITECT: Outcalt, Guenther, Partners,
Cleveland, Ohio.
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: Barber &
Hoff man, lnc., Cleveland, Ohio.
GEN ERAL CONTRACTOR : Turner
Construction Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
STEEL FABRTCATOR : Ki lroy Structural
Steel, Cleveland, 0hio.
SIDING MANUFACTURER: The R. C.

Mahon, Detroit, Michigan.

For information, contact a USS Construc-
tion Marketing Representative through the
nearest USS sales office, check your
Sweet's Architectural or lndustrial Con-
struction File, or write to United States
Steel, Box 86, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230.

USS and COR-TEN are registered trademarks.

Circle 137 on inlormation card
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need many new ideas. But more important
than the search for ideas is the need for
commitment."

He added: "fhe Santa Barbara Declara-
tion of Environmental Rights contains a
memorable line: 'Today is the first day of
the rest of our life on this planet. We will
begin anew.' To begin anew does not mean
to begin with a fresh slate. We must start
with what we have and what we have done
to ourselves. But we can begin anew with a
fresh appreciation of what life can mean in
variety, harmony, useful tensions, beauty and
excitement."

Further pointing up the special emphasis
that the convention will place on the subject
of environment, a "day of awareness" has
been slated for June 24. lt will feature a stu-
dent program, "Environment: Awareness and
Action," jointly planned by the Association
of Student Chapters,/AlA and the corporate
members to focus attention on environmental
problems and programs.

Other events will include the Purves
Memorial Lecture by Walter P. Reuther,
president of the United Auto Workers; a
special awards ceremony celebrating the
honorary members, the medalists and the re-
cipients of Honor Awards; and a Gold
Medalist's Ball that will honor R. Buckmin-
ster Fuller.

The Kemper Award recognizing "an AIA
member who has contributed significantly to
the Institute and to the profession" will be

Keynoter Muskie, Purves lecturer Reuther.

presented to Ulysses Floyd Rible, partner in
the Los Angeles firm of Allison, Rible,
Robinson & Ziegler.

A recessed session of the convention will
be held in London on June 29 in conjunction
with the Royal Institute of British Architects.

Merchandise Mart Welcomes Architects

The National Exposition of Contract Interior
Furnishings (NEOCON), whose sessions for
architects were well received by AIA mem-
bers attending the Chicago convention. again
will feature a range of specific subjects perti-
nent to all the various areas of nonresidential
environment.

At any time during the June 17-19 sessions,
the registrants will have their choice of four
programs under the sponsorship of the Mer-
chandise Mart. Joining the city developers,
industrial designers, educators and behavioral
scientists on the program will be at least three
architects: Charles William Brubaker, FAIA,
Chicago; Arnold W. Thompson, AIA, White
Plains, New York; and George A. Robb,
MRAIC, Toronto.

Brooks' Legislation Would Determine
Most Qualified Architect/Engineer

Noting that "federal buildings and other
strLrctures must be of the highest quality and
most efficient design," Congressman Jack
Brooks (D-Tex.) has introduced legislation
providing for the broadest competitive selec-
tion of architect/engineers on the basis of
proven capability.

Under the Brooks bill, the government
agencies requiring architectural or engineer-
ing services would invite all interested A/Es
to submit data as to their qualifications and
performance. The agency head would then
rank these A/Es according to their qr"ralifica-
tions to undertake the particr.rlar design con-
tract then under consideration.

Next, the agency head would negotiate
with the highest qualified A/E and, assum-
ing a fair and reasonable price can be agreed
upon, award a contract to him. If such an
agreement on price cannot be negotiated, the
next qualified A/E wor"rld be afforded the
opportllnity to negotiate a contract, and so
on until a contract was let.

In effect, the legislation will enact into
law what the federal agencies do right now,
i.e., select the most qualified A/E subject to
the negotiation of a reasonable fee.

If enacted, the bill would counter the
General Accounting Office recommendation
that A/Es engage in price competition.

"In the years to come," Congressman
Brooks emphasized, "billions of dollars in

continued on page 22

FLF=.}jIU B E o.. the unique off-set tube
leatins coi'|s) with built-in insurance

against differential expansion trouble
Aerofin's Flexitube heating coil
design has proven itself on job
after job for over 30 years.
Flexitube looks different - per-
forms differently. The uncon-
ventional off-set tube imparts
a genuine flexibility, permitting
temperature change expansion or
contraction - without strain on
the tube, header/header joints,
or the casing.
ln built-up heating systems where
differential expansion (due to air

AenonN
Aerofin's Flexitube will stand up against diflerenial expan-
sion lor middle range and low pressure service-indef initely.
Who else can make that heating coil statement?
SPECIFY FLEXITUBE FOR EXTRA SAFETY where targe
coil expansion/contraction mighl be a problem.

CORPORATION , LYNCHBURG,VIREINtA 24505 Flexible is but one of a broad line of Aerofin heating and
Aerotin is sold onty by manufacturers ol lan system apparalus. Lisl on request. cooling coils.

AEROFIN OFFICES: Atlanta'Boston'Chicago. Cleveland. Oallas. NewYork. Philadelphia. San Francisco. Toronto. Montreal
AEROFIN CORPORATION (CANADA) LTD., Gananoque, Ontario
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stratification and air binding with-
in the tube) causes some tubes
to be hotter than others, this un-
equal expansion breeds stresses
and even ruptures. Flexitube han-
dles such mechanical sfresses in
stride, safely.
Flexitube's single-pass, header-
to-header design also contrib-
utes to absorption of stress and
strains, since it insures unitorm
steam distribution and proper,
quiet drainage of condensate.

Unequal expansion
strains are dissipated
by these off-set tubes



JUST NATURALLY ATTRACTIVE.

The quiet appeal of natural rock. Your
choice. Your next building design can have
it with Mirawal's aggregate facing-Miraroc.
Miraroc faced panels are extremely light-
weight. Tough. Versatile enough to fit any-
where. And cost considerably less than pre-
cast panels. The aggregate is permanently
bonded to asbestos board by a special
epoxy formula.

Choose your Miraroc facing on either non-
insulated veneer or insulated panels. Choose
a standard or specify the aggregate you
want. For more details on Mirawal, see
Sweet's Architectural File, Section 20b, or
write Kaiser Aluminum-Mirawal Products,
P.O. Box 38A, Port Carbon, PA 17965.

M IBAWAI PBODUCTS

l{atsEF?
ALUIWINUII/I

MIRAWAL with aggregate MIRAROC facing is now being used to handsome advantage on the L. M.

Berry and Company Building ("8" Addition) in Dayton, Ohio. Architect: David Titsch and Associates.





At Mississippi Power Company
PPG Performance Glass
looks great,
keeps people comfortable,
and saves money.
Even after ahurricane.

PPG Performance Glass enabled
the designers of Mississippi Power
Company's "electric light show-
case" to achieve exactlY the
esthetic character they desired . . .

both in color and ref lectivity . . .

and open up their building's view of
the beautif ul gulf coast. More than
they thought possible.

Many factors affected the selec-
tion of Solarban@ Twindow@ Units
besides the good looks and the
good view, however. So/arban Units
signif icantly reduced the complex-
ity and operating cost of the HVAC
system. They contributed to total
environmental comfort for the
building's occupants. And theY
offered adequate strength levels so
important in this tropical storm belt.

The building's "heat of light"
system incorporates simultaneous
control of air temperature, humid-
ity, cleanliness, and distribution.

Under summertime conditions,
the ref Iective Solarban Units assist
this environmental control by turn-
ing back much of the solar radiant
energy rather than permitting it to
become a load on the cooling
system.

Even on chilly winter days,
enough heat is produced by the
lighting alone to require some
cooling of the room air (with out-
door temperatures down to 40 F)
before reintroduction. The same
low-emissivity ref lective coating on
lhe Solarban Twindow Units (nor-
mal insulating glass constructions
with a Yz" air space) enables them
to perform like triple glazing in
reducing conducted heat loss. No
chi I ly downdrafts, no condensation.

And no supplementary perimeter
heating devices are required.

As John Borum. Consulting
Mechanical Engineer, said: "The
premium cost of this glass could be
justif ied not on an air or tonnage
savings necessarily . . . although
there was that . . . but, more impor-
tantly, on the reduced sophisti-
cation of the mechanical system
required. lf you don't have a great
swinging load, the system is more
stabilized and can be designed
more simply. With Solarban
Twindow Units. we're dealing with

PPG is Chemicals, Minerals, Fiber Glass, Paints and Glass. So far.

a glass with a U-Factor that's
actually the same as the wall."

Put all these environmental con-
trol factors, and the visual comfort
advantages of a 20% Visible Trans-
mittance rating, to work for your
clients. Contact a PPG Architectural
Representative for technical assist-
ance, or write: PPG INDUSTRIES,
One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15222.

Architect: Curtis & Davis, New Orleans-New York
Associate Architect and Structural Engineer:

Milton B. E. Hill, Gulfport
Mechanical Engineer: Lazenby & Borum. Atlanta
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Mississippi Power Company's seven-story
concrete and glass general office building
in Gulfport withstood Hurricane Camille's
200-mph winds and storm tides with
only minor damage to the 24,000 square
feet of glass.

INDUSTRIES
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PfOtgCt you, c,tstomet's fine new office machine...

Designed in the Tiffany Tradition.

You're not really going to let your customer put that expensive new
typewriter-or copier, or dictating machine, or calculator-on a
flimsy old table or stand, or on an unreachable file cabinet or the
corner of somebody's desk? Of course not! He has a substantial in-
vestment to protect and you will have a happy customer if you sell
him a Tiffany stand. Tiffany is the one name in office machine stands
that represents the kind of quality - that offers the kind of protection

-your customer's new machine deserves. So place it on a Tiffany
stand so he can move it around, confidently, where it can be used
by more than one operator.

Write for full-color literature and find out why leading office
machine manufacturers prefer Tiffany under their machines-and
why Tiffany is the world's leading seller of office machine stands.

Office machine stand illustrated-Tiffany's Model 6800.

ffi Tiffany Stand Company
t\1.\-//, Division ot rilfany lndustries
\s,Z 230 South Bemiston,saint Louis, Missouri 63105 (314) 8G3.6766

Manufacturers of a complete line of style oriented office furniture

C ircle I 89 on inlornrution card
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construction will be undertaken by the federal
government. Thousands of architect/engi-
neers will be required to develop the plans
and specifications to bring these structures
into reality. We mllst do whatever we can to
obtain the highest quality, the most efficient
and effective architect/engineer services at
the Iowest reasonable cost."

Latin America ls Theme of Papers Sought
By Planning Society with June Deadline

Through its second awards program, the In-
teramerican Planning Society hopes to stim-
ulate original investigation into the area of
planning and to promote the preparation of
publications in all aspects of development.

During its eighth congress to be held in
Salvador, Baia, Brazil, September 13-l 8, the
society will give awards in three areas: 1)
theoretical works in planning and develop-
ment of a conceptual, investigative or evalua-
tive nature;2) practical works that have been
executed or are in an advanced stage of de-
velopment; 3) demographic essays. The third
part of the program is intended to stimulate
studies in depth on the problems of popula-
tion and their relationship to planning and
development.

In each category, the winner of the first
prize will receive $500, a diploma and pub-
Iication of the work by the society. Further,
winners will have their expenses paid to Sal-
vador to receive the prizes. Second and third
prizes will receive a diploma, but publication
will be at the sponsor's discretion.

The theoretical works must deal with the
theme, "Evaluation and Perspectives of the
Planning of Developnrent in Latin America."

The practical works must have been com-
pleted within a period of not more than four
years before July 1, 1966. Professional teams
and public and private entities may compete in
this category.

Final date for the receipt of entries is June
30, 1970. For additional information write
Jurado Calificador "Premios de SIAP 1970."
in care of Ing. Rubens de Mattos Pereira,
Comisi6n Organizadora del VIII Congreso,
Interamericano de Planificaci6n, Altameda
ItLi 657, S5o Paulo, Brazil.

Mumford Adds Another Medal to His List

When Lewis Mumford, essayist, community-
planning critic and historian of technology,
receives his Gold Medal for Belles Lettres
from the National Institute of Arts and Let-
ters on May 26, he will join such distinguished
company as Tennessee Williams, Walter Lipp-
mann and Andrew Wyeth.

Mumford, who was elected to the National
Institute of Arts and Letters in 1930 and to
the American Academy of Arts and Letters in
1942, has been the recipient of such other
awards as a Guggenheim Fellowship; the Gold
Medal from the Town Planning Institute,
London; the Royal Gold Medal from the
Royal Institute of British Architects; and the
first AIA Architectural Critic's Medal.

Among the 15 newly elected members to
the Institute is Kevin Roche, AIA, of Ham-
den, Connecticut. continued on page 30
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Because we put more rubber where more wear
occurs - in the f irst four inches of the tread. Result?
Your customers get longer tread life and you have
fewer callbacks.

This is only one of the reasons for the popularity
of Burke Treads, Their no-shrink, thermoset rubber
construction resists dents and reduces noise. What's
more, grease, alkalis, alcohol and burning cigarettes
won't significantly harm their good looks. Colors are
molded clear through the thickness of the treads.

When you specify Burke treads, you can choose
from fifteen marbleized colors . . . smooth surface or
embossed diamond design . . . round or square nose.
Or, select Burke Safety Treads, with two 1-inch
abrasive strips imbedded in the wear area. Custom
marbleized and plain colors are available on special
order.

Burke is your one-stop shopping center for all your
stair and floor covering needs. Match or contrast
Burke stair treads with a complete line of Burke
rubber tile and cove base. Then, finish the installa-
tion by using Burke molded rubber skirting, risers,
filler strips and landing tiles. All are color coordi-
nated with Burke treads.

Burke rubber stair treads can now be delivered in
most styles and colors, within 24-48 hours from
warehouse and distributors throughout the United
States and Canada. For more information and sam-
ples, call or write the Burke Floor Covering Division,
or your local Burke representative.

BURKE RUBBER COMPANY
2250 South Tenth St. / San Jose, Calif.95112 / (408) 297-3500
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Nazaroth College of Rochestor Arts Centor, Pittsford' New York.

G iffels & Rosselti, Archltects-Engineors-Plannorsr Detroit' M ichigan.

l
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LCN MAKES A WIDE VARIETY I

OFDOOR CLOSERS. ONE, IN
FACT, FOR JUgT ABOUT EVERY
DOORWAY IMAGINABLE.
FOR TALL, WIDE, AND UNUSUALLY
HANDSOME INgIALLATIONS,
LIKE THE ONE IN TI{E PHOTO,
THE LCN 6ERIE6 5OIO IS IDEAL.

IHE DESIGN INTEREgT OF THE
DOORWAY Ig PROTECTED BY
CONCEALING TNE CLOgER
MECHANIgM tN THE HOLLOW
METAL HEADER. DOUBT-E LEVER ARM
TRANSMITg CLOSER PC\^TER. TO
THE HEAVY DOOR WT{{
MAXIMUM Etr'ICIENCY. C)PENING
AND CLOSING gWtNGg ARE
FUIIY CONTROLT-ED.

LCN CLOSERS, Princeton. lllinois 61356
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By coatinq 304 nickel-chrome stainless steel
with Terne alloy (80% Iead, 2O7" tin), an end
oroduct is created in whlch the superior qual-
.ties of both time-tested components are mate-
rially enhanced.

Among the many resulting advantages are
unsurpassed durability, maximum resistance io
:orrosion, and natural weathering to a uniform
Cark gray.

We have called this product TCS.
In our considered ludgment, based on pro-

longed and rigorous technical evaluation, it is
the finest and most versatile architectural metal
ever developed {or a broad range of applica-
tions including roo{ing, fascia, flashing, copings,
gravel stops and gutters.

May we send you further information?

rOITNNSBEE
FOLLANSBEE STEEL CORPORATION . FOLLANSBEE, WEST VIRGINIA

Circle I l5 on inlormation card
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Goncealed
Dlte D*lt Hatdutate

The Von Duprin concealed vertical rod Fire Exit Hard-

ware is now listed by Underwriters' Laboratories for use

on B, C, D and E label fire doors in openings up to 8'by 8'.

No astragal . . . no coordinator.

Available with exit only func-

tion, or with outside (hinge

side) lever operation.

For complete details on

this newly listed ap-

plication of Fire Exit

Hardware, write
for Bulletin 676.

EurJace
Itounted Dire
D*lt Hatdu)or.e

Another major breakthrough by Von Duprin in Fire Exit

Hardware listings at Underwriters' Laboratories! For the
first time, you can now use a pair of vertical rod devices

on B, C, D and E label fire doors. Without an astragal!
Without a coordinator! And in openings up to 8' by 8'.

And you have a choice between surface applied devices,

or the concealed devices above. Write for Bulletin 676.

8817

Exit
only

8813

Key locks
knob

8819Tt 8817Tt

Thumbturn Thumbturn
operates device operales device

except when only when key
locked by key is used

D STREET INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46225

No hsttagall . No Cootdinatot .
B, CrDrE LabelEfue Doors

the complete line of Fire Exit Hardware

VON DUPRIN, INC. . 4OO WEST MARYLAN
lN CANADA: VON DUPRIN, LTD.
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You can
depend on
SWIMQUIP!

Swimquip is known as "The Dependable
Giant" of the swimming pool industry
because:

l. Swimquip is the world's largest
manufacturer of swimming pool
equ ipment.

2. Swimquip manufactures the most
complete line of equipment in the
i ndustry.

3. Swimquip's regional sales managers
are spread across the Free World and
are nearby any pool location. This is
the industry's most complete staff of
qualified swrmming pool specialists
that can serve you anywhere.

Swimquip means quality and
operations efliciency
For example, the Swimquip HRL filter for
large commercial and municipal pools is
equipped with a single lever backwash
valve. This idea makes it possible
to let your maintenance man
or life guard take
care of pool

operation with 10
minutes of
i nstruction.

Call for your
Swimquipman...
he's the man who
understands your
problems and
knows how to
solve them.
ln the West Call 213/4434277
"Ask for George Bowman"
tn Centtal US Call 274/357-3807
"Ask for Ross McAlister"
ln the East Call 4O4/355.O48O

iiiiii6l,s@.
DEDICATED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE

ART AND SCIENCE OF SWIMMING POOLS!
3301 Gilman Hoad, El Monte, Calif./'1121 Huff

Road, N.W., Atlanta, Georgia/2665 Manana Dr.,
Dallas, Texas/74 Gervais Dr., Don Mills, Ont.,
Canada/Blvd. Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra

".,-,-:1-:'151 Mexico 17. D.F.,/Ashley St., West

[HIl "';B3,3L t;J,i"lfil'E;R!:i'flix1
New Zealand.
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Congressmen, Administration Officials
View Urban Breakdown as lssue of '70s

If the opinions expressed at the third annual
Public AIIairs Conference of The American
lnstitute of Architects and the Consulting En-
gineering Council are valid, the major prob-
lem facing the design professions in the '70s
will be the "mad cycle" of city decay.

The answer to this urban breakdown, ac-
cording to the top Nixon Administration of-
ficials and members of Congress who ad-
dressed some 650 architects and engineers
from the 50 states and Puerto Rico, in Wash-
ington, D.C., is threefold: increased power
and responsibility for regional government;
rnass transit to new jobs in the suburbs; ancl
future development that doesn't damage the
environment.

Setting the tone of the meeting, US Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development
Secretary George Romney urged the opening
of the suburbs to the poor and called for
''nraking lhe centcr cities more attractive to
the alnuent. . The deep divisions in our
metropolitan areas are our most serious prob-
lem. Hostility, fear and alienation are the
daily lot of both poor in the ghettos and the
well-to-do in the suburbs." he said.

Romney fu(her pointed out that urban
rcnewal, the interstate highway system and
other programs have aggravated the housing
shortage in many central cities. He added that
in the future all the side effects of such mas-
sive proerams must be weighed with the
utnrost carre-

Generally both key Democrats and ILepub-
licans agreed on policies aimed at reversing
postwar urban trends, with the only disagree-
ment being on the subject of how best to com-
bat inflation. Republicans stated that thc
monetary and budget policies nrust bc used to
"cool ofl" the economy, while Democrats
argued that high interest rate policies were
devastating to housing production ancl would
raise costs for a huge backlog of housing r-rnits
and public works.

Ronrncy joined Democratic Senators Wil-
liam Proxmire (Wis.). Birch Ba1'h (lnd.).
and Harrison Willianrs (N.J.) in calling for
new federally aided highways that aid orclerlv
development and avoicl splitting neighhor-
hoods and for public transit that gives access
to job opcnings in the suburbs.

Representative John Anderson (R-lll.) re-
ported "some progress" by unions agreeing
to assemble factory-built houses. But. looking
to the future. a much greater production of
both houses and construction workers-
130,000 to 140,000 new workers a 1,ear in-
stead of the current rate of 30.000 to 35.000

-is 
needed, he said.

New York's Republican Senator Jacob
Javits urged the creation of a National In-
stitute of Building Sciences which could offer
"nationally acceptable building standards." He
aclded that thc nation's 5,000-plus different
locat building cocles are a block to a national
housing market which would ntake largc-
scale factory production possible.

Russell E. Train. the newly designateci
chairman of the Presiclent's Council on En-
vironmental Quality. warned the conferees

that "autos *ill ovcrwhelm us" dtre to the

incrcusecl levcls of pollutants no matter what
is done to irnprove the gasoline-burning en-
gine. Hc further clisclosed that the Nixon Ad-
rninistration has ordered him to devise an in-
ternational cnvironmental monitoring systenl.
a bounty system to get jr:nk cars off the street.
research on "unconventional" vehicles that
avoid the internal combustion engine, and
ways of dealing with agricultural wastes that
leak into rivcrs and lakes.

Approaching the question of environmental
quality from a dilTerent angle, Rep. John
Brademas (D-Ind.) told the gathering that
schools and highways can be major weapons
in the war on a polluted environment.

Classroom instruction in protecting nlan's
limited natural habitat is vital "if we are to
savc ancl ir.nprove the environment." he said.
Backed by some 70 other Congressmen. Bra-
dcmas has introduced House Bill HRl753 to
provide funds to local school districts to con-
duct environmental awareness instruction.
"1-oday thcre are very few resources to help
our elementary and secondary schools teach
environmental education." he stated.

Contemporary Tapestries Give Texture
And Dimension to Our Glass Boxes

The ancicnt art of tapestry, which had its de-
clinc in the lSth and 19th centuries and had
a revival in France during World War II,
continues to make a strong comeback, partic-
ularly in tcrms of architectural conrmissions.

Inclicative of this movcment is thc work of
Paris-basccl Mathietr Mat6got. whosc work-
roonrs in Aubusson as well as in Porttrgal and
Japan. carrv on the tradition of hundrecls of
ycars of tapcstry weaving.

Says thc artist about his work, which re-
ccntly, was on cxhibition in Washington. D.C'.
anrl New York throtrgh the coordination of
intcrior clesigner Srtsannc Shaw:

"Thc venr' great change which occurred in
architcctr.rrc antl furniturc obliges one to live
in a dcnuded and nlso ntore restricted setting.
Thercfore. tapestry opens new horizons. widcr
or,rtlooks in which the spirit of man can fincl
its pcrsonal iclcal. its poetry and where it can
satisly its nccd to cscape."

-lhe F'rench (i overnnten t has contnt issionecl
lrany monunrcntal works from N'Iat6got, in-
clrrrling thc lrrrgc.t contcntporirr) tapcrtrl in
thc world which dominates a httge roont in
the Prefecture at Rouen.

The Hurschler collcction of modern tapes-
tries of Pasaclena, California. includes 49
Mat6gots. The traveling show will hc secn
in San Francisco in the M. H. Dc Yottng
l\Icmorial Museum. beginning May l4 and
ruuning until thc cntl of thc rlonth.

Honorary Fellows lncreased by Eight

The investiture of eight foreign architects at
the annual convention in Boston will bring
thc nunrber of Honorary Fellows of the In-
stitute to 155. The newly electccl members
arc Te l-in Chang. Taiwan; Willianr G.
I-cithead, Canada; I-orcl Richard Llewelyn-
Davies, England; Jorge I-. Mcdellin. Mexico;
Togo Mtrrano, Japan; Arieh Sharon, Israel;
Eclor.rard Utucljian, France; and Jr.lrn Utzon,
Dcnmark. contintted on poge 36



0neof thcproblems in choosing adoor
is knowing which door to choosc.

There are all doors, short doors, wide
doors, thin doors, fire doors, soundproof
doors, solid-core doors, hollow-core doors,
wardrobe doors...you're not fie first to
have problems decrding on the right one.
E .ry one of your buildings needs such a
vanety of dmrs. Then codes, desrgn and
cost problems must be considereC And
considering the wide vanety of doors avaiL
able, who wouldn't have
trouble? There is just too ,u

much matenal put out
bV th. manufacftrers
for you to get fuough.

SoletU.S.Pl
heh make fie deci-
sions. Any one of
fuchitrctural Seryi
Represenatives
knows all the oossi

bilities for your
qpecifications. He
should He spends
allhis timework
rrg wrth architects
andis mnsundy
b"-g taineCin

And even if you find youseH in a sitr-ration

we don't know about, we know where to
find the way out

If you have a problem with doors, call our
fuchitrcnlal Service Represenative. He's
ready to work wfth you no\M.

door dorg.t i
and per{ormance.l

U.S. Plywood i
has more people
whoknowmore "

about doors than
any ofier
manufacturer.
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Atlas White and Precast
earn extra credits at
Southeast Missouri State
College

Here's a buildrng for the "groves of academe"

at Southeast Missouri State College in Cape Gira-

deau, Missourr. lts a study in design and comfort-
able living, but with drsciplined lines and caref ul

attention to detail. Atlas Whrte and Precast have

risen to new academrc herghts, but both feet had

to be planted firmly on the ground. The building
was constructed so as to withstand seismic con-

ditions in the area. Amberg quartz was the aggre-
gate used in the panels. Some of the panels
weighed up to a ton and a half and measured 7
feet by 12feet. Precast Contractor: White Stone
Company, Memphis, Tenn. Architects: Buchmuel-

ler Whitworth & Foust, I nc., Si keston, Mo. Genera I

Contractor : McCarthy Brothers Construction Co.,

St. Louis, Mo. Atlas Whrte is only one of a wide
range of cements produced by Universal Atlas.
Write Universal Atlas Cement Division of
U.S. Steel, Room 5393, Chatham Center, Pitts-

burgh, Pa. 15230. Atlas is a registered trademark.

ffiAtlas
WHITE CEMENT
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Architects Are Challenged to Design
Two-Year Colleges Attuned to Times

lames B. Ash ol the architectural firm ol
Kivett & Myers, Kansas City, Missouri, has
written this special report on the A.AIC con-
vention for the AIA Jounrvel.

"After serving on the awards jury, I can
emphasize the fact that we are currently
building colleges that belong in every past
decade of this century and a few that ap-
propriately may belong in the '70s," said
Bill N. Lacy, AIA.

"If I were to conduct another design ses-

sion similar to that one in 1962-"Rice De-
sign Fete: 10 Designs/Community Colleges"

-I would center it around one theme:
change. I would not accept a solution that
did not plan for change in some manner or
other."

The dean of the School of Architecture,
University of Tennessee, was addressing the
American Association of Junior Colleges
which met in Honolulu for its "50th Year-
50th State" convention; and he was referring
to the first annual architectural awards pro-
gram, of which the Institute was a co-spon-
sor (see AIA JounNel, March, p. 35, for
winners).

Dean Lacy was echoing the convention
theme itself: "A Time for Change." There
was much substance in the four-day pro-
gram, but the best evidence of change was
represented by the keynote speaker and the
host city (currently among the top five
builders in the United States, which threatens
the charm of Waikiki's 43-year-old Royal
Hawaiian Hotel with Miami Beach high-
density, highrise architecture.)

James E. Allen Jr.. US Commissioner of
Education, begged off with a last-minute
telegram citing "business in Washington."

His stand-in, Dr. Preston Valien, a Negro
and former professor at Fisk, Brooklyn and
Columbia Universities, delivered Dr. Allen's
talk, but by his presence the Deputy Associ-
ate Commissioner for Higher Education set

the tone of "A Time for Change" better than
the words in the program or the speakers
who followed.

Representatives from the seven commu-
nity colleges on the Hawaiian Islands were
among the 1,500 US and Canadian delegates

who shared the sessions with over 60 educa-
tors from Australia and 16 Asian nations.

For those in the architectural profession,

there were at least two other high points in
addition to the awards presentation and juror
Lacy's statement: the remarks by Edmund J.

Gleazer Jr., who also was a contributor to
the March AIA JounNer, and a case study
comparison of the Dallas Junior College Dis-
trict and the new Borough of Manhattan
Community College campus.

One disappointment at the Honolulu meet-
ing: Of the more than 50 general and semi-
nar topics, not a single one was set aside for
a discussion of "strategy for Bond Issues and
Tax Levies." Maybe next year when the 51st
convention will be held in the nation's capital.

Shows Are On Again at Octagon House

The newly restored Octagon is already in full
swing with exhibits. Shown in the second floor
area at present are photographs of works by
William W. Wurster, FAIA, last year's AIA
Gold Medal winner. The photos, which were
taken by Roger Sturtevant and Morley Baer,
feature 16 projects spanning a period of 40
years. Put together by the California Redwood
Association, they are accompanied by text
with comments by Wurster on the various
projects. The show will be on display through
May 29.

Later this year, from July 2l to September
13, the Octagon will have the 1970 Honor
Awards winners on display.

Johnny Horizon ls Coming on Strong
As Antipollution Hero of Our Land

The Post Office has its Mr. Zip, the Forest
Service its Smoky the Bear and now the De-
partment of Interior has its Johnny Horizon,
a square-jawed cartoon character who com-
bines the best of Mark Trail, Gary Cooper
and the Lone Ranger (minus mask). Johnny
will be the symbol of the most intensive anti-
litter campaign ever launched by a public
agency. Interior Secretary Walter Hickel and

folk-singer Burl Ives, at
a press conference intro-
ducing the antipollution
hero, promised an effort
to "get 200 million Amer-
icans aware of and caring
for their environment."

Speaking on the theme
of the new campaign "It's my land, it's your
land-help keep it clean!" Ives stated that
what was necessary was a gentlemen's agree-
ment with the earth.

UDDC Appoints Slayton, Three Others
To Enlarge Scope of lO-Member Board

The Urban Design and Development Corpo-
ration, in line with its broad objectives to
improve life in America's urban centers,
continues to select trustees with a wide back-
ground of experience.

The newly elected members of the board
are Wjlliam L. Slayton. executive vice pres-
ident of the Institute and former head of
Urban America, Inc.; George A. Dudley,
AIA, chairman of the New York State Pure
Waters Authority and the New York State
Council on Architecture; Philip Hammer,
president of Hammer, Greene, Siler Asso-
ciates, economics consultants of Washington,
D.C., and past president of the American
Society of Planning Officials; and Wayne E.
Thompson, vice president of environmental
development for the Dayton Hudson Corpo-
ration and a former member of the National
Advisory Council of Urban America.

Set up with AIA funds in February 1969,
the UDDC board's current total of 10 now
is a mix of architects and nonarchitects.

Miami Coalition Turns to Architect
With Long Public Service Record

The new president of the Greater Miami
Coalition should have no problem identifying
with its overall aim: to emphasize means of
improving the quality of life for all citizens
in Dade County. He is Edward G. Grafton,
senior partner in the architectural firm of
Ferendino/ Grafton/ Pancoast.

This year's specific efforts are concentrating
on 1) housing, 2) administration of justice,
3) manpower, 4) economic development, 5)
health and welfare, 6) education. Concerning
the later, "Miami School Integration" is the
title of program case study No. 8 in a series
being produced by the Washington-based na-
tional Urban Coalition.

A past president ofthe Florida South Chap-
ter AIA, Grafton is a member of several na-
tional housing groups and has served as a
consultant to the Department of Housing
and Urban Development. tr

Circle 172 on inlormation car
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Among the design award winners is the comprehensive campus master plan for Mount Vernon
Junior College in Washington, D.C., for which Hartman-Cox conceived this megastructure type
of building. The March AIA Journal showed only the existing campus.
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the lnsiltute

Your Conduit on Housing Action
by JacxsoN T. Wnrcnr Sn.

Director, Housing Prograrns

The department of Housing Programs serves
as a direct means by which you, the member-
ship, can get action on matters dealing with
federal housing. It maintains close liaison
with officials responsible for the administra-
tion of housing programs so that solutions to
problems which tend to slow down construc-
tion can be brought to the attention of per-
sonnel in the various agencies.

During 1969, the department was able to
clear from the backlog of the housing pipe-
line more than $22 million of housing for
low and moderate income families for mem-
ber firms. Also, the department has been able
to assist the national Housing Committee in
pinpointing problem areas that could not be
solved administratively but are stressed in
legislative testimony aimed at alleviating and
removing the constraints that impede the pro-
duction of housing.

To get the most efiective help, a brief but
detailed case history of a problem should be
sent to the department, accompanied by all
supporting data and with recommendations
for solutions when available.

Case reporting is exemplified by the action
obtained through concerted efforts by the pro-
fession and others (testimony) in connection
with the 1969 Housing Act. The membership
made it known through direct communication
to the department that:
1. The 202 E,lderly Housing Program and
the 221-D-3 Program should be retained and
funded. The 1969 Housing Act so provided.
Both programs have become well known and
most widely accepted as vehicles by which
quality housing can be produced. The mem-
bership has further expressed strong desires
that the programs be made permanent. This
will be reflected in testimony in the near
future.
2. Low rent public housing should be fully
funded and the per room cost raised. This
was also made possible by the act although
still inadequately to some degree.
3. The 1968 Housing Act should be fully
funded. Here we were only partially success-
ful, but the committee is continuing the fight
for full funding and will so testify in the near
future.

In the department's direct assistance to the
membership, one case involved a small archi-
tectural firm which, due to misinterpretation
of procedures, was having problems obtain-
ing interim payments to which it was entitled.
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This had caused undue hardship and expense
by forcing the firm to finance large sums over
a long period of time. The department man-
aged to get the payments released. Recom-
mendations for changes in the procedure of
interim payments are awaiting approval.

Another case was an architectural firm
which desired to upgrade the quality of pub-
lic housing and ventured away from the ordi-
nary project-like design. The firm fought for
several years to get approval from the De-
partment of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment but was told repeatedly that it was a
"wasteful use of design." The Institute's
housing department aided the firm in plan-
ning a strategy to overcome this thinking,
and I am happy to report that the develop-
ment is presently under construction and a

new, improved living environment will be the
result.

The above are only a few of the many
problems dealing with housing that have been
brought to the attention of this department
for which solutions have been found. These
cases have enabled the department to estab-
lish a file which serves as an excellent referral
source within the Institute.

The department is maintaining close con-
tact with Operation Breakthrough and has
made available to the membership lists of
firms, compiled by state, which responded to
Breakthrough initially and expressed interest
in forming consortiums; information bulletins
released by HUD; and first-hand information
on meetings and developments.

Participation with other organizations
deeply concerned with the housing crisis such
as the National Housing Conference, US
Conference of Mayors, Urban Coalition and
others keeps the department aware of the
contributions that the profession can make.

The department also makes appointments
for the membership with the appropriate
central office housing officials of HUD who,
under the new organizational structure, will
act somewhat as a "court of last resort."

The services of the department are many
and varied, and we look forward to being of
assistance to you, for the crisis in housing
looms more formidable each passing day.
The need for your contribution is vital. Un-
less the constraints are brought to the fore,
the goals of decent homes and good living en-
vironments for all Americans will remain a

myth. tr
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PRACTICE
L Gordon Carr & Associates ol New York City translotes a businessman's approach to interior planning problems

into architectural solutions, coming up with such innovations as the work letter.

PROFILE

The Intricacies
of Designing Inner Space

Plan of the food service floor and photo of the kitchen for Bristol-Myers headquarters (architects: Emery Roth & Sons).
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It nrav come as a surprise to some, but thc lirm which undoubtedly
has donc nrorc interior plannine anci dcsisn for thc hcadquartcrs
of Ncw York Citv's corp()rutL. gitrnts is:.rn rrrchitcctural onc. For
J. Gordon Carr & Associatcs has cliscovcrcd that spccialization in
one arca can pay off for thc organization that is willing to con-
ccntratc and bccontc knowlcdgeable beyond thc norntal hreadth
of planning, particularly as it relates to br-rsiness proccdures.

"Wc are architects first and forentost," emphasizes J. Gordon
Carr, AIA, thc firm's foundcr who heads a partnership of scvcn
nrcrr and a cLlrrent total of 55 pcoplc. Since its bcginning in 1931 .

thc oftlce has dcvelopcd plans for such big names as Seagranr,
Spcrry Rand. Mobil Oil and, morc recently, General Motors and
Bristol-Mycrs. T<t datc, the largest completed job has been
975.000 squarc fcet tor J. C. Pcnney, but the firm's current proj-
cct for Mcrrill Lynch, Piercc, Fcnner & Sntith will top that with
lpproximately 1.2 million square feet. A look at the latter can
help to explain what Carr does that is different from other archi-
tectural ofhces and to illr-rstratc hclw it has built Lrp its rcputation
for client service.

Carr's preliminary contacts with Merrill Lynch took placc
almost l0 ycars ago at u timc whcn thc investmcnt firm had a

locations dcpartn.rent which handlcd all of its needs intcrnally.
When Merrill Lynch deterntined to conrbinc all of its facilities
(scattercd in six diffcrcnt locations) into one homc office, and
to do this within a matter of about three ycars. managemcnt de-
cidcd that this was a problem for which it necded professional
assistancc. In reality. thc situation was ntorc complex than at first
believed bccause it wirs cstimated that space needs would not hit
thc l-million-sqrrarc-foot mark until somewhere around 1986.
However. as preliminary planning got underway and as thc vol-

'tttlintrcd ott page 49

This is just one of 96
pages, assembled in
an B1/2x17-inch port-
folio, that made up
the work letter for the
J. C. Penney project.
Now a standard doc-
ument as developed
by Carr, it is a letter
of agreement between
landlord and tenant,
setting fotth the com-
mitments of the par-
ticipants and defining
the materials, equip-
ment, fixtures and all
of the other details
based on the require-
ments of the specific
job. The work letter
is either appended to
the lease or incor-
porated into it by
legal counsel. lt is in-
teresting to note that
lease negotiations on
the part of the design
tea m represent a

ma.jor part of prelim-
inary planning for
most tenant-clients.
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Carr directors: seated

-Edward 
J. Meyer,

AlA, executive direc-
tor; J. Gordon Carr,
AlA, senior partner;
Paul G. Lips, AIA
administration; stand-
ing-Niels Gabel-
Jorgensen, design;
Joseph P. Gherardi,
projects; James L.
Goettinger, planning;
William C. Blaser,
AlA, architecture.
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The headquarters building (architects: Edward
Durell Stone, FAIA, in association with Emery
Roth & Sons) includes the not-so-typical legal
conference room and library hallway and the
typical secretarial-pool work area.
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ume of Merrill Lynch's business increased, it soon became ap-
parent that previous estimates had to be completely discarded.

Beginning with the acceptance of its initial proposal, Carr
has been intimately involved in the negotiations between the client
and the management of the building into which the former is to
move. This particular situation is the ideal one since specific plans
for Merrill Lynch are being conceived as the basic plans for build-
ing construction are being drawn, allowing a great many changes
to be made on paper before anything is actually built. Because of
the nature of its operations, Merrill Lynch as the major tenant
(occupying about two-thirds of the building) will have special
requirements in such areas as communications systems, electrical
services and airconditioning. Thus Carr is able to work directly
with the building architects, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, to in-
corporate many of these features into the basic building plans,
thereby saving money for everyone concerned.

To clarify this kind of arrangement, Carr prepares for its
client a work letter (see sampling on pp. 44-45) which outlines
in complete detail everything that must be done and indicates
whether the costs of such items are to be borne by the building
owrier or by the tenant. The preliminary version of the work letter
serves as a basis for negotiations with the building owner, and
when agreement is reached, the final document becomes a contract.

It is also Carr's function to schedule the construction in the
tehant's space to fit basic building construction schedules. If, as
is usually the case, the client has employed his own engineering
consultants, Carr will coordinate that work with that of the build-
ing's engineers. In short, the firm's job is a highly complex,
detailed one without the advantage that an architect sometimes has
of being able to change the configuration of his shell. In some
instances, when the building architect makes the latter kind of
change, Carr's problem is further complicated by adjusting to such
basic building changes.

Along with its plans for space utilization and location of fa-
cilities, Carr usually handles the interior design. This is an area
which depends upon the overall space planning but, in a sense,
must proceed independently. Perhaps the biggest difficulty here
lies in pleasing the many different tastes involved. Decisions on
plans for space utilization are usually made, as is being done in
the case of Merrill Lynch, by a high-level building committee.
However, when it comes to style of furnishings, colors and decora-
tive details, the same selected group of people may make the final
choices, but the results will reflect a range of opinions.

In this matter of responsibility, what practitioner Carr told
the American Management Association a few years back is worth
repeating today: "One of the best ways to keep the cost of an office
planning project within reasonable bounds is to place complete re-
sponsibility for the program with one high-level executive and back
him on all decisions. Failurc to do this can add considerably to the
amount of time and energy expended in the planning process, and
if the divided responsibility continues after cohstruction has begun,
costs can soar unbelievably. In addition, delays in either the plan-
ning or the construction stage may prevent the client from moving
into its new quarters on schedule, and thus make it necessary to
pay two rents for several months or more."

When Merrill Lynch makes the move to its new home office
in May l97l,it will occupy almost 33 stories at I Liberty Plaza.
There will be somewhere between 5,000 and 7,000 employees at
that time, and they will be serviced by such specialized equipment
as an extensive electronic data processing department, a unique
pneumatic paper-handling system and vertical conveyors. The
firnr will have its own kitchen, cafeteria, dining rooms and vend-
ing machines to take care of some of the feeding needs. ln addi-

Vaulted ceiling of the Marine Midland Trust Company of New york
echoes the building's exterior (architects: Emery Roth & Sons).

tion to the customary reception areas, lounges and conference
rooms, there will be special vaults, a medical department, an audi-
torium and other facilities to keep Merrilt Lynch's huge volume of
work timely and ellicient-and all of this with the added flexibility
and economy of a 25-year-lease at a current rental figure.

Says senior partner Carr about lease negotiations: "We
examine the basic building design and facilities and advise our
clients of the conditions found or to be expected. When given
sufficient notice before a client's lease is to be signed, *" uid in
its development and safeguard his interest in incorporating those
parts within our jurisdiction. To do this, we make an analysis of
his requirements. We aim to get for him maximum benefits, both
in what is given by the lease and in the minimum controlled costs
for work done by the building owner."

The firm cven assists its clients in moves to their new quarters
by developing schedules that are coordinated with telephone in-
stallation and properly fitted into the receiving and elevator facili-
ties at the new location. The service also includes zoning and
coding plans for the move.

After the ntove, punch lists are prepared for items and work
that will requirc attention. These are followed and checked until
completion. Guarantees and insurance certificates are gathered,
and thc hundrcds of other particulars for closing a job are finally
carried out.

For providing all of these services, Carr charges ZVz times
the hourly salary of every person for the time actually workecl on
the job. No other income, direct or indirect, is received. In the
few instances when the office does the entire building, it bills on
a conrmission basis, using the AIA recommended fee schedule.

The client is sent a monthly statement which includes the
names of thc people at work, the number of hours engaged and
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The American Stock
Exchange's interior
has been renovated
several times since
its open ing (a rch i-

tects: Starrett & Van
Vleeck), but Tiffany
remains unchanged
since Carr's original
design in 1941.

thcir hoLrrly salary; thus at any point in thc progress of thc job,

it can bc clctL-l.ntinccl [uw r.pucl.t tlf thc trltirnatc budgct has alrcaciy

bccn spcnt.

Ciarr employs cost-per-squarc foot mcasttrin-q formulas only

as cstimitting dcvices for thc clicnt, as a basis for chccking thc fcc

and as a ntcasurablc n-rethod ot cost control. Thc data asscnlblcd

to establish thcsc cstinlatccl costs thcn becontes part of thc prescn-

tation proccss.

Onc might ask the question, how does the oll-rcc gct the job

in the lirst place'/ Thc founding partner is pror"rd to say that, at

this point in timc, many ilre repeat commissions. Thc othcrs arc

thc rcsr"rlt of thc lirrr looking for work and prospectivc clicnts look-

ing for profcssional help.

ln the casc of Merrill Lynch, a job on which thc conrpctition

was undcrstandably intensc. it was a cilsc of the client making thc

first ntovc. Carr-'s otiicc brought with it to the initial interview not

only its in-dcpth cxpcricncc but also a basic presentation book

which lrrterror',t ntagazine has called "a masterpiecc of clarity ancl

undcrscll." lt is. in csscncc. a dctailccl rccord on similar or rclatcd

installations. inclucling thc original buclget and final costs' Bcyond

that, it cxplains the rttcthocls uscd hy the dcsign firnl in maintaining

a constant line ol conrnrunication r'vith thc client.

The prescntation book is, in a sensc, thc conlpilation of a

lifctimc of work, still continuing, that bcgan when architect Carr

hung out his shinglc 33 ycars ago. Upon receiving his master's

clcgrec in architccture fronl Massachusetts Institute of Tcchnology

in 1930, he workecl for Riiynlond Hood who was developing "a

new approach to architccturc," as Carr rccalls, designing such

projccts as the Daily Ncws Building, the McGraw-Hill BLrilding

and Rockefellcr Ccnter.
BLrt as the Deprcssion worc on'''thcrc was less and lcss

chancc tcl do ntuch architccturc"' so Carr rctltrncd to collcgc-
this tirnc to Harvlrrd Univcrsity's Gracluatc School of Business

Adnrinistration rvhcrc hc got anothcr nleistcr's degrce and his
"busincss" ttricntation rvhich was to stand hinl in good stcad in

thc ycars to contc.

Carr bccanrc associatcd rvith indurstrial design rvhcn he joined

Raynroncl Locnl ancl rvas to flnd himscli involvcd in that arca for

a half cktzcn ycars or sc't tvith a list of crcdits that would range fronl

thc Pcpsi-Cola lrottlc to ntovablc bclts tcl DC-3 interiors'

Whcn Carr opcnccl his own olhce, he got a big lift fronr

[-oft's can<1y chain. btrt it was thc Ncrv York World's Fair of

It)39 that gal'c hinr his rcal start \\'hen hc won a competition for

thc Aviation Butlcling. Hc was irlso askcd to design thc HoLtsc of

Jcwcls. "lt rvas at this point that I actually got involvecl with

pcople." ltc I erttirtisccs.

Looking back at his long cArecr. if Carr had to pick another

nrilestonc projcct it would bc Tiffany on Fitth Avenuc, a store that

has changecl little sincc hc designcd it irl l9'1 I . Today, he rcnrains

activc in thc lirnt but has turned ovcr thc day-to-day operations

to six dircctors. fivc of whom are rcgistcred architects (one a

menrbcr clf thc Fe dcration of Danish Architects ) '

All thc dircctors have comc to Carr via architectural chan-

ncls, cithcl as cnrplovccs of firnls or as practitioncrs on their own;

and all havc [.rc.'n rvith thc organization for at lcast l0 ycars, two

of thcnr for l-5.

"Ycs. indcccl. wc are an architcctural firnl"' repeats Edward

J. Meycr, AIA. rvhont thc directors have elected executive direc-

tor. "Ours has becontc a hi-uhly spccializcd field in itself which

conrbincs a knou,lcclgc of busincss operation, financc, real estate,

architccturirl clesign and clsments of dccor into one clearly inte-

-uratcd program." RosERr E. Kos,slpn

Among the firm's long
list of clients are ITT
(architects: Emery
Roth & Sons), whose
boardroom is seen
above, and Mobil Oil
(architects: Harrison
& Abramovitz), which
has a training center
as a special feature.
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NEIGHBORHOODS: A MATTER OF
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by Jauns Pnarr, AIA
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Man can still only mentally encompass so much of his immediate
surroundings. How about reversing the present trend toward su-

perenvironments and breaking them up into manageable pieces?

Alexandra, age 7, described how she would improve her part of the

city. "Build bridges across the big streets so I can go by myself,

to daddy's office, to school or to get an ice cream. Make a place to
play in the middle of our neighborhood, make a swimming pool.

Have lots of flowers."
Since all of her goals were within a half mile, her barriers

were not space but intruding technology. Small-town children have

the independence, safety and beauty she seeks. How can the city
and the suburbs become structured to create these same values for
children, as well as for their adults? We have traded grace and

safety for speed of movement. How do we have all three? How do

we make life with technology beautiful?
As long as the town was small, the average American felt

some ability to cope with his environment. Today, systems in scale

with the individual have been lost while we have been developing

single, monolithic supersystems, physically and politically. But we

also need a mosaic of related suborders.
For example, the postwar interstate highways have created

a major revolution in almost every city of any size. They have

destroyed the town fabric without regard for the effect on its sub-

orders. This highway logic has produced the concept of a major
thoroughfare system with direct fluid movement through the city.
Whether sensitive planners could have woven new traffic systems

through the old ones without destroying them is academic; the fact

remains that for much of America the values of living in the old

fabric are gone. With few exceptions major traffic movement has

had precedence over the neighborhood.

We must elimininate street continuity inside the residential

neighborhood. The grid pattern, the surveyor's fast way of estab-

lishing civilization in the wilderness, has an inherent lack of safety

in a dense, mobile society based on wheel technology. The accre-

tive 19th century grid pattern led us into our present neighborhood

problem as much as the freeway. New subdivisions have developed

curved, winding streets, but these are not enough. No dwelling

should face a street where traffic moves at even a 20-mile speed if
we are to maintain grace and safety in the living environment. We

cannot continue to let 18,500 children a year be injured in our

streets with cars.

To structure a better neighborhood there are interlocked vari-

ables which rnust be synthesized: l) automobile circulation, 2)

size,3) boundaries and interfaces,4) dwelling variety,5) major

foci, 6) recreation, 7) links other than automobile to contiguous

districts.
Automobile Circulation: lf streets can be specialized upward

in scale, why not downward as well? When it finally dawns on us

that we have to rebuild the neighborhood in the wake of the pres-

ent highway cataclysm, we will add streets for creeping speeds.

There needs to be a defined relationship of a new specialized

street to a limited number of dwellings. If we want to recapture the

good qualities of the village, there should be no more than a dozen

houses built on a cul-de-sac. The shortness of the street is im-

portant in order to discourage speeding. Denser city dwelling

areas must subordinate cars to less intrusive places by means of

concealed parking levels, pooled guest parking and elimination of

curb parking.
In old areas we must break up the endless grid into manage-

able pieces and develop discontinuity in dwelling streets' Here it

is iniiially a question of minor surgical cuts. To accomplish this,
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How to Frotect,a,nd,l,mprovs Existing Naigh&rhlmCs

Recogn izer th'e :natu r&l bound riried of tn eighrbor-
h,oods lorrngdl by establish,ed rnajor Streets;

St. Louis put up chains across one end of some of its grid streets.

New York in some places puts up barricades, a practical palliative,
to keep out cars during play hours. A street may be plugged with a

half-block park, forcing traffic to turn out instead of continuing
through. Thc cul-dc-sac tied to a collcctor street becomes an effii-
cient principle by which to organize neighborhood traffic. Using
this principle in planning a quarter section of land to serve a popu-
lation of a given density, 2-5 acres would be required for streets,
while streets fclr the conventional grid pattern would require some
37 acres.

Size.'How big should a neighborhood be? The problem can be
approached in three ways: by psychological geography, by func-
tions and by population density.

The area which an individual can mentally encompass in de-

tail has definite limits. Beyond these he is overwhelmed. On the

one hand, size may be a function of the number of persons with
whom an individual can feel psychologically comfortable; sociolo-
gists and ethnologists must define the latitude in this number. On
the other hand, it may be a function of the psychological geography
of the area in which he finds himself.

When a city has no comprehensible division of parts, the in-
dividual loses ability to interact with it, influence it or assume

responsibility for it. To have emotionally satisfying city living we

must find ways to encourage the individual's assumption of re-
sponsibility for his part in it. Neighborhood boundaries that psy-
chologically do not overwhelm him are one means of facilitating
that rcsponsibility and buttressing his sense of identity and impor-
tance. This appropriate scaling of the city's parts may then reflect
beauty. In engineered abstractions such as big streets and multi-
building projccts, it is usually forgotten that the successful process

of usc by the individual is the project's ultimate reason for being
and that this scaling of parts to the individual's need is his only
means of relating himself to the environment.

Neighborhood size is also determined by function. There can

be little doubt that a basic function necded in the neighborhood is

the education of the young child. In order for him to maintain his
identity in his first school experience, a maximum of 550 to 600
students appears desirable. With this number of children it is

possible for the individual to know a significant percentage of his
fellows. J udging from statistics on children of school ages 6 to I 1 ,

a grade school of this size can be supported by a population of
4,500 to 5,000. But this is too many parents for one neighborhood,
as it is the equivalent of a small town, or three villages of 1,500
persons each. The school district, then, encompasses three neigh-
borhoods. If we assume this model of 1,500 persons, or 450
families, to occupy conventional single-family dwellings, they will
occupy 60 acres, plus I 2 acres for automobile streets, parks and
walkways (a radius of some 1,100 feet, or under one-quarter
of a mile. )

Concerning size, what does this mean to the adult or child in
such a group? The adult can walk around the neighborhood in
three-quarters of an hour. Whether he does so is beside the point;
he can understand such an area and therefore identify with it, or
even assume some responsibility for it. If we arrange the streets
properly, a child can walk without crossings to his school on thc
edge of the neighborhood in I0 minutes. And at a school serv-
ing three such neighborhoods, he will find no more than three
groups of l5 to I 8 individuals of his age.

However, in too many cities there is no working relationship
between school agencies siting schools and planning agencies ap-
proving new neighborhood plats or reworking older areas. With
the thoroughfare revolution having split many existing neighbor-
hoods, grade schools may no longer be safely accessible for small
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Plan.,comRlerciat strlpr and resldantiral areas
so they are back to back; separate by making
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children. Shifting norms to meet boom conditions are carrying us

away from a small-town, l6 persons-per-acre density, that ideal

held up for a place in which to raise the young. Plans that reflect

ideal life patterns for the small child, whether in suburb or center

city, have become fewer as we organize in units too large and

without intermediate buffering. Piling up a three-dimensional city

of 20 le'.,els is frightening if we do not deflne the closer physical

relationships better.
Bounduries and Intarfaces.' The psychology of firm, known

limits needs to be reinforced with carefully made edges. Nothing
can degrade residential property more than to border on a com-

mercial backside made of minimum materials and fllled with
refuse. Six-foot fences cannot begin to solve the problem; only a

commercial conscience or an adequate landscape buffer can.

Within present realities, landscaping on a long-range, large-

scale basis with adequate depth to diffuse traffic noise from the

roads is the only answer. Platting of property for dwelling use

along traffic ways in the suburbs and along gross traffic ways in
the cities is nearly always unrealistic for good living; there is no

recognition of the noise problem. Use of walls, earth mounds or
deliberate grade change, together with a substantial depth of plant

material to soften sound, is needed to upgrade present norms.

Zoning requiring no container for parking iots visually degrades

adjacent dwellings. The container principle needs to be widely
applied in the public domain.

Dwelling Variety: When we grew at a slower pace, time gave

an order to growth which included a measure of heterogeneity.

Recently, we have so forgotten the relation of dwellings to the
process of living that we force people to tear up their life patterns

and move to distant parts of the city when their family circum-
stances change.

We must make it possible for all ages to live in the neighbor-

hood. There is often no way that people, no longer wanting large

houses, can stay in their neighborhood with their friends and estab-

lished relationships. This is poignant for the elderly who are

sent to "golden acres" and thereby cut off from everything familiar.
The banishment of thc young to apartment districts separated from
other age groups also creates problems. How can initiative in com-

munity concerns be fostered among youth living in this milieu of
swinging irresponsibility?

Of course, some older persons enjoy living near younger age

groups; others object to noisy young families. Howevcr, there is

not enough provision for choice. Zoning, in oversimplifying and

separating dwelling types by sizc, aggravates our lack of choice.

The scale of building elements needs to be varied for compre-

hension and for the psychological well-being of the individual.
Within present zoning laws, high- and lowrise or detached dwell-
ings can all be improved by more attention to scale. Nothing is

more bruising to the autonomy of the individual than to find him-
self dwarfed by vast numbers of identical housing units. The

breakup of rows of identical objects with elements of a different

scale will allow the individual a way to better perceive the whole

picture.
We must provide for different tastes. By means of dollar-

oriented corporation building hundreds of two-story garden apart-

ments 30 feet apart or through urban renewal highrise soldiers with
endless corridors filled with anonymous doors giving into identical
units, we approach the dreary norms of communist countries. Our

elevators work better, there are carpets on the floor and gaudy

lights on the walls and all those bathrooms, but provision for

Mr. Pratt is a partner of Pratt, Box, Henderson & Partners, Dallas, and
chairman of the Committee on Public Education.
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variety of living pattern is missing in new housing. We must re-

verse the present tendency to let a dollar dictatorship establish

the norms.
The economic temptation to eliminate variation in size, ceil-

ing height, prospect or front-door identity all limit neighborhood

diversity. There is not a tiny or grand house among its equal

middle-class neighbors. There is no sprinkling of oddball apart-

ments; only the soap ad family is served. We are providing for a

mass norm with no alternatives available for the US middle-class

person or for people of the same cultural background but with

varying incomes. Our age may have more cash and gadgets, but

it provides far less commodiousness and variety than was standard

in new construction half a century ago for the middle-class.

In dense cities there is the question of a desirable relation to

nature. To shrink the city literally to allow for the projected hoards

of new people, to save commuting time, to get the density high

enough to support rapid transit, to reduce costs of city services, the

three-dimensional city is proposed, to be piled up by means of

vertical transport. The expensive answer of Habitat carries this

to a romantic conclusion in its diagonal stacking to allow daylight

from several directions, natural air streets and generous unit

terraces. There is an element of beauty in the wholeness of the

living pattern implied. Only at a Pierre would one find grand apart-

ment terraces with broad views of New York, and few even there.

For most Manhattanites, these standards of Habitat would be lux-

ury indeed, and nature enough. But from the opposite viewpoint,

that of the lover of soil, would they be enough? The suburbs lack

in facilities for ideal community living, but the long accepted fed-

eral mortgage guarantee for an individual house and garden at

least gives nature to many who otherwise would be in five-floor

walkups.
We should not fool ourselves that we want a three-dimen-

sional city because the suburbs are awful. We are intrigued with

it because it is exciting, dynamic and novel; it is obviously effi-
cient for dense conditions, and it is one way to solve the living
place in 20th century terms. And if we return some of the one-

level dwelling space to nature as we build vertically, excellent.

But we all do not have to give up living on the ground even for a

400 million population. Cities are now using only 2 percent of our
land; it may go to four in 20 years. This still seems a not unrea-

sonable percentage.

Major Foci: To bind and give meaning to the whole, we must

develop a strong focus for the neighborhood. Although we have

moved to the city for its stimulation and richness of choice, one of

the chief delights of the village is its simplicity. There is little
choice, but all is immediately accessible. We need to incorporate
this advantage into the neighborhood. Why not combine primary

school, adult education hall, food mart, branch library, neutral

meeting place, church, voting place, public health agency, nursery,

playground and park into a single facility? With the exception of
the food mart, all may double in use since their times of activity

do not coincide. Obviously, all individuals will not use such a

facility, nor can it provide the diversity to satisfy all tastes. But it
would be a powerful step toward synthesizing our immediate nec-

essary patterns of neighborhood living in a simpler, more direct
form. It would make living easier and should be less of a burden

on the tax purse.

A village study (Thomas Sharp: The Anatomy ol a Village,

Penguin Books. 1946) pleads for a diversity of occupations and

the inclusion of some community services to facilitate intergroup
activity. ln The Secular Cily (Macmillan, 1966 revised ed.),
Harvey Cox has pointed out that a desirable reason for city life
is the ability to choose one's associations, hitherto impossible in



small towns. But a limited social cognizance of those living in
physical proximity to one another is necessary to structure the
community for group life in village, town or city. This we have
forgotten. It cannot happen if it is self-conscious. It must happen
naturally on the paths of other functions in today's terms-along
the paths to work, in the aisles of the supermarket, along recrea-
tional paths-at our new village "crossroads."

If we provide the necessary psychological image around which
a community may focus, we must give the crossroads strong form.
We have seen that the individual requires a unique place to which
he can relate. We need a new architectural equivalent of the Italian
piazza or of the New England white spire and its village green with
which to focus the neighborhood. Reston has the most imaginative
community focal place of recent years, with its small lake, quay
and shopping plaza overlooked by low- and highrise dwelling units.
The influence of a powerful visual image can be a strong force to
bind a neighborhood together. A tower, a handsome square, a

special building, a body of water can each burn into one's memory
and, in the case of Reston, the combination of several such images
becomes compelling.

Recreation: More than building particular facilities for rec-
reation in the neighborhood, we need to structure the other basic
components to double for this purpose. If means can be found to
ban front yard and curb parking or to reroute the sidewalks, the
latter may again achieve safety and a recreational use. If park and
school facilities can be united to encourage adult use for sports
and evening classes, separate facilities need not be built. If our
crossroads has a sitting space, older people may enjoy passive
participation.

If linear parks connect districts, the child will have recrea-
tionpl potential as well as safe communication. If streets are better
organized there can be safety for bicyclists. Rather than defining
public obligation to supply recreation for children only, we need
to supply simple recreational opportunities for every age group in
the neighborhood.

Links Other Than Automobile: Links are means of com-
munication. Given all internal neighborhood ideals, we will not
make a successful city without linking the smallest unit to the next
larger one. The car link (private), the bus link (public), the foot
and the bicycle links are each part of a desired pattern.

In the Copenhagen suburb of Lyngby, a beautiful forest and
swamp path winds its way west to Iakes and east to a great park
and the sea. There, amid highrise apartments, traffic ways and
rapid transit, the individual has uninterrupted solitude when he
desires it and children may go in safety for miles. The patterns for
living artfully have been articulated very successfully with what is

in effect a linear park. In Zirich, Tiiler und Wege-intimate green

walks along ravines full of rushing water-connect living areas
with the forest preserves on top of the hills around the city with a
lake in the middle. For a better life, we must bring such facilities
into the heart of what Pani calls our "certain hovel areas."

In the US, Reston and Columbia use these kinds of links for
communication; in the latter Washington satellite 10 "villages" of
some 11,000 each will be connected by walks, bridle paths and a

minibus service running on its own right-of-way. We must balance
the car link with other kinds of communication.

If the individual has no alternative but to live a great dis-
tance from his work, he still does not have the most desirable life.
Factories which do not intrude on their surroundings should be
near enough to residential areas to be within walking or bicycling
distance. We cannot legislate where people should live, but we can
encourage the use of walkways and bicycle paths, far less costly
to build than concrete highways and far more salutary on the body.

Some American college campuses, such as the University of
California at Santa Barbara, do have cycle ways, and the federal
government is supporting the building of 10,000 miles of bicycle
paths around the country. They can introduce a new kind of beauty
to the process of living in the larger city.

We invented grade separation to give continuity to speed
streets. By applying this principle widely over other streets, we can
regain the 19th century grace we seek in vain in today's suburbs.
The charm of the 19th century town came largely from quiet, safe
streets. This is not possible in a neighborhood with the car bulls
let loose, two or three to a family. Grade separation can give the
same continuity to walk paths, bicycle paths, or even bridle paths,
as it now gives to freeways.

The art of city living is more than a mosaic of dwelling neigh-
borhoods. It requires a structuring of groups in neighborhoods into
a composite of urban design. This extends the neighborhood into
the many ingredients of life in the city and relates the small to the
large. If this relating of pieces is also organized visually, the in-
dividual is able to perceive the structure and personality of his city.
Functional order may then reflect beauty.

Citizen, government and school each has a role in getting a

better city for the individual through more careful neighborhood
organization. For each neighborhood it is the responsibility of the
citizens within it to l) meet and define its needs, perhaps with
the help of an independent planner acting as their advocate to the
city; 2) see that the city planning commission studies improve-
ments to circulation, housing, park boundary interfaces and all
other needs that citizens have; and 3) insist that these studies be
translated into bond programs.

It is the responsibility of the planning arm of the city govern-
ment to 1 ) define neighborhood boundaries; 2) assume a density
range for each neighborhood; 3) lace together neighborhood dis-
tricts with a leisure and children's communication system linking
schools, convenience shopping and recreation (ultimately grade

separated) ; 4 ) adjust the existing thoroughfare and neighborhood
park system after neighborhood living areas are defined; 5) pro-
pose a short-range capital improvement program to re-establish
safe neighborhoods throughout the city by means of temporary
devices such as chained streets; 6) propose a long-range capital
improvement program through bonds voted periodically for a
group of neighborhoods and ultimately for the whole city.

It should also be the responsibility of the city planning de-
partment through the planning commission automatically to re-
evaluate each neighborhood when density is saturated, or every
10 years.

The schools have the third responsibility to establish aware-
ness of the civic environment. We do not teach children how to
judge this environment, nor that it is within our power to change
it. The physical framework in which we live is totally ignored in
most schools. We must examine with our children our attitude
toward temporizing-do we live now, or in the future? What value
has quality?

Quality often requires the efforts of several generafions.

Given a plan proposal, laymen rarely realize that they are seeing
it with the blinders of one generation and its problems. But a plan
may survive the next generation's evaluation if it still satisfies basic
human needs.

The city must plan priorities within its financial capability,
but it should never be a question of one ingredient exclusively over
another. It should be a question of balancing and relating ingredi-
ents one to another to better the process of living, making more
obvious the beauty inherent in the successful patterns of human
experrence. tr
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THE SYSTEM TO SYSTEMS

by Ezna D. EunrNrRaNtz, AIA

The word "system" is used in such a variety of definitions these days that it is losing its

force as a meaningful term in our vocabulary. Modular coordination was a catchword
of the late 1950s and'60s; now it is "building system" and "systems approach" that are

being overused. This may have been brought on by package builders using "systems"

terminology to describe their products to clients who may not have been receptive to
the idea of conventional prefabricated or package buildings. Or it may have been

confused by those caught up in aerospace lingo, where a number of "systems" deflni-
tions apply to the hardware and software relating to goods, services and process man-

agement. The following provides a working definition of these two "systems" terms.
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The "systems approach" may be deflned as a process which is

based on viewing a problem as a set of interrelated, interdependent

parts which "work together for the overall objective(s) of the

whole" (C. West Churchman: The Systems Approach. Dell'
1968. ) Based on this premise, the design process may be organized

so that decision making may take place rationally and consistently'

minimizing the deceptions of narrow-minded thinking.

The systems approach does not insure the discovery of a solu-

tion to every problem. Nor, if a solution is found, does it insure

that it is the best of all possible solutions. It simply provides the

problem solver the opportunity to evaluate more rationally the

answer which he develops. When applied to building problems,

the approach is characterized by a number of steps which are dis-

cussed later.

A "building system" may be defined as a set of interrelated

building parts with a base of information which defines the relation-
ships between the parts and which determines how the parts may

work together to accommodate the varying needs and objectives of
a variety of building programs.

An essential distinction between the two terms should be

made, however: Building systems may or may not be created by

the systems approach, and the result of a systems approach may or

may not be a building system.

The systems approach, when applied to building problems, re-

sults in a process whereby resources and needs can be related ef-

fectively to performance, cost and time' There are five basic re-

sources which one deals with in building: land, financing' manage-

ment, technology and labor. Needs, or user requirements, may

relate to standards of space, services, etc.

The systems approach, as developed at present for resolving

building problems, is characterized by a number of general steps'

The order and degree of detail with which these steps are imple-

mented depend on the nature of the problem. These steps are:

o statement of objectives
o problem analysis and base line data gathering: analysis of 1 ) the

state of the art in order to benefit from relevant work done in the

past and to form a basis for meaningful and organized progress; 2)
all parts of the problem and the relationship(s) between the parts;

3 ) the variables and constraints which will affect attainment of the

objectives, i.e., labor unions, building codes, etc.; and 4) identifica-

tion of the needs of the potential uses of the building through sur-

veys, interviews, etc.
o development of performance criteria (stating what an item or a

space must clo, not what it must be ) based on identified user needs

o generation of alternative solutions
o evaluation and selection of alternatives based on previously de-

fined performance criteria, or through bidding (and, in some cases,

by use of quantitative models which simulate and predict the per-

formance of alternatives ) .

With the exception of the very last step in the approach, the

rest of the process may be quite conventional: detailed development

of the selected alternative with subsequent fabrication and assem-

bly of the building(s).
After construction is completed, the last and perhaps most

important step in the process occurs: evaluation of the actual per-

formance of the selected alternative in comparison with previously

determined performance criteria. This makes it possible to modify

the solution and improve it before it is being implemented again,

and it provides a basis for meaningful progress and further im-

provement in future work.

On the preceding page, the jacket illustration of Syrrefls Buikling: An Internqtionql
Survey ol Metho,ds, by Thomas Schmid and Carlo'festa. Courtesy Praeger Publishers,
Inc., and Verlag fiir Arkitektur-Artemis, Ziirich.

The systems approach has a number of advantages when

compared with the conventional design process. It permits com-

pleteness of problem definition; it results in an earlier and more

reliable prediction of the eventual cost and user acceptance of the

product; it enables one to utilize the concepts of performance more

effectively; and it provides a means by which one can continually
evaluate solutions generated against rationally defined objectives

and criteria throughout the design process.

It may be argued that this approach to balancing needs and

resources has been a traditional one and is quite similar to conven-

tional architectural practice. In terms of a general approximation
this may be true. With respect to actual application, however, it is

not believed that the conventional design process provides for a

systems approach to building. This process has traditionally begun

with the development of a building program by the client, archi-

tect, consultant or some combination of the three. Too frequently'

this program represents the empire building propensities of the cli-
ent and the various users. The program is infrequently related to
appropriate and well-defined targets with respect to cost and per-

formance. The architect frequently accepts a job where "the client's

eyes are bigger than his pocketbook," and he proceeds through a

series of compromises to change the scope of the project until it
comes within the budget.

This may begin immediately in the schematic design stage

where the client's program is interpreted in the first design draw-

ings. Space requirements are often reduced and relationships be-

tween spaces altered to fit the budget. The statement, "It costs too

much," causes continuous design alterations in the traditional

process.

Once the schematic design is accepted, the program is often

forgotten and another stage of design compromise begins in the

preliminary design phase. At each such phase, the architect is

obliged to give a budget which is expected to be more accurate as

work progresses. This provides the leverage to bring the project

scope into scale with the budget. Again, in working drawings, the

architect can make compromises with the signed-off preliminary

drawings providing the point of departure.

If the client retains his desire for the orginal program within
the established budget, the "ultimate weapon" must be brought into

this process of suboptimization: The plans must be rebid if the

project goes over the budget. This process is destructive to both the

designer and the client and frequently results in significant altera-

tions in the way in which the project is carried out. For example,

airconditioning is often deleted from a school program in order to

bring design within the budget.
In the past, when there were fewer complexities, a lower rate

of building-cost escalation and change in general, one could work
with more accurate rules of thumb with respect to cost and per-

formance. The design process was reasonably effective' Today'

however, the complexities within buildings in terms of resource al-

location for different materials, services, environmental control, as

well as basic enclosure of space, call for cost control which requires

a new procedure.
If we go back to the establishment of a building program and

relate that program to target costs for each portion of the building,

it is possible to develop a base of information which might indicate,

for example, that demountable partitions cost $2.25 pet square

foot for school purposes with a 40 decibel sound transmission

curve. Or it might show that airconditioning with multizone units

done economically will cost from $2.25 to $2.50 per square foot
in most regions of the country.

If, instead of beginning to compromise after the design proc-

ess has started, one develops as an initial step a feasibility study
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based on cost data such as described above, gross compromises can
be made in the program before design begins. In other words, this
initial investigation develops information which is used to test
whether the program can be handled within the means of the
available budget. Once this is done through hard compromise, the
design process can begin for the purpose of design and not with
the alternative motive of pruning the client's desires in order to
bring the project within the budget. This process is inimical both to
the design process and to the client's own needs and budget.

What has just been described is a portion of the systems ap-
proach: the development of information based on past construc-
tion performances and costs, along with a definition of the needs of
prospective users. This base is used, as described earlier, to de-
velop building programs which specify performance criteria and
cost targets which serve as guides for the design process and
criteria for evaluating the results of that process.

In order to meet current-day building requirements, the cost
targets in such programs must be subdivided and related to the
many separate parts or subsystems of the building such as struc-
ture, floors and roofs, interior and exterior partitions, all of the
services, casework and built-ins, etc. It requires that one deals with
these costs in terms of functional parts of the building and not in

" A building system
may be defined as q set of

interrelated building parts."

terms of building trades. Building trade content and cost is im-
portant only for progress payment to the specific contractors. Sim-
ply knowing the cost of the rough carpentry, however, will not en-
able one to make appropriate decisions regarding the allocation of
money for construction. In order to be able to determine which
construction alternatives should be used for each portion of the
building, the costs of floor systems, wall systems, etc., are neces-
sary. This really requires a two-way estimating method to obtain
control of resourccs for progress payments and to obtain informa-
tion for the selection of materials as an integral part of the design
process.

The systems approach requires that needs be related to re-
sources until a balance is determined so that one can begin to
design in the traditional manner, going from schematics through
working drawing without trying to alter the budget at the same
time. If, however, the user requirements are such that a set of ap-
propriate needs cannot be answered with available resources, one
must look at the total context within which the job is to be done to
see if there is a way of altering the procedures, the way in which
any of the resources are supplied, or the resources themselves in
order to have the opportunity to develop acceptable solutions.

The School Construction System Development project pro-
vided one example as just described. Here, it was not possible to
meet basic educational requirements within a California state aid
budget for more sophisticated schools. Airconditioning, flexibility
for educational evolution within the school over time and a physi-
cal quality necessary for a viable educational environment could
not be supported within the context of single building projects
designed and constructed one at a time.

In this case, the architects and educators had to look at the
basic resourcs5-lsnd, finance, management, technology and labor

-and 
seek appropriate changes which would make it possible to

meet the requirements. A new management device was then devel-
oped which tied 13 school districts together into a single bidding
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entity. Their needs were expressed in performance terms and bids
were taken from a large number of industrial firms in order to
obtain prices for new products and technologies which could be

developed to meet the specific educational requirements within
the allotted budget. In this process, there was concern with the ac-
ceptability of these new products and technologies and their incor-
poration within the buildings without problems caused by jurisdic-
tional disputes on the part of the building trades. Finance and land
in this case were taken as given and the development-through a

systems approach-of a particular building system was brought
about, using quite highly developed industrialized components.

In this particular case, the establishment of a volume market
as a management device to bring new products into being was used
basically for the purpose of innovation. These products have since
been used in a considerable number of schools designed as single
projects and in many other building types as well. Products de-
veloped as part of this process set new standards within the indus-
try and, once set, many other firms provided products of cqual
performance and cost. In at least one case the lower costs of equal
performance products developed by competitors caused onc of the
original successful manufacturers in the SCSD project to discon-
tinue production of the particular subsystem he had originally
developed.

From this one must understand, however, that a large volumc
of construction and a predictable market are not necessarily re-
quired for a systems approach to building. It may be required only
if, within the context of a systems approach, one desires radical
change from existing techniques and finds a need to create sufficient
incentive in order to bring those changes into being.

The final product of SCSD, as the reader may have alrcady
discovered, was a bLrilding system. The basic software portion of
the system, i.e., the rules or information base, is essential if one
wishes to design projects within the context of time, cost and per-
formance in a reliably predictable manner. Each subsystem such
as structure, HVAC or partitions within a building system may be
represented by a nun.rber of equal performance alternatives which
may be interchangeable. The rules for the interface of these sub-
systems and their alternatives must bc understood for the group of
components to bc thought of as a building system.

The selection of the optimum combination of alternative sub-
systems for a building system in terms of r:ost and performance may
be done through controlled bidding procedures, as on the SCSD

"The systems qpproach,
as developed at present for

resolving building problems, is characterized
by a number of general steps."

project, or it may be facilitated by usirrg the optimization tech-
niques of linear and/or dynamic progra:nming. Our office is cur-
rently experimenting with the latter technique and is developing,
with a programming consultant, a comtr)uter program to analyze
the cost flexibility and efficiency implications of alternative config-
urations of the buildin-q elcments that are generally found in a col-
lege laboratory building.

Building systems may be classified in two major catogeries:

Mr. Ehrenkrantz is president of tsLrilding Systems Development, Inc., of
San Franisco. The present article, which he wrote in cooperation with
BSD staff member William T. Meyer, was prepared for the AIA Com-
mittee on Architecture for Education.



closed and open. Closed building systems may be defined as sys-

tems wherein the juxtaposition of the basic subsystems has been

predetermined in a specific way so that, for example, particular

airconditioning or lighting or partition products must be used with
a speciflc set of structural components. There might be certain op-

tions in other component areas, but a significant proportion of the

total building must use specific products for the better part of the

subsystems.

Open building systems call for more freedom wherein a

variety of different subsystems may be used together with a high

level of interchangeability. The interface requirements are called

out in such a manner that many options may be available'

This makes it possible for a building system to remain viable over

a longer period of time: As one subsystem becomes obsolete,

newer ones which perform better can phase in with the remaining

" Building systems
may or may not be created by

the systems approach."

subsystems so that the total building system remains cost effective.
ln such an environment, it is possible for systems to be upgraded
over time and to be continually improved in their performances.
This may be done by subsequent projects which have large volume
to stimulate specific levels of upgrading or by new manufacturers
coming into the market to compete with and improve upon prod-
ucts of previously successful companies. Open systems, therefore,
provide an opportunity for evolution not known to the closed sys-
tem. They have longer effective lives, and one does not have to
search for better subsystems to subsidize the less effective or ob-
solete ones in order to maintain the performance of the system as

a whole.
Closed building systems, however, may provide opportunities

for single companies or clusters of manufacturers to gain tighter
control on the use and distribution of their products and may pro-
vide, in some cases, a more highly organized total delivery system
for the construction of specilic buildings. For simpler planning
situations and for greater speed and efficiency in construction, there
may at times be a case for closed systems.

It should be kept in mind that a systems approach to building
doe$ not require the use of industrialized building systems or pre-
fabrication. Nothing has been said as to whether work is done in a
factory or at the building site for a particular project; this is not
predetermined. Building systems may, of course, provide the best
way to obtain a desirable solution in terms of cost, time and per-
formance in a specific job. There are factors in the industry today
which may cause us to look favorably toward industrialization for
the development of more effective subsystems of the building than
has been true in the past. A systems approach, however, may
readily be used for putting conventional products together in a

traditional manner.
The factors which impel our more favorable attitude toward

industrialized products include those which are related to increased
building costs, inadequate production capacities, poor technical
performance and prolonged construction times. However, these
factors may be addressed systematically, for example by a "fast-
track" approach to scheduling of the entire building process from
programming through occupancy, for either conventional con-
struction or for industrialized building systems.

There is also a frequent shortage of available people with ap-
propriate skills within the building trades. The difierence in wage

rates between the factory and the craft unions on the building site

provide considerable impetus to take advantage through indus-
trialization of lower wage rates, higher production rates and per-
haps more effective construction. The increasing cost and complex-
ity of all of the service elements which must be combined within a

given project also call for a level of coordination and predetermina-

tion of how these products may fit together that moves one toward
the use of better produced components with greater quality con-
trol. These and other factors are swaying the balance over time in
favor of industrialized building systems and products as opposed
to conventional building strategies, but a systems approach does

not require the use of such products on any given job. Rather, one

must evaluate how available products can best be put together
within a given budget to meet the spatial, environmental and es-

thetic requirements of the client.
One can see that a systems approach to building can take

place either with conventional products or newly developed ones.

It will become easier to take a systems approach, however, as more
and more building systems are developed with known perform-
ance for specific groups of products working together, However,
adequate information developed by architects, engineers, cost con-
sultants, etc.. makes it possible to do appropriate system design

without specific building systems. In effect, such information in
many instances permits the development of a building system out
of conventional products. In some cases, architects practicing in
a relatively traditional manner have developed such building sys-

tems and take a systematic approach to implementing them.

The need is increasing, however, for greater order and better

information concerning building elements primarily due to the
greatly increased number of new products, capabilities and re-

quirements which must be built into our projects. This constantly

" The result of a systems approach
may or mq) not

be a building system."

growing dimension of complexity perhaps calls for greater care

in developing procedures for integrating this information into
our work.

It is not for us to determine, however, what a building system

should be or how to value one approach with respect to another.

An architect must take a look at the basic requirements of the

client and choose which building systems or nonsystems are appro-
priate to get the best value for the money. In this respect, it is con-

sidered important that the AIA Committee on Architecture for
Education support not only the further development of the systems

approach to building within the profession but encourage also the

development of appropriate information packages about the prod-
ucts which we use, along with means of insuring the reliability of
that information, so that field costs and performance of those prod-
ucts can be more reliably predicted.

We should pick opportunities to support developmental proj-
ects to bring new products and procedures into use which will give

us a better chance of meeting our clients' requirements. We must
recognize that this will require change with respect to government

agencies, management procedures, the roles of those involved
within the building process as well as the technologies themselves.

If we are to maintain a position of leadership in the determina-

tion of our physical environment, we must take a major role in
advocating the changes which will result in improvement of that
environment. n
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The New San Juan
Center site (open
land) is seen in the
middle of the aerial
view above. The view
of the model at right
shows the symbolic
central space in the
foreground and looks
toward the park area
to the north.

More than 200 acres of vacant land in the heart of this metro-
politan area provide an almost unprecedented stroke of good

fortune. The Urban Design Committee of the Puerto Rico Chap-
ter AIA has conceived a plan for the lxnfl'5 uss-a plan whose
implementation awaits legislative action.

San Juan, the major urban area in Puerto Rico, recently has em-

barked upon the development of a city center which, in many
respects, is a unique affair. A series of unusual circumstances
make this plan both realizable and practical. There is an un-
paralleled opportunity at hand to utilize land which is presently

vacant and which lies almost at the exact geographical center of
metropolitan San Juan.

The availability of the land is indeed unique and a stroke
of great good fortune. Years ago, a radio relay station was estab-

lished in this area by the federal government. This is now obsolete

and the land has been transferred to the Commonwealth of Puerto

Rico at a nominal price. It lends itself almost perfectly to an ex-
pression of the highest economic, social and cultural achievements

of the Commonwealth; it is a symbolic place where one may sense

the dynamism of Puerto Rico's growth.
San Juan is a young city in comparison with other urban cen-

ters that are undergoing extensive-and expensive-face lifting.

The city was founded in 1527, which makes it, chronologically

speaking, one of the oldest in the hemisphere. Its problems, how-

ever, are the problems of youth. For example, smog literally has

smothered other more complex cities for many years, but San Juan

only recently has begun to experience this problem.

San Juan's youthfulness is one of its most vital qualities' It is

young enough to learn from the trials and errors of other larger

cities totally committed to 20th century living, yet it is fully in-

volved in being a20th century city itself.

In the last 20 years, San Juan's population has increased five-

fold. The accompanying maps reveal the pattern of growth. The

first map depicts the area some 40 years ago' By 1966, as the final

map shows, the city had grown into a vast metropolitan area. In

the last two years, there has been a decided tendency for the city

to grow vertically, increasing the density in many sectors. This

growth cannot continue without guidance and direction' At the

center of the metropolitan area lies the logical and practical loca-

tion for a city core, now known as the Hato Rey area.

The Hato Rey area is the most immediate and likely answer to

the question of where to establish a city center for four basic rea-

sons: 1) the unique availability of the open land;2) its location

as the geographic and population center of San Juan; 3) its siting

at the crossroads of a proposed mass transit system with two main
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The first map depicts the San Juan metropolitan area in 192O. The
circle near the middle locates the New San Juan Center. The center
map shows growth by 1950; the lower one increase of area by 1966.
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lincs, north to south and cast to wcst, ntaking it well scrvcd by
transit and also the hub of the ntass transit system; and 4) its
position in lclation to developntcnts alrcady taking placc with the
nuclcus for a rnajor banking center for the Caribbean and a con-
centration of government agencies.

The Urban Design Conrnrittce of thc Puerto Rico Chaptcr
AIA becamc involved in Decembcr I966 when its ntenrbcrs be-
camc conce rned about the city which will prcdictably havc I .7

million inhabitants by 1985. Thc rrembers decided that they had
a civic responsibility to point the way toward thc development of a

clcarly articulatcd center in a city that has been charactclizcd by
urban sprawl. They believcd that the opportunity existing at this
moment in history is so propitious that to miss it would be a

tragedy for this and future generations. As technicians, they re-
alized that the new center could check the haphazard growth. Thc
various studics that have becn nrade and the solutions that have
bccn proposcd for San Juan a[[ servc to justify a city center. Thc
idea had occurred indepcndently to most nrcmbers of the com-
nrittee, taking on somc scmblancc ol'shape in their minds through
years of watchin-r1 Pucrto Rico develop socially, economically and
physically. When they began pooling their concepts of a center,
they discovered that rrruch of thc groundwork had been donc.

Thc Urban Design Committee meetings produccd ntany
suggestions. In fact, for the first three months the major task
was to channel the divergent. independent thoughts and to arrivc
at a concept. The idea of a city ccnter, a new San Juan adequate to
meet thc accclerating expectations of an evcr-increasing nr.rnrber of
Sanjr"raneros. cmerscd fronr thc nrcctings carly in 1967. Thc proj-
cct was intcgrated with t-'xisting sovu-rnnrent progrurms and privatc
developnrent plans whenever possiblc. In a nratter of weeks, the
conccpt bcgan to takc nrltcrial fornr with an assist fronr thc PLrcrto

Rico Planning Board and the Dcpartntcnt ol' Pr.rblic Works, both
conccrncd with thc potentialitics of Ncw San Juan.

One of thc first problenrs attackcd was the handling of vehicu-
lar trallic. To scrvc thc nccds ol' both peoplc ancl autontobilcs. it
was dccided to c'stablish a pedestrian level above thc vehicular
circulation systcnt. Anyone who comcs to the ccnter by automo-
bilc. whcthcr for busincss or plcasurc. will park in a multilcr,,cl
garagc located bclor.v thc plaza lcvcl, reached front any of thc
streets thiit travcrsc thc city center arca. From this point a scries
of pedestrian convcyors will lead up to the plaza levcl, rescrvcd
solely for pedcstrians. Thus thc visitor will be within walking
distancc of cvcry city ccnter activity.

The choscn urca is a contpact onc, acceptable as a pedestrian
zonc. A walk front onc cnd to another will be thc equivalent of
r.valking l0 city blocks, say fronr.12nd to 52nd Strcets in Man-
hattan. Plazas and bridges above the vchicular levels will connect
the buildings. The tonc of thc centcr will be influenccd by the
business and commercial ollices that already exist in the area, but
the New San Juan Center will be ntultiuse, containing elenrents of
all thc activitics clf a nature required for a rapidly cxpanding ntajor
mctropolis. Thus it will servs uses as varicd as govcrnment hous-
ins. conrnrcrcc, financc. culture, religion, cdr"rcation and recrcation.
Its function rvill bc sinrilar to that filled by Old San Juan for many
gencrations beforc thc city rcached its present size.

Thc city centcr will not close at the end of the busincss day;
it will have a night life with cafes, theaters, perhaps an opcra house,
arcades and an exhibition hall. There will be pedestrian malls
flanked by snrall spccialty shops, Iarge department stores and en-

l\lr. Recd i: pre:iJcrrt ol'llle Puerlo Rico Chlrptel AIA irntl Mr. Molther
is technical director of the New San Juan Office: both are members of
the Urhrrn Design Conrnrittee.
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Vacant Iand in foreground, backed by Hato Rey buildings, reveals site of new center. Existing structures total 1,i61,300 square feet.
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tc:rtainnrent facilitics. Movic houscs and restaurants will assure a

nightlong strcanr of visitors and will hclp crcatc a gay and brightly
lighted atmospherc conducivc to strolling and window-shopping.
Housing for fanrilics of all incontc groups who prcfcr thc convcn-
icnces of living in thc vcry hcurt of a bustling city will occtlpy part

of the area. Somctimcs apartmcnts will bc located above thc conl-
mercial levels, sometinres in sn.rall enclavcs of their own. A Iargc

acccssiblc garden-park with anrusements, a zoo and an aquariunr,
not unlike Tivoli Gardens in Copcnhagen. will be incltrded. The

recreation area will bc reachcd on foot, by car, by rapid transit
or by small pleasure craft thitt will takc peoplc back and forth alon-q

the Martin Pefrl Canal. At about the centcr's midpoint, a park with
a fountirin pool will bc cstablishcd as a symbol to the visitor that

hc has arrivcd at a placc of inrportancc and dignity.
The impact of thc development of thc new center on employ-

ment and tax rcvcnues for San Juan shows up in the economic

studies that wcre developcd with thc plan. It is estimatcd that there

will bc approximatcly 65,800 people cmployed in thc ncw corc

area by 198-5 ancl that tax rcvcnues front privately owned property

in the areir will reach morc than $-5 million annually.

During construction over the next l5 years, approxinlatcly
2,500 people will be employcd annually in constructic'rn work

being carried out in the new centcr itself, while approximatcly
3,300 pcoplc will be employed at other locations in activities serv-

icing construction operations within the new center.

The plan includes thc construction of 4,500 dwclling units

primarily for middle zrnd low income families, many of whom will
be able to walk to jobs which will bc creatcd within thc area. In

addition to the dwelling units, the plan will provide for parks and

rccrcation areas. schools. a culttrral ccnter and othcr conlnlnnity ac-

tivitie s related to thc housin-q itself, includin-q ei social scrvice center.

HOUSING PROJECTIONS BY FAMILIES
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The focal point of the center accommodates pedestrian movement; formal open space contains fountain, sculpture or other symbolic element'

The Urban Design Committee believes that the city would

be doomed to fragmentation with none of its component parts

strong enough to provide leadership for the whole if the oppor-

tunity to develop a thriving urban core on the 200 acres of vacant

land was lost. Therefore, much thought was given to the manner

in which the plan could be implemented.

Aftermuchconsiderationandafterconsultationwiththe
Puerto Rico Planning Board, the committee prepared a formal

petition which set forth the background and basic concepts of the

study anO requested that steps be taken to bring the plan into

feing. fhe p.iition, in English and Spanish, was printed on heavy

pape-r and purposely sized so it would be difficult to file and forget'

it *r, p..r.rted to the Puerto Rico Planning Board in November

lg67andwascirculatedwidelyinbothgovernmentandprivate
circles, copies being sent to the Governor and to each member of

the legislature.
the petition emphasized anew the need for a center and

requested action on three important steps: 1) adoption of the

city center concept as official government policy and the designa-

tion of the Hato Rey area as one subject to a coordinated set of

rules of planning and development; 2) further technical studies

in depth io establish a sound social, economic and physical basis

for all aspects of area development and 3 ) the creation of a semi-

autonomous public corporation with a board of directors repre-

sentative of both government and private enterprise devoted ex-

clusively to turning concept into reality.

Before circulation of the petition, in May 1967, the central

core study was arranged into an exhibit prepared by the Puerto

Rico Chapter which gave a graphic picture of what the center was

all about. A large model was placed in the vestibule of the Banco

Popular building in Hato Rey, where it remained for several weeks' Residential area has its own community and social service center.

[i*]* N

W
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Composite diagram of
the vertical service
system shows all fa-
cilities in operation:
(1) ventilation sys-
tem exhaust at high
level; (2) trucking de-
liveries and returns;
(3) parking with ac-
cess to higher levels;
(4) utilities suppty
distributed horizon-
tally; (5) utilities
waste through hori-
zontal distributor and
to lower levels.
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Diagram (Different Types of Vertical Circulation)
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The exhibit was aimed at stirring the imagination and pride of the
citizens of Puerto Rico and making them aware of the opportunity
that lay before them in the development of this strategically im-
portant land. Cooperation in the evolution of the study had been
received from government planning officials. At the time of the
circulation of the petition, the exhibit was set up in the roiunda
of the Capitol building, and members of the legislature were in-
vited to a luncheon where the concept was explained.

Almost one year after the petition was presented to it, the
Puerto Rico Planning Board passed a resolution setting forth the
Hato Rey area as a district to be planned in accordance with norms
to be established. The resolution in no way is the final answer,
but it is an important first step on the part of the Commonwealth
government and one which lays the groundwork for the subse-
quent policy decisions that must be taken.

Largely as a result of the efforts of the local AIA chapter, a
Citizens' Committee was organized in December 1967, composed
of representative leaders of both government and private industry.
The purpose of the committee is to establish the necessary frame-
work to realize the plan. Through the energetic work of the chair-
man of the committee, Tedoro Moscoso, former US Ambassador
to Venezuela, and committee members, over $300,000 were raised
to carry on the detailed technical studies required to advance the
plan from the status of basic concepts to a realistic working docu-
ment. The Ford Foundation agreed to make a grant of $100,000
contingent upon the raising of an additional $200,000 locally. As
of December 1969, $308,000 had been collected or pledged. A
technical staff was organized and office space prepared. The AIA
Urban Design Committee, serving as advisors to the technical staff,
provides important continuity to the entire effort to produce a
central area plan. Outside consultants in the fields of urban plan-
ning, economics and transportation have been employed to advise,
review and assess the work of the technical staff.

The technical staff, in consultation with the Citizens, Com-
mittee, the Technical Committee and special consultants, has com-
pleted a general plan which responds to the site's characteristics,
local conditions and problems and opportunities. The plan was
presented to the New Center for San Juan Committee in one of a
series of design review sessions and later to the Puerto Rico plan-
ning Board. The technical work was completed in December 1969.

A further accomplishment is the drafting of legislation by the
legal counsel of the New Center for San Juan Committee for the
creation of the public corporation recommended in the petition.
This legislation concerning the corporation was introduced at the
session of the legislature in January 7970, and hearings indicate
the possibility of passage during this session. Such a corporation,
once created and made recipient of the title to the lands being sold
to the Commonwealth by the federal government, could sell bonds
without compromising the borrowing power of the Common-
wealth. The operating expenses of such a corporation will be more
than covered by the increase in land values due to the development
of the center itself.

The Urban Design Committee of the Puerto Rico Chapter
continues its interest in the new center under the able and dedi-
cated leadership of its chairman, Osvaldo Toro, FAIA. It is work-
ing with the paid technical staff and the New Center for San Juan
Committee to see thc plan from concept to reality. tr



The Precarious Profossionalism of Lattobe
by J. Mnnrntts NBII

One hundred fifty years after his death, a look at his way of
practicing, which was hardly helped by his class arrogance and

short temper. Frequently unhappy with his clients and driven to

bankruptcy, he was nevertheless proud of his professionalism.

Benjamin Henry Latrobe is commonly given the credit of being

the first professional architect in the United States, and this is

frequently taken to prove that his life, as Talbot Hamlin put it,
"is the story of a man ahead of his time."

Charles Sanford has neatly, if probably unintentionally, sum-

marized the textbook treatment of Latrobe's place in American

history: "Benjamin Latrobe, a professional architect of rare sen-

sitivity, integrity and skill, who almost singlehandedly created the

Classical Revival in the United States, found so little respect for
professionalism, even in the halls of Congress which he had been

commissioned to rebuild, that he went bankrupt and was forced

into building and promoting steamboats on the Mississippi'"
(Quest for America, I 81 0-l 824, Doubleday, 1964.)

Certainly this reflects Latrobe's own opinion of his situation,

at least in his more gloomy moods. "The service of a republic is

always a slavery of the most inexorible kind," he advised Count

Constantin Volney in I 8l l. "under a mistress who does not even

give to her hirelings civil language." And Latrobe melodramati-

cally wrote to Maximilian Godefroy from Pittsburgh in 1814: "I
often resolve to go & taking the benefit of some insolvent act' begin

the world again in a small house-build as a contractor or common

carpenter & so get on as well as I can. But who will employ me?"

Nevertheless, if the historian stops with such a simplistic inter-

pretation, he will fail to understand the interesting, ambivalent rela-

tion between Latrobe and the America of his time. Hamlin, San-

ford and other scholars have repeatedly pointed to Latrobe's pro-

fessionalism 1s the cause and consequence of his troubled career in
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America. On the other hand, Latrobe very emphatically concluded
his lament to Godefroy: "It is a great misfortune to be born &
educated Gentleman at least on this side of the Atlantic."

In Latrobe's mind the profession of architecture required long
training, artistic sensitivity and technical expertise; equally impor-
tant to him, it presupposed high social status and recognition. He
repeatedly argued that "mental labor & skill ought to be rated at
least as high as the skill & labor of the hands." But his frequent
unhappiness with clients can only partially be attributed to their
failure or reluctancy to pay fairly for his training and services. The
"despotism of manner, which belongs to all artists," as he described
his own short temper to Secretary of the Navy William Jones,
smacked very frequently of class arrogance rather than of artistic
impatience with the insensitivity of the layman.

Thus, utterly provoked by congressional dilatory nitpicking,
Latrobe exclaimed in a letter to his brother, "What can be expected
from an assembly of clowns from one of which I bought a joint of
beef a month ago."

Most of the time what we would now consider Latrobe's legit-
imate professional quarrels were thoroughly intermixed with so-
cial biases that we find rather unattractive. Responding to a young
man's request to study architecture in his office, Latrobe wrote a
description of the architect's place in America that typifies the sev-
eral competing attitudes that pulled at him whenever he thought
about his profession:

"I believe I am the first who in our Country has endeav-
ored & partly succeeded to place the profession of Architect and
civil Engineer on that footing of respectability which it occupies in
Europe. . . . But I have not so far succeeded as to make it an eligi-
ble profession for one who has the education & the feelings of a
Gentleman & I regret exceedingly that my own son who is now
completing his studies in St. Mary's College at Baltimore has deter-
mined to make it his own. . . . The business in all great cities is in
the hands of mechanics who disgrace the Art but possess the public
confidence, and under the false appearance of economy have in-
finitely the advantage in degrading competition."

His habitual linking of "Architect and civil Engineer,, and his
reference to the "business" of architecture symbolized his belief
that a crucial characteristic of his profession had to be a high level
of technical ability, and he therefore sneered at the efforts of such
gentlemen-architects as William Thornton. But, faced by the en-
trenched building crafts especially in Philadelphia, Latrobe re-
acted with gentlemanly contempt against the undoubtedly skillful
but intellectually narrow and artistically conservative "mechanics.,'
Try as he might, he never really found a satisfactory formula for
blending expertise with gentlemanliness.

Latrobe succeeded Thornton as architect for the Capitol and
never tired of noting evidence of his predecessor's incompetence
as a designer and structural engineer. He went so far as even to
write Thornton in 1804 that "it is impossible that you should ever
be on a level with me, excepting in your own opinions, and equally
so that I should revert to the ignorance of the art with which I
began to study 25 years ago."

While Latrobe was undoubtedly far superior to Thornton in
architectural skills, and quite properly resented having to redo so
much of Thornton's work on the Capitol, the passion with which
Latrobe held his grudge against Thornton needs further explana-
tion. I believe that Latrobe found Thornton so obnoxious because
the two men represented not only varying degrees of skillfulness
but competing approaches to the practice of architecture. Their
radically different schemes for the University of Virginia clearly
illustrate the difference between architecture u, ,".n bv Thornton
and by Latrobe.
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Thomas Jefferson's plan for the University of Virginia had
become sufficiently advanced by the spring of 1817 that he could
elicit advice from Thornton and Latrobe. "Will you set your imag-
ination to work," Jefferson inquired, "and sketch some designs for
us, no matter how loosely with the pen, without the trouble of
referring to scale or rule." All he wanted were site plans and eleva-
tions: "We want nothing but the outline of the architecture, as the
internal must be arranged according to local convenience.',

Thornton's answer of May 27 genially ignored Jefferson,s spe_
cifications and, after modestly demurring about his qualifications,
wrote a long letter that discussed every aspect of the university,s
design, ranging from the London supplier of artificial stone to the
landscaping of the campus. The gentleman architect,s casual ap-
proach to design details was well illustrated by Thornton,s com-
ment on the classical order to be used at one point: "They would,
of course, be in the ancient Ionic, that beautiful and chaste order. I
thought it unnecessary to draw it, because you have only to con-
nect the sketches already given into the Ionic, to have the effect.,,

Clearly, Thornton saw himself as one 18th century aristocrat
writing to another.

Latrobe's letters to Jefferson about the university,s design
sharply contrasted with Thornton's reply. On June 17 Latrobe
wrote that "I have derived important professional improvement
from the entirely novel plan of an Academy suggested by ygu', and
would send by July I "all that my professional knowledge enables
me to suggest & design toward the execution of your plan.,'
Though Latrobe felt "flattered and gratifed" by the request, his
repeated use of the word "professional" indicated his assurance of
being useful to Jefferson.

Latrobe's letter of July 24 demonstrated how closely he
stayed to the problem as initially defined. He indulged in no exten-
sive asides, only cautiously questioned the adequacy of internal
allotments of space and apologized when he found "that f have
been designing under a great misconception of your /ocal but also
have presumed upon more time for deliberation than you can give
me." The differences between Thornton's and Latrobe's practice
of architecture could not have been more clearly drawn if Latrobe
had consciously set out to do so. Latrobe knew from his experience
as Capitol architect during Jefferson's presidency that he had a
highly knowledgeable client whose friendship was greatly treas-
ured, but the Jefferson-Latrobe letters pertinent to the University
of Virginia had an architect-client focus far more than that of an
interchange between friends.

Seldom did Latrobe find a client as congenial to work with as
Jefferson, an "excellent architect," Latrobe once wrote his brother,
even if he "loves the taste of Queen Elizabeth best.,'

All too frequently Latrobe found himself unpleasantly at odds
with his clients, whether they were individuals, corporations or the
US Congress. Part of the difficulty, though this has been greatly
overemphasized by biographers and historians, revolved around
the unwillingness of some clients to pay the fees. After devoting a
great deal of effort to plan the speculative town of Nescopeck,
Pennsylvania, for Samuel Miffiin, Latrobe's haughty refusal to ac-
cept any payment rather than take the proffered $11.50 surely
wins our sympathy. Then there were people like J. C. Williams of
Baltimore who replied to Latrobe's bill for $150 by offering only
$50 and the statement that "Ten Guineas is the common charge
for a design by the first architects in Europe',! yet any architect

Professor Neil is with the Department of American Studies, University of
Hawaii. This article is based on an address presented before the Society
of Architectural Historians in Boston. euotes from Latrobe letters arl
through the courtesy of the Maryland Historical Society, which has per-
mitted use of its Latrobe Collection.
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Latrobe's side elevations and plan for the Roman Catholic Cathedral in Baltimore, dedicated in 1821, are shown on these five pages.

today with an extensive practice could probably equal these howl-
ers. Certainly Hamlin was ready to sympathize with Latrobe on
every possible issue, and yet conceded that:

"On his architectural earnings Latrobe could have lived not
luxuniously, perhaps, but well. It was his optimistic business enter-
prises and his generous trust in others that spelled his [financiall
ruin."

Two aspects of the setting of fees did generate persistent mis-
understandings, and Latrobe's opinions here are most revealing.
The first came from the question of how to determine a fair charge

for architectural services. He repeatedly asserted that legal deci-
sions in Europe had long since settled on the figure of 5 percent of
money expended, equally divided between execution of designs

and supervision of construction. But then Latrobe would destroy
the clarity of his argument by immediately conceding that this "is
often too much, & an honest Man will make a charge adequate to
his merits." Little wonder, then, that the J. C. Williamses felt they
could legitimately haggle over architectural fees, angry though that
made Latrobe.

In addition to imprecisely formulating a sliding scale of
charges, Latrobe further confused Americans of his time by mag-
nanimously contributing his services on many occasions, though
usually still requiring payment for office help. He explained to
Bishop Carroll of Baltimore, whose cathedral Latrobe was then
designing, that "due to the labor, the expense of education &
travel, & the necessary habits of a man professing a liberal art,

[he should] be very handsomely rewarded whenever the result of
his services are the profit, the splendor, or the convenience of in-
dividuals, or of political bodies." It was his duty as a member of
society, however, as well as "my pride & pleasure, to promote-

as far as my professional talents can promote them," institutions of
religious and moral instruction, secular education, or of charity.
Consequently he had contributed his services to Princeton and

Carlisle Colleges.
Nevertheless, having only limited means, Latrobe assured

Bishop Carroll that he would be "candidly & unceremoniously"
billed for "all, even of the trifles, which affect my purse." Latrobe
might feel that this statement eliminated all possible questions of
what was and what was not being contributed, but the subsequent

history of construction of the cathedral proved quite the contrary.
The frequently quoted letter to Robert Mills on professional con-
cerns stressed as the first rule of conduct: "Do nothing gratui-
tously." In fact, Latrobe frequently did so, and in such an unsys-

tematic way, as illustrated by his comments to Bishop Carroll, that
his clients could not fail to be pu.zzled by the underlying rationale.

We have seen the side of Latrobe that emphasized profes-

sionalism against amateurs like Thornton, but his professionalism
looked appreciably different when confronted with the master

builders, or "mechanics," as he always called them. Here Latrobe's
pride in his craft was liberally mixed with the biases of an 18th cen-
tury gentleman looking askance at the working class. In the course
of telling Joseph Delaplaine why he chose not to write a book on

architecture, Latrobe clearly stated his professional objections to
carpenter builders:

"What the Mechanics want is a work merely mechanical with
construction of the details of buildings in practice, in the first place

& in the second a collection of mouldings, & ornamenls (as any-
thing that is useless & measures well is called), and of compact
plans of small town & country houses, to enable them to give their
employers ideas which will entice them to build. . . . But Mechanics
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care nothing about principles. . . . The house designed and built by
a Carpenter on a giant Scale, if it be not a copy of another or a

design out of a book, is always a house adopted to the ideas of a

carpenter who has made his fortune, & who wishes to retire."
When Delaplaine replied that the Philadelphia Carpenters

Company greatly admired Latrobe's work and would welcome his
book, he sardonically noted that "They have indeed done me the
honor to copy & to disgrace by their application almost all of my
designs from a Moulding to a plan of [a] whole building." Latrobe
had no intention of writing a book for them, "intelligible to the
meanest capacity, as you say." He could only write for "men of
sense, and of some Science."

To talk of "men of sense" even as late as 1812 implied a

whole raft of characteristics, only one of which had anything to do
with formal education. Thus, those responsible for the first home of
the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts incurred Latrobe's wrath
both because he wanted to design it himself and because the com-
pleted building was structually imperfect. But Latrobe expressed
his unhappiness in terms of society snobbery: "One Sugarbaker, a
bankrupt Merchant, and a senator of the State [who began] his
career by selling blacking ball in the market. . . . John Dorsey has

considerable natural talents, but they are wholly uncultivated, & the
man himself is morally very despicable."

Robert Mills, formerly a student who Iater angered Latrobe
by apparently stealing the commission for Richmond's monument
church, was not a man of sense. He struck Latrobe as being "a
wretched designer," "a copyist & is fit for nothing else." Further-
more, "I-{e wants altogether . . . professional selfrespect." Equally
damning, "He is a poor Sneaking fellow, without any materials of
Soul or body to make an artist." Technical abilities, moral charac-
ter and social standing are here inextricably combined.
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In the same way, when Latrobe approved of someone,
it was becausc of their personality as much as for skill. Rec-
ommending a sculptor in response to Senator Nathaniel Macon's
request for onc to do North Carolina's memorial statue of George

Washin-qton, Latrobe succinctly stated his criteria for a man of
sense and, to a large cxtent, a professional: "Mr. Andrei being not
only an excellent Sculptor, in his line, himself, but a Man of rare
personal virtue, united to first rate talents, & firmness of character."
Andrei could qualify as a good lSth century gentleman; Mills
could not.

Latrobe's curious combination of old-fashioned and new-
fangled notions about the nature of the architectural profession was
both very characteristic of his own personality and that of America
in the first generation of national independence. Latrobe saw him-
self as a brave innoviltor. as indicated in a letter of I806: "Innova-
tion is always resisted & my profession is a great innovation."

Yet here was a man with a busy practice who could draw par-
allels between his own fate and that of Phidias dying in an Athenian
prison and St. Lawrcnce being martyred. Latrobe struggled almost
singlehandedly to create a new profession in a new country, and

still he can be fairly described by his biographer as "perhaps among
the last architects who really attempted in their own lives and
thoughts to realize the old Italian Renaissance concept of the uni-
versal genius." It is little wonder that Latrobe had some trouble
keeping in check these centrifugal forces in his self-conception.
That he did manage, most of the time, to maintain even a fragile
emotional and intellectual equilibrium is great testimony to his
strength of character (to use a phrase that he liked). When the
equilibrium fell apart, he would passionately lash out at his op-
ponents or suffer from melancholic depression.

These periods of anger and melancholy not infrequently fol-
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lowed dealings with clients who might very well have been baffied
by his advice. Thus, he sent two sets of designs for the Baltimore
Library, one classical and the other Gothic, which might be built
for about the same cost. Admitting that "I feel no preference for
either," Latrobe suggested to the directors that the two plans
should rather be considered "as texts on which to discourse than
as propositions to be adopted or rejected." He even went so far as
to qay, "Such parts as are thought to be eligible may be retdined,
the rest rejected or modified, and probably a new & better design
may grow out of their ruins."

Only a miracle would bring a completed building satisfactory
to an architect as critical as Latrobe and who had encouraged his
clients to tinker to their hearts'content with his designs. Even when
Latrobe disapproved, on technical grounds, of a client's instruc-
tioqs, he did not always invoke his expertise to force a change in
the client's ideas. Perhaps the extreme example of this excessive
deference to the client would be his 1804 Survey of New Castle,
Delaware. In the accompanying report, Latrobe said:

"The dotted lines represent the proposed extension of certain
Streets, and the introduction of others for the enlargement of the
town. Though these streets are drawn parallel with the others, I
would not recommend them to be so Iaid out, if in process of time
the Commissioners should find it necessary to extend the boundary
of the town. . . ."

He had very strong opinions on the necessity of siting resi-
dences according to climatic considerations and vigorously reit-
erated them to the New Castle Commissioners. Nevertheless, the
proposed streets had been platted as requested, with no indication
fror,n Latrobe where they should have been placed.

Far from labeling Latrobe as an eccintric genius "Out of
SPACE-out of TIME" ("Dream-Land"; from Margaret Alter-

ton and Hardin Craig: Edgar Allan Poe, Hill & Wang, 1962), we
should conclude from this study of his professionalism that he, as

much as Thomas Jefferson and Charles Willson Peale, was very
much an American of his time. The not-quite-coherent, not-quite-
modern flavor of Latrobe as an architect corresponds surprisingly
well with that of his contemporary peers. Jefferson, after all,
amazed his Virginia friends by building Monticello on a hilltop.
Unprecedented though it might have been in Virginia, it had the
sanction of the venerable examples of ancient Roman villas.

Similarly, Jefferson's theory of democracy, which seemed
wildly radical to the more fearful Federalists, still was that of a

Virginian aristocrat and a long way from that of Jackson or "Tip-
pecanoe and Tyler too."

The Lost World ol Thomas lefierson (Peter Smith, Inc.,
1959) so sensitively explored by Daniel Boorstin, proved quite
congenial to Benjamin Latrobe, as it did to Charles Willson Peale.
Peale's museum represented a brave but unsuccessful attempt to
blend into one patriotic and moral view what eventually became
the circus, the natural history museum and the genteel gathering
place of the beau monde. All three of these men, as well as many of
their friends, could heartily agree with Latrobe's statement in his
181 1 speech to the Society of Artists, that the US would be the
hope of the future. "Indeed," he declared, "the days of Greece may
be revived in the woods of America, and Philadelphia become an
Athens of the Western world."

In our latter-day wisdom, we may query the ability of 19th
century America to look anything like Periclean Athens; we may
sadly note that the consensus so confidently verbalized by Latrobe
and applauded by his audience was even then disintegrating. The
fact remains that Latrobe spoke for the Americans of his time be-
cause he was one of them. tr
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Flexibility and Constraints of Alternates
by Tnorvrns H. Bnoornaur, AIA

Bidders are frequently asked to submit prices for alternates. While
this practice has suffered from abuses, it nevertheless can be made
to serve useful purposes with proper application.

Many public agencies have to contend with the withdrawal
of uncommitted construction funds at the end of each fiscal year
and, therefore, attempt to commit all allocated funds. Projects bid
near the end of the fiscal year must have sufficient flexibility to
insure an award since there will be no opportunity for rebidding.
This flexibility can be achieved by the use of base bid documents
prepared to exceed (or fall within) the allocation coupled with a
series of deductive (or additive) alternates.

The same procedure is employed where there is difficulty in
evaluating the bidding climate or in obtaining reliable estimates.

Last-minute changes in financing or market conditions, intro-
duction of new materials or methods, court rulings and other un-
foreseen events can substantially alter the scope of the project after
contpletion of bidding documents. Where time and cost do not
permit extensive redesign, the development of alternates may ade-
quately describe the desired or necessary changes.

Where highly desirable equipment, materials or licensed appli-
cation techniques of particular manufacturers or of franchised
applicators are incorporated in the base bid due to their markedly
superior qualities, the inclusion of alternates for less desirable but
nevertheless acceptable items can insure realistic base bid pricing.

Design innovations, untried construction methods or new
materials, seemingly offering advantages over their conventional
counterparts, sometimes prove to be too expensive to adopt. An
alternate design utilizing conventional elements may allow an

award without the expense of redesign and rebid.
Alternates should not be used if some other method will pro-

duce the desired result. Bidders naturally resent pricing a multitude
of alternates in order to provide the architect with data he could
easily have obtained prior to bidding. In addition to using the

bidders unfairly, this is also costly to the architect.
Generally, it is better to negotiate desirable minor changes

with the selected bidder prior to the award, rather than to deter-
mine their value by the use of bid alternates. The successful bidder
will be more sympathetic to the changes and more accurate in
estimating their costs.

If two or more materials or methods are equally acceptable,
bidders should be allowed the option of quoting on either, rather
than stating alternate prices. Further shopping can be avoided by
determining which item the successful bidder intends to furnish
prior to the award of contract.

Busy contractors with more projects to bid than they have

time for will be more inclined to quote on those that are free of
alternates.

Where alternates are necessary, their number should not be

disproportionate to the size of the project. While 10 alternates
might not be unreasonable for an $8 million project, they could
very well be too many for a $200,000 project.

An alternate bid, once accepted, becomes part of the con-
struction contract and should be as thoroughly documented as its
corresponding base bid item. Multiple alternates must be thor-
oughly coordinated as to their effect on the total project and for
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any possible combination. A high percentage of change orders, as

well as claims for extra cost, arise from the unforeseen effects of
poorly coordinated alternates.

Each alternate should be described in detail in every section

of the specifications which it affects. If possible, alternates should
never overlap or, if they must, the sequence of their acceptance

should be stated. The proposal form should list each alternate and

provide a space for the amount to be added or deducted.

It is helpful to have a summary or list of alternates in one
place in the specifications. Many offices make use of a section

entitled "Allowances, Unit Prices and Alternates" which provides
a summary of all three of these items.

Wide variation occurs in alternate prices. Some contractors
price alternates in the same manner as change-order work, i.e.,
additive alternates are overpriced and overhead and profit are

included, while deductive alternates are underpriced with no de-

duction for overhead and profit. Probably the most important
factor in the inconsistency of alternate prices is simply that it is
difficult to obtain realistic bids on them from subcontractors. The
base bid quotation is of prime importance and in the last-minute
confusion of assembling bids, alternatives may be hastily priced

without thorough study. Indeed, the general contractor may re-
ceive no subbids at all on alternates and is forced to guess their
value. Such a guess may well be conservative and in the bidder's
favor.

In preparing a competitive bid, the contractor must take into
account the modus operandi and profit motivation of each of his
competitors. The introduction of multiple alternates complicates
his evaluation of their behavior. In addition, he must also try to
guess which alternates are most desired by the owner or architect.

In some cases, bidders may resent alternates so strongly that
their quotations are calculated to penalize the owner or architect.

Perhaps the factor contributing most of the unpopularity and

alleged unfairness of alternates is that they have been used to
award the contract to a preselected bidder. Ideally, the bidding
documents should be prepared in such a way that there is little
possibility of having more than one low bidder.

Award of contract predicated on low base bid is not the

answer because it does not require the bidders to quote responsibly
on the alternates.

One method which will insure a fair award and produce the

desired results is to arrange the alternates in order of decreasing
importance of desirability and specify that they will be accepted

only progressively and in order to the extent of available funds,
i.e., alternate 1 or alternates I and 2 or alternates 1,2 and 3, etc.,
can be accepted but not alternates 1, 3 and 5. Thus, while there
can be different low bidders as additional alternates are accepted,

the award still must be based on price results and not favoritism.
Prebid conferences are an excellent way to explain the pur-

pose of alternates and clear up any questions in the bidders' minds
prior to pricing. Subcontractors should be invited. tr

Mr. Brookbank is a menrber of the AIA Committee on Building Industry
Coordination and a partner in the Columbus, Georgia, firm of Brook-
bank, Murphy & Shields.
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Roof Fa,ilure

by C. W. GntrrtN JR.

A new volume on built-up roof systems, sponsored by The Amer'
ican Institute of Architects with financial support of industry, is
previewed here,x featuring the introduction plus several para'
graphs from chapter 2. It is aimed at highlighting the information
needed by the architect in his daily work, giving him a basic un'
derstanding of design and field problems he will encounter.

The volume of built-up rooflng annually installed in the United

States exceeds 2 billion square feet, enough to cover Washington,

D.C., and part of its environs. Probably 10 to 15 percent of the

roofs included in this vast area fail prematurely' In severely cold

regions, the incidence of roof problems exceeds the national aver-

age. Even in mild southern California, more than half of 163 sur-

veyed buildings,2 to 15 years old, had a history of leaking roofs.

And of 1,000 bonded built-up roofs investigated in another survey,

one{hird were in trouble within a year or so of their completion.

These roof failures are causing growing concern within the

building industry for several reasons. A roof failure is expensive;

reroofing normally costs twice as much as the original installation.

Today's more sophisticated building owners are more conscious of

roofing and costs than their predecessors were. Architects and

other members of the design professions, threatened by a rising tide

of malpractice suits, must devote attention to roof performance

and the soundness of their designs.

A number of factors contribute to the high incidence of roof-

ing failures. Basically, they spring from the field-manufacturing

process, which makes the builrup rooflng system one of the most

complex field-assembled subsystems of a building' As new prod-

usts-dsgks, vapor barriers, insulation, adhesives and flashing

materials-appear on the market, the task becomes more complex.

The built-up roofing assembly (including flashing) functions

as a system in which each component depends on the satisfactory

performance of the other components. The integrity of the water-

proof membrane depends on good anchorage to the substrate and

adequate shear strength between the deck and the vapor barrier,

between the vapor barrier and the insulation and between the in-

sulation and the membrane. Thermal resistance of the insulation,

which can be destroyed by moisture, depends on the effectiveness

of vapor barrier and membrane. It may also depend on the disper-

sion of entrapped water vapor through edge and stack vents' The

integrity of vapor barrier, insulation and membrane depends on

the stability of the structural deck.

Thermal insulation has a complex effect on built-up roof

systems. Largely because it retards heat flow to and from the roof

surface, thermal insulation raises the extreme range of roof sur-

face temperatures up to 50 degrees F (40 degrees F hotter in

summer than an uninsulated roof surface, 10 degrees F colder in

winter), thus accelerating the photo-oxidative chemical reactions

that embrittle surface bitumen and make the membrane more

susceptible to "alligatoring" and cracking. The greater magnitude

* M qnuel ol Built-Il l, Rool S j,stents, authored by C. W. Griffin Jr., professional en-
gineer and a former editor of Engineering News-Record, will be published by Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Company early this summer. The 256-page manual will retail for
$14.50 but will be available to AIA members at a 20 percent discount, or $11.60, by
ordering through the Publications Department at the lnstitute, 1735 New York Ave.
N.W., Washington. D.C. 20006.
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and faster rates of temperature change of an insulated roof prod-
uce greater thermal stresses and a consequent chance of splitting.

An excellent illustration of the interdependence of individual
components is the fire test performance of a roof-ceiling assembly.
One criterion for qualifying a roof-deck assembly for a given fire
rating (in hours) is its resistance to heat flow. As a safeguard
against the roof covering igniting, the average surface temperature
rise during the furnace test must not exceed 250 degrees F above
the initial temperature. Since insulation retards heat flow, the
designer might assume that adding more insulation to a rated
roof-ceiling assembly must improve its fire performance.

He could be disastrously mistaken. Added insulation would
indeed depress the roof surface temperature. But if heat loss
through the roof is excessively retarded, it can cause a structural
collapse. A lower surface temperature would mean a higher ceiling
plenum temperature (resulting from undissipated heat). This
higher plenum temperature could buckle steel joists or ignite com-
bustible structural members that otherwise would continue to carry
their loads. The system designer, Iike a juggler, must keep his eye
on more than one ball. He must never assume that you cannot have
too much of a good thing.

To the wood sheathing and cast-in-place concrete roof decks
that formerly were predominant have been added newer deck
materials-poured-in-place and precast gypsum, precast concrete,
preformed wood-flber planks, lightgage steel and aluminum ancl
asbestos cement. The growing use of insulation, required to reduce
airconditioning costs, heightens the risk of membrane splitting and
condensation within the built-up roof system. The threat of con-
densation, in turn, creates the possible need for another roof com-
ponent-a vapor barrier designed to intercept the flow of water
vapor into the insulation, where it can cause a host of troubles
such as membrane wrinkling, blistering, leakage or destruction of
the insulation itself. The vapor barrier may create the need for
venting the insulation. And so it goes, with each solution creating
its own subproblems.

Thus the roof designer must never consider a component in
isolation; he must always investigate its compatibility with other
materials and its effects on the whole system. Far more important
than the quality of the individual nraterials are their design and
installation as compatible components of an integrated system.

Expanding roof plan dimensions are a source of roofing
troubles. Unlike the old multistory loft buildings, where the walls
constitute the major exposed area of the building, a modern single-
story industrial building, 400x I ,000 feet in plan and l6 feet high,
has nearly 10 times as much roof area as wall area. The trend
toward huge, sprawling, single-story industrial buildings follows
the evolution of modern assembly-line processes, in which raw
materials enter at one end of a building and emerge fully fabri-
cated at the other end, possibly a quarter of a mile away.

Its greater size alone makes a large roof a more complex techni-
cal problem than a small roof. A roof over 300 feet long must have
one or more expansion joints to accommodate thermal expansion
and contraction. On the other hand, a roof only 100 feet long may
require no expansion joint. A large roof with a vapor barrier is
more vulnerable to blistering than a similar, smaller roof. Blisters
in a roof membrane indicate entrapped air and moisture heated
into a high-pressure gas that must be relieved by venting to the
atmosphere. For a given roof plan shape, the volume of air and
water vapor to be released per foot of roof perimeter doubles as
the perimeter doubles (sinco the area quadruples). Thus, on a
large roof, the internal pressure producing the blisters is greater
than it is on a small roof, and the problem of venting becomes
more critical.
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Large, level builrup roofs also run a greater risk of inade-
quate drainage-a major cause of roofing failure. A ponded roof
runs the risk of membrane delamination, resulting from freezing
water that has penetrated into the plies. Fungi growth, promoted
by standing water, can deteriorate organic roofing materials. Ir-
regular ponding can create a warping pattern of surface elongation
and contraction, wrinkling the membrane. Yet the lure of first-
cost economy, achieved through the simpler fabrication of struc-
tural steel framing or the elimination of sloped concrete fill, often
seduces owners into accepting a dead-level roof.

Despite faulty design, poor field work ranks as the chief cause
of roofing failures. According to Werner Gumpertz, a prominent
roofing consultant, poor workmanship accounts for the majority
of roofing failures. Design errors, structural framing deficiencies
and material failure account for the balance, in that order.

Faulty field practices spring from two root causes: the entry
of inexperienced, incompetent roofing contractors into the roofing
business and accelerated construction schedules.

Under the threat of liquidated damages extracted by the
owner if the project is not completed on schedule, the general con-
tractor often forces his roofing subcontractor to install the roof
before the deck is ready, or in damp, rainy or severely cold
weather. Poured decks (concrete or gypsum) require a longer
time to dry than other deck materials. The premature mopping
of bitumen can produce a crop of blisters, formed when the trapped
moisture evaporates in the spring or summer heat. The water vapor
expands to 1,000 or even 1,500 times its liquid volume inside the
membrane plies or at the interface between the insulation and the
membrane fill.

The roofing industry has lagged in the promulgation of in-
stallation standards and test methods, focusing on component
material quality instead of the whole field-manufactured roofing
system. There are appropriate American Society for Testing and
Materials and federal standards for testing important properties
of surfacing aggregates, felts, bitumens, insulation, vapor barriers
and structural decks. But there are no generally accepted tests for
performance of the entire built-up roof system assembled from
these components.

There is no general consensus among the major segments of
the roofing industry, even on specific field practices. Manufac-
turcrs disagree with roofers on a number of vital points, notably:

' The acceptability of "phased" application, in which the lower
plies of a builtup membrane are applied and 1eft exposed from a
day or two to several months before the upper plies and surfacing
are installed
. The tolerance for bitumen weights in interply moppings
. Kettle temperature tolerances for heating bitumen
. Ambient temperatures at which hot bitumen can be applied.

Building code officials lag in adapting their requirements to the
increasing complexity of contemporary roof design. Few standard
specifications recognize ponding as a problem requiring special
deflection limits for the lengthening spans in contemporary roof
framing. The Open-Web Joist Specifications, High-Strength
Series, for example, limits roof liveload deflection to 1/360 of the
span for members supporting a plastered ceiling, and. 1/240 of
the span for all other cases. The permitted S-inch deflection on a
I OO-foot span joist could produce unstable, progressive deflection
under rainwater load, resulting in roof ponding and even in
collapse.

Yet despite the many industry problems-ranging from
technical controversies to disagreements over insuring policies-
there is nonetheless a broad expert consensus on good roofing
practices. tr
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, New Steel Floating ftoors@ panets have a top
plate of 13 gauge hot-rolled stee.l continuous
bonded to a uniform suPport grid.
These panels will support a concentrated
load of 1,000 lb. on one square inch
with a maximum deflection of only .080" or a
uniform live load of 250 lb. per square foot
without damage.,Tiliey are {aitoryl f}nished with
a rust inhibiting paint.

Die Cast Alurninum Floating Floors Panels
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mately % tne weighti The inherent corrosiotl
.. lresistance of aluminum prevents environmental
: contamination from iron oxide" The system

is approved for seismic conditions.
All Floating Floors systems are laterally stable,
allow infinite access to underfloor wiring and
are square and completely interchangeable.
Vinyl, vinyl asbestos, plastic laminate or
carpeted surfaces arre available.

Site Environment Systems.SES
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. lnc...rr,oliably.hold room air temperatures within
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lhe stainless sheets marked up here for press
vork, were formed by the mechanical con-
ractor, Temp-Control Corp., Portland.

Pre-forming JaITEX stainless steel sheets at the
Temp-Control Corp. plant. Edges for joining were
crimped one-half inch for flat-seam joining.

Pre-formed stainless sheets are
ready for shipment to the job site.

stainless steel were delivered to the site by the
mechanical contractor.

Formability, corrosion resistance and com-
patability with other materials were reasons
why dead-soft JaITEX stainless steel was

specified for through-wall counter flashing,
base flashing, gutters, parapets and roof
capping for the Meier & Frank Co. depart-
ment store in the new Valley River Shop-
ping Center in Eugene, Oregon.

Robert Wynkoop, local branch manager
of Temp-Control, mechanical contractors,
reported that this was the first job his com-
pany had done with JaITEX stainless. "It
is so much easier in forming and installa-
tion that JaITEX stainless steel must be

costing us less in production time and
effort," Wynkoop stated.

All forming was done in Temp-Control's
Portland plant. Sections were bent to con-
form to gutters, parapets and the like. In-
stalled gutter sections were held by stain-
less steel clips secured with stainless steel

nails, eliminating the need for nailing
through metal. Conventional solder was

used for strong joints.

Pre-formed flashings were easily positioned
prior to joining.

MEIER & FRANK CO.
a Div. The May Department Stores Co.

PROJECT ARCHITECT:
Seaton B. Griswold

DESIGN CONSULTANTS:
Raymond Loewy/William Snaith, lnc.

MECHANICAL CONTRACTOR:
Temp-Control Corp., Portland, Ore.

STAINLESS STEEL DISTRIBUTOR:
Esco Corp., Eugene, Ore,

JaITEX:
304 Stainless, ,0'18", 28 Finish

Jones I Laughlin Steel Gorporation
Stainless and Strip Division

21000 Mound Road, Warren, Michigan 48090
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The

Morning
After

Grassroots:

The efforts notwithstanding, the question
still raised: Are lnstitute communications
the way around lagging, even misdirected?

rnoflssEA
.$\-\N$

'rN

?oslililtlssEA.

Robert fI. Mutrux, AlA, attending thc Grass-
roots meeting in Washington, D.C., as secre-
tary of the Connecticut Chapter but writing
here as an individual, offers a critique.

Although I have been a fairly active nrember
of the AIA for 18 years, I have just been to
my first Grassroots meeting. The pervasive
atmosphcre of general satisfaction and self-
congratulation nright have allowed r_rs to fall
victim to the agreeable temptation of writing
ofl the whole thing as a job exceptionally well
done. In the cool light of the following day,
however, it appears that after three concen-
trated days of conference and speeches, quite
a few things were left unsaid, and still others
Ieft undone.

We were left, as one would leave a concert
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hall, whistling the recurring leitmotif . But
something about its somewhat heavy-handecl
pcrsistence srrggcsted that it was what nright
he termecl a scqucncc of well-worn clich6s.
I fincl myself bLrricd under the barrage of
Iabored phrases with which the conference
was heavify larcled. Thc term enyirotrtrtent,
which means all things to all nrcn, is the con-
tinually recurring main thenre. The orchestra
was .\tntctureri with a yiahlc organization o1'

rclatecl r/i,rciplinc.s. E.rpcrt|rc was broLrght in
bv thc violins itrvolvettte ttt by the violas: r'orrr-
trtittrtartt by the ccllos; irtput by thc brasses;
and lecdhrck by the reeds and woodwincls.
'lhroughout therc was a background in re-
souncling bass of cortrelo-grip,t', l/rrrr.rt ancl
ry'orrl. These pat phrases. which still echo in
my mintl. are the key to my fecling of basic
d issatisfaction.

In a sense, the entire conference was struc-
turetl in reverse. To provide the feedback
which thc nanre "Grassroots." by implication
ancl inference, was designed to inspire. much
more time is necessary than the all-too-brief
intervll bctween the lcarned 45-minute per-
orations and the inevitable two-minute warn-
ing, "We are running late," and the inrminent
coffee break.

Have we ever considered having the ques-
tion periocl belorc the speeches in order to
find oLrt what the visiting firemen have to say
antl to ensure sufficient time for them to say
it? This may cLlt into the time-and the
dramatic effectiveness of the ntany carefully
prepared addresses-but the intent of the en-
tirc meeting to hear both sides could be as-
sLrred by sending all speechcs to guests before
the conference. The suggestion may sound
naivc. due to nry lack of experience in con-
vcntion psychology. and it may be revolution-
lr1'. hut it coultl have a heneficial effect on
thc two-wav cotrutttutitutiorr.r thc conferencc
in tc nclcd.

'fhe qtralitv ol an irdtlress is nicusured first
bv its inrnrediate impact Llpon thc audience.
irnd later by the sobcr deliberations it inspires.
Qucstions on its srrtrject are of two kinds as
well: thc "qdickies" which nray he fielcled by
that contcmporrrv phenon-renon of verbal
wooclwork callecl the "Panel of Experts" and
thc "l-ettcr to the Eclitor." which oftcn loses
in-rpact hecausc it occurs long aftcr the fact.
N'[v qucstions werc not cluckecl. but neither
were thcv fullv answcred. ancl onlv now have
I found the appropriate phrasing.

For exanrplc. "Housing" was listed as a

subject tcr be given nrajor consideration in the
AIA's conring year's efforts. and the subject
is acceptecl tacitly as one of national signif-
icance. But that aspect of the national crisis
with which the architect is in.rnrediately iden-
tifiecl was buried in the broad heading of "the
physical environment." So far as I was able to
ascertain. the AIA has no specific program
lor housing. in spite of the fact that it boasts
a committee of no less than 60 mcnrbers.

In the area of public relations, we were en-
tertained with all the color and enthusiasm of
an old-fashioned nredicine show. The conr-
n.rittee "which gets all the nroney" is chargecl
with thc clissemination of our image vis-r\-vis
society, basing its presentation on several
hanclsome full-page ads to the tune of $60,000
in 7'irrrc and $ 15,000 in Saturdal, Review.

There was no time to question why the at-

tenrpt is made to reach people only at the
"decision-nraking level." There was no oppor-
tunity to point out that this seems to reflect
the rcstrictive, ivory-tower attitude that con-
tinues to alienate the architect from society.
I question strongly whether it would not be
advisablc to poll a groLrp of students to find
out if they. too, would select these magazines
for an investment of $75,000. at the exclusion
ol Lift. Lo,,k or Ebottl .

In my opinion, rather than achieving the
dcsirecl clout. we have rulecl out the whole
-society we attempt to try to reach through
our cducation programs. as clirected by other
committees. Instead we reflect to perfection
the baldheaded. mLrstached Brahntin type
whose effigy. complete with watch chain. was
selected to identify the architect ol two gen-
erations past.

I question, also, with all duc recognition
for the work that has bect.r done, the inrpact
of the much-heraldecl filnr for which we spent
$25.000 of our hard-earncd dollars. plus an-
other $50,000 with which we were entrusted
in good faith. The film was skillfully done and
is entertaining, but, although it may be an in-
spiration to sporadic school boards and build-
ing committees who may not reatl Sntrtrclay-

Revievy or Titne, its real contribution in ternrs
of our niitional image is debatable.

No one will qLrestion that a dedicated teach-
ing staff with highly sophisticated mechanical
teaching aids will help create an environment
which will providc children with a better edu-
cation. The aids may be offered by an enter-
prising architect. btrt the filnr cloes not state
through what mechanism thel' can he madc
available in those areas where they are nrost
needed. Wilton. Connecticut. has thc money
and does not need the filnl it is not popu-
lated with clisadvlntaged children. Its newly
approveri $12 million high school for a town
of I 6.000 bears this statement out. Bridge-
port, however. has no money, and it has all
the children. The most the film will do is to
ividen the chasm between the haves and have-
nots. Increased local resentnrent will result
rather than an improved environment.

It is obviously impossible for every com-
nrittee anrl cvery commission of the AIA to
synchronizc and conrplete its work so that the
results or proposals can be presented forntally
at conference time. nruch less before. Never-
theless. it is surprising that we should spend
half an hour of precious tinte bickering over
the worcling of a statement of our Ethical
Standards. Not one of trs would not rise up
ancl stoutly clefencl them, however hadly
phrased; br.rt we have been notoriously slow
in enlisting the proper e .rpertise to state then.)
in clear. simple language.

An advance offering of lrll or alntost all
conference nraterials (i.c.. itrprrt bv contmit-
tees) will inrmeasurably clarify and'expedite
the leedback invited front chapter representa-
tives. There is no conceivable reason why
Grassroots. matching all other gatherings in
corcliality and conviviality. should not sur-
pass thent in efficiency and guaranteec'l re-
sults. The recital of what has been done be-
forc is the scorched earth of the dead past.
We cante looking for an exchange on the
subject of what we as individuals and as a
professional society of some 22.000 nrembers
are going to do to improve the futr-rre. tr
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tt Naturally, the durability ol BuckingharySla te and
its lreeilomlrom maintenance appealed to tts."

Bruce C. Dodd, A.l.A. . Ketty, Dodd & Koester . Architects and Planners. San Francisco, California

For their El Camino Medical Building, Burlingame,

California, Bruce Dodd and his associates also said they chose

Buckinghamo Slate "to create an air of permanence and

soltdity." The idea of employing slate roofing shingles as

vertical panels occurred as a means of "capitalizing on the
increased texture and shadow lines of Buckingham@ Slate and at

the same time keeping to a tight construction budget."

There are many exciting and practical uses of unique

Buckingham@ Slate to meet the challenge of your designs.

See our roofing, flooring and panel catalogs in Sweet's
Architectural and lnterior Design files and in Stone Catalog.

Photos by Karl Riek
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New Breed
rn

Management

The trend toward wider participation by the
profession in all sectors of the economy has
been made clear by the Southern California
Chapter AIA, which with other chapters in
the drea studied the role of the management
architect. The findings are reported here,
edited by Jack Albrecht, AIA, business man-
ager for campus planning and the departments
of architecture and physical plant mainte-
nance at Claremont Colleges.

Management has traditionally thought of the
architect as a pipe-smoking, world-traveling
individual on whom you call when the board
votes for expansion or when an executive is
ready for a new house. In either case, the
search begins for the architect who most
nearly fits the need. A number of architects
are screened, interviewed and eliminated until
management awards the contract for the de-
sign to the right one.

Then begin weeks, months and sometimes
years of negotiations between the architect,
who is confident he knows what management
needs, and management, which is confident it
knows what it wants. The management team
finds itself trying to communicate in the lan-
guage of the architect and to see through his
trained eyes, making decisions regarding real
estate, site planning, architecture, building
codes and a myriad of subjects not usually
familiar to the team members.

But today, management is becoming aware
that its executives do not have the right back-
ground for such work and that an executive's
time can better be expend'ed in his own area
of expertise rather than trying to design a

building. Into this picture a new member of
management is emerging: the corporate archi-
tect. He is setting a trend which is becoming
evident in all sectors of the economy: educa-
tion, public utilities, industry, land develop-
ment, government, etc.

An indication of the magnitude of this
trend is seen in a recent survey undertaken by
the Architect as Client Committee, which was
organized by the Southern California Chapter
AIA in cooperation with other chapters in
the area. Purpose of the study was to investi-
gate the role of management architects and
how their functions relate to their employers
and to architects in practice. The committee
includes a cross section of architects repre-
sbnting the Clarernont Colleges, North Amer-
ican-Rockwell Corporation, Southern Califor-
nia Edison Company, Watson Land Company
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and the City of Los Angeles, plus two archi-
tects in practice.

Fifty of the 1,000 members of the Southern
California Chapter AIA are employed in all
sectors of the economy as corporate archi-
tects. In addition, there are other licensed
architects in this category who are not AIA
members.

Before proceeding, perhaps two definitions
of terms would be helpful:

Corporate av6J1i7s61-a11 architect who is

a salaried employee of a company, institution
or governmental body and is the owner's
representative in the planning, design and
construction of capital projects.

Contract architect or practicing architect-
an architect, architectural firm or architectural
engineering firm which is hired on a contract
basis to perform certain professional services
for the owner on a particular capital project.

What is the corporate architect's role on
the management team? Here, a few examples:

Education: In higher education, with rapid-
ly expanding enrollments and facilities, many
colleges and universities employ one or more
architects on their staffs. These architects co-
ordinate the building program for the institu-
tion. This coordination involves faculty, ad-
ministration, trustees, donors, planners, con-
tract architects and, to an increasing degree,
students. Most institutions have a long-range
academic plan and a long-range physical plan
for development. The university (corporate)
architect is responsible for the implementation
of the building program within the long-range
plan, which at larger or newer institutions con-
stitutes a multimillion dollar annual budget.

Utilities: The corporate architect in public
utility firms is one member of a large family
of technically oriented individuals, commonly
known as the engineering department. This is
composed of representatives of all the engi
neering disciplines required to supervise the
design, construction and maintenance of the
facilities necessary for the production and
delivery of the company's product or service,
and to assist the public in attaining the great-
est benefit and satisfaction through their use.

While greatly outnumbered by his engi-
neering counterparts, the architect is the one
member of this team with expertise in the
fields of functional, esthetic and environmental
design. And so management looks to him, and
his associates, to develop facilities which will
serve the needs of the company and, in turn,
the public.

Though the specific facility requirements
for each type of utility will vary with the
product or service offered, they can generally
be categorized as relating to I ) production
and/or storage of the product; 2) distribu-
tion of the product or service; and 3) service
to or for the customer.

Accordingly, the architect and his staff are
presented with opportunities and challenges in
many divergent areas of design as they trans-
Iate management directives and policies and
technical and functional requirements into a
meaningful program. This program, then, pro-
vides the necessary guidelines to insure a suc-
cessful project, whether accomplished by his
own staff or by a contract architect.

In the latter case, the corporate architect
makes his greatest contribution to the success-
ful completion of the project as a liaison be-

tween involved company personnel and the
contract architect.

Development Companies: The corporate
architect in a land development company may
act as the contract architect but more often
he is found in the expanded role of master
land planner, judge or jury of architectural
standards, manager of contracts and lease doc-
uments or coordinator of construction. His
work is done in cooperation with architects,
engineers, municipal planners or administra-
tors and financial consultants prior to making
presentations to a board of directors or board
chairman. Not only does the corporate archi-
tect develop a program and make recommen-
dations but once the decisions have been
made, he must implement those decisions and
produce a marketable product, which may be
a planned subdivision, an architectural design
for a facility, a cost analysis for buildings or
a completed structure ready for occupancy.

Industry: Much is gained by industry by
having the corporate architect in a position
where he is able to take industry's particular
requirements and put them in terms that the
contract architect understands. Many months
in the design and construction phase can be
saved through such knowledgeable coordina-
tion. He is able to show tangible dollar sav-
ings in the use of equipment and material
for the particular project production.

Another area that is very important to the
industrial community is the selection of the
contract architect who will perform the final
design of new facilities. The corporate archi-
tect will know the specialities and interpret
the particular capabilities of various architec-
tural firms.

In one large nationally known corporation,
the corporate architect reports directly to the
vice president for facilities and industrial engi-
neering. He not only has responsibility for all
construction projects from design through
completion, but is also a member of the facil-
ity planning staff. This gives him insight into
the company's overall aims, goals and long-
range plans and enables him to provide realis-
tic funding information in the development of
budgets.

Government: In addition to the areas men-
tioned above, the governmental staff (corpor-
ate) architect has two other responsibilities:
budget planning and facility upkeep.

The governmental staff architect assists the
chief budget officer by preparing estimates and
feasibility studies of facility work proposed by
the operating departments. This enables the
budget omcer to do his work with accurate
professional analysis and with realistic cost
figures.

In the area of facility upkeep, the staff ar-
chitect is required to prepare complete plans
so that government construction forces or in-
dependent contractors can perform the neces-
sary work. This work is always done with an
eye to the trverall cost effectiveness of the proj-
ect. Esthetically pleasing, long lasting and
maintenance free are the bywords of this field
of architecture.

These brief examples illustrate some of the
areas in which architects with a particular in-
terest in management are serving their in-
dustry and their employers. There are un-
doubtedly others, and the number of this new
breed of architects is bound to grow. tr
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The integrated electrical ceiling. Offering great design flexibility. it promises comlort and efficiency
lor yeari to come. lt heats, cools, lights, and carries communications thanks to electricity.

Your buildings need a lot of power-electrical power-to sustain
a modern Electro-environment. An environment properly heated.

Properly cooled. Properly lighted. An environment where intercoms and
business machines and background music can all get along together in

harmony . . . thanks to a qualified electrical contractor.

He, and he alone, possesses the theoretical and technical skills to translate new
designs and concepts of electrical technology into working, f unctioning realities.

Trust the qualified electrical contractor to wire your building safely. To anticipate
future as well as initial power needs. To coordinate the work of other specialists-

carpenters, sheet metal men, heating and refrigeration experts - while he himself handles
everything electrical in such installations as integrated ceilings.

Remember:your qualified electrlcal contractor guarantees performance not only on the electrical
functions, but on the entire ceiling installation he oversees as well.

National Electrical Contractors Association
Washington, D. C. 20036
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Charles Abrams:
Housing
Expert and
Admired
Humanitarian

A tribute by Murray lllson, here reprinted
with some deletions, was published in the

New York Times on February 23, the daY

foltowing the noted planner's death.

As one of the world's leading housing con-

sultants, Mr. Abrams had helped nearly a

score of countries formulate basic housing

policies. He was once describedby Architec'
iural Forunr as "perhaps the foremost hous-

ing consultant in the United States" and on

another occasion was called the "champion of

the urban dweller and pedestrian."
A man of energy, Mr. Abrams had through-

out his career combined positions as an ofhcial

or consultant in private, governmental and in-

ternational agencies with university lecturing'
He taught at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology from 1957 to 1965 and in 1968-

69 took i'lear" of absence from Columbia
University, where he was chairman of the

Division of Urban Planning, to flll the Wil-
liams Professorship of City Planning at the

Harvard University School of Design.

He was the author of numerous books, pam-
phlets and articles dealing with land, housing,
planning and racial problems. For three years

Mr. Abrams was housing columnist for the

New York Post; where he was nominated
for a Pulitzer Prize. His articles, which ap-

peared from 1947 to I 950, exposed real estate

ibuses and shortcomings in city, state and

federal housing policies.
Mr. Abrams developed his interest in

housing and urban planning through the prac-
tice of law and the ownership of property in
Greenwich Village, where he pioneered in the

'20s and '30s in preserving ancl renewing the

character of buildings ancl streets. . . '

When W. Averell Harriman was governor

of New York, Mr. Abrams was a ntember of

his cabinet, serving fronr 1955 to 1959. When

he resigned as chairman of the State Com-

mission- Against Discrimination. it was said

of him that his political foes and his warmest

friends could unite in calling him a zealot'

But Mr. Abrams saicl that this was not

100 percent true. Rather' he described him-

self is "a practical planner who becomes a

propagandist when it's necessary'"' 
Uniit he resigned as chairman of the State

Commission Against Discrimination, he had

spent two years bringing landlords, employers,

places of public accommodation and others

into line inder applicable laws prohibiting
discrimination. Later, he sor'rght to ease job

discrimination against the elderly.
Mr. Abrams. a Democrat, was appointed

by Mayor Fiorello H. La Gtlardia to a non-

silaried post on the city's Slum Clearance

Committee in 1934. He resigned three years

later ancl then served for three years as con-

sultant to the US Housing Authority ancl the

Federal Public Housing Authority.
In the mid-1940s when the Liberal Party

was organized, Mr' Abrams joined it and be-

.u.. o-n. of its state vice chairmen . ln 1946

he was named counsel to the State Joint

Legislative Committee on Housing and

Multiple Dwellings.
Conservative Republicans in Albany used

to denounce him for what they called his

"socialistic" aims. They reduced the antidis-

crimination commission's budget after he be-

came its chairman in 1956.
It was then that Assembly Speaker Oswald

D. Heck characterized Mr. Abrams as "a
zealot" also and declared that he wanted all

New Yorkers to show "zeal, not moderation"
in the fight against discrimination.

Mr. Abrams was born in Vilna, Poland,
on September 20. 1901, the youngest of
four children in an Orthodox Jewish fam-

ily. In 1904, the family emigrated to the

Unitecl States ancl settled in the polyglot Wil-
liamsburg section of Brooklyn, whcre they
lived in a cold-water flat across the street

from the father's pickle and herring stand.

In a profile in The New Yorker magazine

three years ago. Mr. Abrams remembered his

fathei as a "noble" man who comported him-
self in sr,rch a way that "even the sale of a

miserable pickled herring became somehow a

courtly and humane transaction."
. . . After graduating from high school, Mr'

Abrams took evening courses at Brooklyn
Law School and was admitted to the bar.

With money borrowed from Arthur Gar-
field Hays, whom he had earlier served as a
law clerk, Mr. Abrams opened an office in
partnership with another young lawyer. . . .

After joining Mayor La Guardia's adminis-
tration in 1934 and serving as counsel to the

American Federation of Housing Authorities,
Mr. Abrams was credited with laying the
groundwork for the laws and procedures for
public housing in the US. Subsequently he was

io become the much sought-after international
expert on housing and Planning.

In June 1964, the MIT Press published Mr.
Abram's book Mart's Struggle lor Shelter' lt
was described as "the first authoritative eye-

witness report on the explosive problems of
the worldwide migration to the cities." The
book drew on Mr. Abrams's 11 years of ob-
servations, beginning in 1953, as an adviser
for the United Nations, which had asked him
to make a worldwide study of urban land
problems and policies.

In 1954. Mr. Abrams was named chief of
the United Nations housing mission to the
Gold Coast (now Ghana). After that he par-

ticipated in UN housing missions to Turkey,
Pakistan, India, the Philippines, Bolivia, Ire-
land, Japan, Nigeria and Singapore'

At the invitation of the individual gov-

ernments, he advised Puerto Rico, Israel, Bar-
bados and Venezuela. He also served as hous-

ing consultant to Jamaica, West Indies, under
the auspices of the International Cooperation
Administration and to Colombia under the

auspices of the Pan American Union.
Two problems that Mr. Abrams encoun-

tered continually in his UN missions in un-
derdeveloped cottntries were slum clearance

and squatting.
As to slum clearance, he warned that de-

molition o[ old housing should follow. and

never precede, the construction of new hous-

ing. "The worst aspects of slum life," he said,

"are overcrowding and excessive shelter cost.

Demolition without replacement intensifies

overcrowrling and increases shelter cost'"
. . . Books by Mr. Abrams also were cred-

ited with having strongly influenced a genera-

tion of housing and planning officials. His

Revolution in Land (1937) was hailed bv
Lewis Mumford as this century's most im-
portant book in its field and the most sig-

nificant study of land problems since Henry
George's.

In 1946, Mr. Abrams's The Future ol
Housing, a study of housing in the US, was a

dividend book of the Book-of-the-Month
Club. Llrbun Land Problems ancl Policies
(1953), a UN report, was issued in three
langr-rages and had several printings, and For-
biclden Neighbor's ( 1955) was termed "a
landmark in the work of measuring the

Goliath of housing segregation" in America.
Mayor Lindsay appointed Mr, Abrams in

November 1965 as chairman of a l4-member
task force to draw up recommendations for
combating the deteriorating housing situation
in the city. In January 1966, the task force
issued a report proposing a single city housing
administrator to have jurisdiction over all capi-

tal expenditures involving housing and urban
renewal. As a resttlt of the proposals' the New
York City Hottsing and Development Admin-
istration was created.

Among Mr. Abrams's citations were the

annual award of the League of Industrial
Democracy (1954), the Brotherhood Award
of the Catholic Interracial Council (1959)
and the S. L. Strauss Memorial Award of the

New York Society of Architects (1965).
He was a member of the American Institute

of Planners and the American Society of
Planning Officials and an honorary associate

of the [New York Chapter] of The American
Institr,rte of Architects. tr

O Copyright 1970 by The New York Times
Company. Reprinted by permission'

ED. NOTE: Mr. Abrams contributed to the December

is?s aiA. JounN[ with an article entitled "A Wider
Horizon. a Fairer LandscaPe."
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Better Buildings for the Aged. Joseph D.
Weiss, AIA. New York: Hopkinson & Blake,
1969.286 pp. $22.50.
The publication of such a provocative book as
Berter Buildings lor the Aged is advancement
toward creating positive attitudes about senior
citizens as individuals who have individual
needs, specifically in the area of housing. Op-
portunities for the freedom of choice of living
arrangements permeate the introduction.
Choices are well illustrated in the variety of
designs presented for residential housing, com-
bined residence and nursing facilities, ioreign
residential and nursing care facilities and nurs_
ing homes. Broad guidelines for determining
needs, designs related to needs and assistance
available through agencies are presented.

Designs of residential areas to meet a variety
of needs are outstanding in attractiveness ai
well as functional arrangements. Glass is
tused extensively throughout the designs for
lightness and contact with the outsicle world.
However, the safety of Iarge glass panels needs
consideration as it is recognized that with
changes in vision in old age, color contrast be-
comes important. The translucence of glass,
unless it has some undispersecl patterns, may
be a hazard. It also offers greater possibility oi
glare which can impair the visual path of oider
people.

Passageways are shown frequently connect-
ing various buildings. Most indicate a roofing,
but few show a side enclosure such as that
seen at [.a Courneuve Center for the Aged.
Some climates require side enclosures to pro-
tect the clderly, ntaking it more conclucivefor
them to move front one buil<ling to another.

Facilities for health services are alluded to
throughout, especially those of an infirmary
nature. The author stresses flexibility in plan_
ning to permit old age homes with infirmaries
to convert to fr_rll service nursing homes when
necessary. He omitted a plan which has
worked in Denmark where skilled nursing
care is provided without such conversion.
Equipment and supplies are moved into the
resident's own room so she does not have to
move to a different environment known as an
"infirmary."

Emphasis is placed upon general design
consideration in planning a skilled nursing
home. The designs selected in this area show
creativity and imagination in exterior plan-
ning with efforts to bring outside beauty to
the interiors. Imagination ends there; as the
interiors of the facilities are viewed, stereo-
typed planning is evidenced. An example is
the "typical" nursing station. There has been
little change in this concept over a period of
time. Counters act as barriers between the
nurse and patient at a time when close rela-

Dr. Stone is director of the Department of Graduato
Studies, School of Nursing, Duke University Medical
Center.

tionship between individuals is encouraged.
It is assumed that the recommended archi-

tectural standards are minimal and, given suffi-
cient finances, these recommendations would
be scrutinized for feasibility. Those pertain-
ing to toilets and bathing facilities, for ex-
ample, could be expanded especially if it is
postulated that privacy and convenience for
the patient may influence and increase interest
in self care. The availability of toilet facilities
could prove the best approach to reverse
incontinence. More money spent in enlarging
such facilities may reduce operaring cost\.

A closet 3 feet wide by 2 feet deep will ac-
conrmodate a very limited amount of clothing.
When planning such space. the long stay of a
patient needs consideration.

The author has recognized that new ideas
must be tried in anticipation of changes which
will affect the aging. Therefore, the designs
presented with supporting data give rise to
areas that need more study for the future, such
as: 1 ) Should facilities for the aged be in
quiet, peaceful neighborhoods or in areas of
activity? 2) What kinds of older people pre-
fer single rooms to multi-bed rooms? 3) Is
separation of patients according to their phys-
ical and mental condition the best approach
to grouping patients? 4) With new medical
advances, will the need for protective care
area as interpreted increase or decrease? 5)
Should the nursing home design be more like
a hospital or a residence?

This book is excellent, but it also points to
the need for architectural gerontologists and
agents responsible for the delivery of health
care to plan together to meet the needs of older
persons, particularly in specialized facilities.

VrncrNrl SroNe, R.N.

Methods of Compensation for Architectural
Services. Case & Co.. Inc., and AIA Task
Force. Washington: The American Institute
of Architects, 1969, 104 pp. $4, AIA mem-
bers; 98, nonmembers.

Don't expect this to swing like portnoy,s
Contploint.It isn't that kincl of book. In fact,
it's more of a manual than a book-a manual
that belongs in the midclle of every practicing
architect's desk. As a companion volume to
recent AIA publications on economics and
profit planning, it is for every architect who
wants to stay in business.

The rules of professionalism and prudent
business judgment demand that the architect
base his compensation on the value of his
services. Change "value" to "cost," and you
have the meat of this manual. Both usual an<l
tunusual methods of compensation are care-
fully scrutinized and weighed, with each re-
lated to a list of a dozen criteria for compari-
son and evaluation. The reader will find that
the basic percentage method is not always the
best choice. This manual will not give you a
pat answer because each project should be
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analyzed individually in advance of signing an
agreement for professional services; but it will
give you a good deal of comfort and solace
(and some gLridance) in selecting the method
of compensation that is closest to being cor_
rect for that job you are negotiating righinow.

If you feel at all uneasy about ionteone
else's hand on your wallet, rush down right
now to your friendly Octagon book stall and
reserve yorrr copy of Methods ol Conrpensa_
Irbn. Hopefully, you will rediscover how to
set the first essential foundation stones of a
profitable practice. If reading puts you to
sleep, try sitting and admiring the way_out
graphics of the strawberry-pink dollar sign on
the cover and absorb the contents by osmosis.

Ronpnr Alleu Cuss, AIA

Where Not to Build: A Guide for Open
Space Planning. S. B. Zisman, Dilbert B.
Ward and Catherine H. Powell. (Technical
Bulletin, No. 1, US Department of the In-
terior, Bureau of Land Management), Wash-
ington: US Government Printing Office,
1968. 160 pp. $1.
. Where Not to Build is a significant doc-
ument, considering that the sponsors are the
largest managers of public open space in the
United States. This attractively illustrated pa-
perbound book proposes "to provide a work-
ing basis of concept and application in open
space planning."

The introduction and Chapter I are con-
vincing restatements of past and present
trends in urban America. Unfortunately,
these introductory comments understate the
importance of environmental quality for all
forms ol life on earth. Apparently, the au-
thors subscribe to man's self-appointed role
of "dominion over all the earth." They fail
to base their open space planning proposals
on the essential "web of life," which places
the human niche in a proper perspective. The
short description of the history, acceptance
and effectiveness of urban and regional plan-
ning is painted in rosy tones.

. The authors report that "as a basic prin-
ciple for public expenditures, the require-
ment for a guiding comprehensive plan is be-

continued on page 86
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lnsist that the sub-contractor furnish a letter

of certification for every iob he does with gypsum wallboard.

-*Sg**gr

9qrlrflcateC SI QSUPIiance

Contractor sha11 submit to the Architect copies of manufacturer's

certificates showing compliance with the Standard Method for Physical

Tesling of Gypsum Wallboard Joint Assemblies. AlI certificates sha11 be

issued by a qualified, independent testing laboratory'

SPECI FY CERTI FI CATION.

It as-

sures stronger joints, walls and ceilings that

stay smooth. lt means you can now specify
for wood or steel framing, a gypsum wallboard
tested against an established performance
standard. These tests proved this board far

superior to ordinary tapered edge wallboard.

Reminder: The gypsum wallboard used by the

sub-contractor should be tested and the re-

sults certified by an impartial testing firm.

To be sure: specify a certification on every

job. See your U.S.G. Architect Service man

for details, or write to us at 101 S. Wacker

Dr., Chicago, lll. 60606, Dept' AIA-05

UruITED STATES GVPSUM
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books from page 84

ing accepted at all levels and especially for the
undertakings that involve several jurisdic-
tions." In sharp contradiction, local, regional
and state development plans for water, power,
minerals, timber, highway and freeway sys-
tems, reclamation and flood control projects,
etc., continue to violate fundamental planning
and ecological principles.

A brief section on planning law is useful,
but inadequate. It cites examples of federal
legislation while the urgent need is for local,
regional and state open space and environ-
mental legislation. The basic theme of this
study that all forms of open space must be
"established as a functional land use, not as

an unclesignated use to be taken over by an-
other use" is an excellent, simple fact.

The chapters describing concepts and clas-
sifications of open space are quite true and
complete but overly academic. "Guides and
Standards for Open Space Planning" and
"Application of Open Space Planning" lack
the fresh and novel simplicity that puts ideas
into action. Unfortunately, most basic studies
of this kind tend to restate and rediscover
ideas and methods that are not so new-only
not used.

The use of Washington County, Utah, as
a case study for open space planning seems
inappropriate, when the staggering open
space and environmental problems of metro-
politan Denver, the Los Angeles/San Diego
suburbs, the Chicago/Detroit industrial com-

The reviewer heads the firm of Dlanners and landscane
architects bearing his name in tioseville, Califor;ia.'

plexes and the endless megalopolises of the
Eastern Seaboard continue to spread over the
countrysides.

"Where not to build" is a problem every-
where, but it is a practical matter of survival
in the metropolitan centers of the US and
the world. KeNNrrn R. ANornsoN

Parking Design Manual. Los Angeles: Park-
ing and Highway Improvement Contractors
Association, Inc., 1968. Loose-leaf. $12.50.

A comprehensive and useful publication on
parking. Topics covered include design speci-
fications, seal coatings, paint striping and
marking, parking bumpers and stops, buttons
and other markers, parking control equipment
and lighting.

Swimming Pools: A Guide to Their Planning,
Design and Operation. Edited by M. A. Ga-
brielsen. Fort Lauderclale: Hoffman Publica-
tions, 1969. 224 pp. $10.

Sponsored by the Council ior National Co-
operation in Aquatics, this book on indoor
and outdoor pools is a comprehensive treat-
ment of all phases of public and semi-public
pool development and operation, from the
first planning considerations to the final
programming.

The Color Primer. Wilhelm Ostwald. A
Grammar of Color. Albert H. Munsell. Prin-
ciples of Color. Faber Birren. New York: Van
Nostrand Reinhold. 1969. 3 vols.. boxed,
$ lt3.-50; $6.95 each.

This "basic color library," available as a
boxed set or individually, will be of consider-

able valuc to alrnost anyone concerned with
color. Ostwald's historic work, edited by Faber
Birren, is one of the most influential of all
color systems. Available in English for the
first time, it was originally published in a
German cdition in 1916. A companion vol-
ume by N{unsell is a classic work clescribing
color harntony, organization and notation.
First published in 1921, it is here edited and
updated by Birren. The thiril volume, written
by Birrcn, reviews past traditions and modern
theories of color harmony.

Toward a New Architecture. Le Corbusier.
Translated front thc French by Frederick
Etchells. New York: Praeger, 1970.269 pp.
$7.50, hard cover; $3.95, papcrbouncl.

This book. first published in English in
1927, introdLrccd the English reading pLrblic
to the writings of Le Corbusier. It hacl a pro-
for-rnd influence on architectr-rral thought and
is, therefore, a significant historical document.
The prcscnt edition, an exact facsimile re-
cluced slightly in pagc size, makes no effort to
update the contents nor to use later examples
of the illustrations Le Corbr.rsier chose.

Social & Economic Information for Urban
Planning. Doris B. Holleb. Chicago: Center
for Urban StLrdies. University of Chicago,
1969. 2 vols. $2 each.

There is a gap between concepts in the
social sciences and actual planning practices.
This book tells the planner how to extract rele-
vant information from the growing corpus of
pLrblications. It reviews thc planning process:

tontinrrcd ort puge 90

tTsalll0r$lri[ & l]lrs$]l0l[$
Not a sales booklet, but a worth-
while guidebook covering all
brands. Profusely illustrated toD 

- 
\=r scale.24 pages.

Gives fast answers to specificalion problems. Tells
advantages and disadvantages of each of hun-
dreds of items. . . material cbst. . . installed cost

ease or difficulty of installation, etc.

5755 Landregan St., Emeryville, Calif. 94608
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RUGG ED

7 PLY
CONSTBUCTION

Mildew, chipped painl, cracked plaster.
musty smeils, mascnry efflorescence,
window condensatian and floor failures
are all costly effects ol excesstve mois-
ture migrating irti:, the structure from
the site. Eliminate these problems during
original construct!on wrth the application
of a true vapor s*:al . . PREM0ULDED
MEMBRANE with ['LASIVATIC Core.
Properly instailed ii provides o perma-
nent, inviolate shiElc that completelv iso-
lates the structure from the site. PRE-
MOU L DED M ElVl 3 RAN E Vapor Seal with
PLASMATIC Core nrovides a constant
water-vapor transn:tssion rating of only
0"003 qrarns/per squarer footlper hour.

L"Jff#3111il'ff'rt]"', O #

Over the vears. the dependable waterproof ing-vaPorproof ing qualities
of PREMOULDED MEMBRANE Vapor Seal with DLASMATIC Core
have earner.i iI the enviatrle reputation as the reliable vapor seal to
protect the tough 1obs" On such projects as electr;:nic control areas,
gymnasium fioors, industrial white rooms. telephorie exchange build-
ings. mechanical equipment rooms, etc., where absolute and perma-
nent protectron is requrred, PREMOULDED MEI\IBRANE has become
synonymous with successful waterproofing.

Academic research proves that any structure :uilt on or in the
ground will face the prriblem of moisture migratian from the site-
ihe source of 8091o of the moisture enterinq a structure. Doesn't it
then seern reaseinaLrle to provide every structure wilh the best water-
prooi-vaporproof protection available? PREMOULDED MEMBRANE
Vapor Seal with PLASMATIC Core. Especially when you consider all
costs ancl fintj that the verv best can be installed at a price comparable
or lower than manv ineffective, so-called vapor seat materials.

W. R. MEADOVI/S, !NC.
15 KIMBALL STREET ' ELGIN, ILLINOIS 60120

ATLANTA, GEORGIA
YORK, PENNSYLVANIA
WESTON, ONTARIO, CANADA

Other
Pla nts
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The "or" in
"q equal"
usually ends
up un...

"inferior"
Those two words - "or equal" - in
your specifications section can lead to
considerable disappointment in a fin-
ished project. Particularly in vinyl wall-
coverings. A moment of inattention, a
persuasive salesman, a rash attempt to
save a lew dollars and you agree to a
substitute for Vicrtex. Sometimes, the
substitution is even made without your
knowledge.

There's only one way to guarantee that
you get superior stain-resistant fin-
ishes, attractive textures, unique pat-
terns and lustrous colors of Vicrtex
vinyl wallcoverings. By tight specs and
double-checking along the way.

\2_
4 If you know enough

about uinyl wallcouerings
to specify VICRTEX,

make sure you get Vicrtex.

Write today for our
helpful booklet:

"A Practical Guide
to Specification,

Selection and Use of
Vinyl Wallcoverings."

hf.m?illtn $$Hi,

964 Third Avenue, New York 10022
(212) 355.3080
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SERV!CES

To order single copies of items listed, circle
number on card that corresponds to number
beside each listed item. Send no money now.
The charge, if any, is noted for each item
and you will be billed for this amount.

Current Issue Reprints
Single copies lree

1 The Intricacies of Designing Inner Space

-p.43
2 FYI: ERIC Clearinghouse-p. 96

Previous Issue Reprints
Single copy prices as noted

2l The Nature of Office Landscaping-9 pp.;
2sa
A help in understanding the process

22 Practice Profile: Kenneth W. Brooks,
FAIA-8 pp.t25Q
A stafl ot' l0 wlto now does us tnuch urbun
desigrt tr.s' building design

23 Where Is Architecture Going?-12 pp.;
50d
Dige.st ol the Future ol the Profession's
conference at Airlie House

24 Testing the Rainbow-4 pp; 25(
An aid in visual matching ol colors

25 The Western House-l0 pp.; 250
A portlolio ol I0 of the hest project.r in
the lAeskrn Honte Awards program

26 Buildings for All to Use-14 pp.; 50d
Standards for barrier-free architecture

27 Making Room for the Atom-5 pp.r 25d
Joint venture ol 20th century magnitude

28 Professional Development Program-12
pp.; 254
Four articles on the progrant's background
and objectives

29 New Dimensions in Air Rights-5 pp.;
2s4
An analysis ol two dual-purpose structures

30 Dialogue and Discovery-S pp.; 259
A look at VPI's lnner College ol Environ-
ntental Design

31 The Sheer Joy of Sketching-7 pp.; 25d
A portfolio with random notes

32 Library Buildings 1968 Awards Program

-4 pp.; 259
A portlolio of seven projects

33 Health Care in Our Inner Cities-9 pp.;
2sa
Considering such lacilities as part ol an
integrated systent

34 Practice Profile: Caudill Rowlett Scott-
ll pp.;25Q
A firm that is willowy in the "ways" ol
practice but stoutly rooted in the "whys"

35 Radiation Shielding-l1 pp.; 254
An architectural primer

36 The Big Ground Wave-5 pp.;254
Challenge ol supersonic travel

37 Adventure in the Pursuit of Excellence

-5 PP.; 25(
A review ol the controversial Bard Awards

38 Planning, Regional Style-1 p.;250
Report on the Lake Michigan Regiott Plan-
ning CounciL

Special Orders

76 AIA Jounuer subscription information
and prices

77 Binders for AIA JounNer-, information
and prices

78 Reprints in quantity, information and
prices

79 1970 Steel Deck Institute Design Manual
New |2-page manual contains standard
load tables lor naruow, intermediate and
wide rib decks. Details on latest fire ratings
from one to two hours, the latest revisions
of the Basic Design Specifications, Archi-
tects Specifications and the SDI Code ol
Recommended Practice.

80 Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and
Technical Information, subscription price

8l Your nuiiOing and Your Architect, l8-
page booklet for clients

82 Checklist for Cities, a working guide for
urban analysis

83 NACA Ceiling Systems Handbook, order
form

84 AIA Journal Annual Index, 1969, single
copy free
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THISFREE

BOOKLET

WTLCOST

YOUMONEY
It tells you why colleges need

financial help.
It tells you that tuitions PaY

oriy 1 13 the cost of a college edu'
cation. That somebody has to
make up the other 213.

It tells you why your company,
which benefits from colleges-if
not this graduation, then the next
one, or the one after that-should
pay its share.'We're not only asking you,
we're asking everyone.

For your free copy of "How to
Aid Education," write to: Council
for Financial Aid to Education,
6 East 45th Street, New York,
N. Y. 100t7.

DOES YOUR COMPANY HAVE AN
AID{O.EDUCATION PROGRAM ?
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books lrom page 86

analyzes the information needs of communi-
ties; surveys urban statistics; and discusses the
uses of automatic data processing, sample sur-
veys and systems analysis in urban planning.
Vo[tme 2 is a directory of data sources.

Shelter and Society. Edited by Paul Oliver.
New York: Praeger, 1969.167 pp. $12.50.

An examination of vernacular architecture
in which forms are related to the societies and
conditions which produce them. A study in
depth is made of specific examples in various
parts of the world, ranging from the Norwe-
gian laftehtts to the Hopi pueblo to geodesic
structures made from discarded materials.

Conservation of Historic and Cultural Re-
sources. Ralph W. Miner. Chicago: Ameri-
can Society of Planning Officials, 1969. 56 pp.
$s.

This concise and to-the-point report covers
the broad aspects of historic and cultural con-
servation within the framework of urban
planning.

New Japanese Architecture. Egon Tempel.
New York: Praeger, 1969.220 pp. $15.50.

A survey of Japanese architecture since the
1950's, demonstrating the successful blending
of the country's ancient indigenous architec-
ture with the modern architecture of the West.
Examples of imaginative designs range from
single-family houses to utopian city plans.
Works by such masters at Tange, Mayekawa
and Sabakura are shown as well as exciting
designs by many younger architects.

Sequel to Cities: The Post-Urban Society.
Eugene Raskin. London: Rebel Press, 1969.
93 pp. 10 shillings.

An AIA member and urbanologist states in
this provocative book that the city is no longer
needed, that its demise is in the offing and
that only experts, planners and sociologists
will mourn the passing. Happily, he contends
that "there is a new baby, gurgling and cooing
for our attention." He terms the infant "the
Post-Urban Society," and here he engagingly
plots its growth and development.

Contrasts. A. W. N. Pugin. New York: Hu-
manities Press, 1969. 104 pp. $6.75.

A reprint of the second edition of Pugin's
influential work of the early 19th century. He
attacked "the wretched state of architecture"
of his time and in this work drew a parallel
between the "noble edifices" of the middle
ages and corresponding buildings of his day,
showing "the present decay of taste." This re-
print is enhanced by an introduction provided
by the scholar H. R. Hitchcock.

York: A Study in Conservation. Viscount
Esher. London: Her Majesty's Stationery Of-
fice, 1968. 249 pp. $25.20.

A report to Great Britain's Minister of
Housing and Local Government and the York
City Council, commissioned to discover some
ways the old town of York can be reconciled
with the 20th Century. Other studies similar
in approach and format include one on Chi-
chester by G. S. Burrows and one on Bath by
Colin Buchanan & Partners.
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Back Bay Boston: The City as a Work of Art.
Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1969. 148 pp.
$5.50.

The Museum of Fine Arts in Boston opened
its centennial celebration on November l,
1969, with an exhibition on its own neighbor-
hood, Back Bay Boston. The catalog of the
exhibition is worthy of the occasion. There
are eight pages of color plates and over 200
black and white illustrations. Lewis Mumford
provides an historical overview of Back Bay,
and Walter Muir Whitehill discusses Back
Bay patrons. There is a concluding section on
artists of the city. Carl F. Zahn of the Museum
of Fine Arts designed the catalog.

Twentieth-Century Stage Decoralion. Walter
R. Fuerst and Samuel J. Hume. New York:
Dover. 1969.2 vols. $3 each.

An unabridged and corrected edition of a
work first published in 1929 by Knopf, this
review of the development of stage decora-
tion in the early 20th century covers the the-
ories of stage designers and analyzes the pro-
ductions which have created the foundations
upon which the stage of today is built. The
first volume is text; the second contains 393
photographs and drawings of importalt stage
settings.

A College in the Cif: An Alternative. Evans
Clinchy and others. New York: Educational
Facilities Laboratories, 1970. 42 pp. Free.

Another of EFL's perceptive reports. Ap-
plicable to any urban community, the study
concerns specifically the educational concept
of what a college in Bedford-Stuyvesant
should be and a physical interpretation of that
concept.

The Beds of Academe. Howard Adelman.
Toronto: Lewis & Samuel, 1969. 258 pp.
$3.s0.

Following a history of university residences,
Adelman explores policy and financial issues
in student housing. He directs attention to
Rochdale College, a highrise student residence
in Toronto, giving information about how it
was built and about the problems in design and
administration. The extensive bibliography
is commendable.

Design Fundamentals of Cable Roof Struc-
tures. J. B. Scalzi, W. Podolny and W. C.
Teng. Pittsburgh: United States Steel Corp.,
1969. 139 pp. No price given.

A practical treatise on the use of cables in
roof structures. Chapters cover manufactur-
ing, properties and erection of cables; anal-
ysis and design; and design examples.

George A Hinds' research report entitled Per-
.tpectives on Housing in a Developing Com-
munity (AIA JounNer, Feb. '70, p. 80) was
prepared under the sponsorship of the Center
for Urban Studies, University of Illinois. It is
now available for sale by the US Department
of Commerce Clearinghouse for Federal,
Scientific and Technical Information, 5285
Port Royal Road, Springfield, Va. 22151, at
$3 for paper copy and 65Q for microfiche
copy. Specify title, author and Document No.
PB 1 89-409.

Housing Guide to Equal Opportunity: Affir-
mative Practices for Integrated Housing.
washington: Potomac Institute, 1968.92 pp.
$1.

Guidelines for affirmative practices to
achieve integrated housing and neighbor-
hoods, based on a pragmatic study of actual
experiences.

Grants and Aid to Individuals in the Arts.
Washington: Washington International Arts
Letter, 1970. 75 pp. $8.95.

Listings of most professional awards and
information about colleges, universities and
professional schools of the arts which offer
assistance to students.

Trees in a Winter Landscape. Alice Upham
Smith. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Win-
ston, 1969. 207 pp. $6.95.

A guide for the identification of trees in
winter and for their selection for landscape
qualities. Pen-and-ink drawings accompany
each tree's description.

Guide to Cambridge Architecture: Ten Walk-
ing Tours. Robert Bell Rettig. Cambridge:
MIT Press, 1969. No pp. $3.95.

Buildings of all types, styles and periods are
included in this field guide to Cambridge's
architecture. Arrangement of the walking
tours is geographical.

The Landscape We See. Garrett Eckbo. New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1969,223 pp. $16.

Eckbo attributes our failure to improve the
quality of the landscape to a lack of proper
recognition of both science and art as elements
to be taken into account in making decisions
about developments. He calls for a total con-
cept of environmental design, for preservation
against the pressures of expanding urbanism
and the recognition of a need to redesign both
high density downtown areas and low density
suburban sites. An important and stimulating
book for architects.

Saint-Gaudens and the Gilded Era. Louise
Hall Tharp. Boston: Little, Brown , 1969 . 419
pp. $8.50.

A carefully drawn and sensitive biography
of Saint-Gaudens in which he is revealed
as an outstanding sculptor of the highest ar-
tistic achievement and one of the most percep-
tive portraitists. His life, loves, disappoint-
ments and accomplishments are meticulously
recalled by a gifted writer.

Sailing to Byzantium: An Architectural Com-
panion. Osbert Lancaster. Boston: Gambit,
1969.184 pp. $11.95.

If you know anyone traveling to the East-
ern Mediterranean any time soon, get him a
copy of this delightful architectural guide. The
author's charming drawings add to the book's
enjoyment and will be appreciated by the arm-
chair traveler as well.

Egyph Architecture, Sculpture, Painting, in
Three Thousand Years. New York: phaidon,
1968. 559 pp. $27.50.

A rich resource for the study of Egypt's
marvelous ancient art and architecture, sur-
veying 3,000 years of artistic wonders.

continued on page 92



Styled lighting
brightens things uP

even before
the lights

go on

The outdoor lighting sYstem that
surrounds your building should be
just as bright during the day as it is

at night. Even brighter. lt creates first
impressions, plays an important part

in your overall design.
That's one reason McCraw-Edi-

son offers such a wide selection of
styled lighting systems. Everything

from the most contemPorarY to
Early American carriage lanterns.

One of them will help You comPle-
ment your design. And at a cost far

less than custom-tailored lighting
systems.

At night, you can create a wide
variety of lighting effects and IES

lighting patterns. Select f rom 100 to
4,000 watts of controlled lighting

per pole. Vary the mounting heights

from 15 to 50 feet. Use mercurY

vapor or metal-additive or ceramic-
discharge lamps.

We'd like the oPPortunitY to dis-
cuss your next project with You. In
the meantime, if you'd like to see

some of the styles that brighten
things up even before the lights go

on, we'll send you our book, "ldeas
in Lighting." Or contact your au-
thorized McG raw-Edison distributor
or local sales engineer. McCraw-
Edison Power Systems Division (for-

merly Line Material lndustries and
Pennsylvan ia Transformer), P.O. Box

440, Canonsburg, Penn-

sylvania 15317. ln Can-
ada:Ontario.

McGraw-Edison

6* ----._\ _=_.=a ffiD v-tr--g 6\M lr r lt Y\I "-',-
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books from page 90 experts who were asked to take a long look
at facilities for the mentally retarded in this
country. Some of the findings are grim be-
yond belief. Innovative concepts are proposed
and solutions suggested which should be con-
sidered by a country presumed to be civilized.

Building the American City. National Com-
mission on Urban Problems. New York:
Praeger, 1969. 500 pp. $10.

The National Commission on Urban Prob-
lems was established in 1967 to study build-
ing and housing codes, zoning, tax policies
and development standards in order to help
relieve urban blight and sprawl. Its far-reach-
ing review and recommendations are pre-
sented in this massive report.

Green-Belt Cities. Frederic J. Osborn. New
York: Schocken, 1969.203 pp. $6.95.

First published in 1945, this new edition
of a classic has a foreword by Lewis Mum-
ford, additional notes and a revised bibli-
ography.

Emergency and Disaster Planning. Richard J.
Healy. New York: Wiley, 1969. 290 pp.
$ r 2.95.

Of interest to architects in its consideration
of the design of fallout shelters and the effects
on buildings of natural cataclysms such as
earthquakes; tornadoes and floods.

Building Acoustics. Editcil by B. F. Day,
R. D. Ford and P. Lord. New York: Elsevier,
1969. 120 pp. $4.S0.

A concise and practical aid to the archi-
tect who wants to acquire a hetter understand-
ing of the acoustic environnrent. flse is ntade
of graphs and tables.

Building with Wood. Hoffman Griese. New
York: Praeger, 1969. I 69 pp. gl5.

Wood construction has a long shelf in ar-
chitectural libaries. This book condenses n.uch
of this information and adds a good tleal
more,

Models in Architecture. H. J. Cowan, J. S.
Gero, G. D. Ding and R. W. Muncey. New
York: Elsevier, I968.228 pp. g1l.

The visual demonstration of form is only
one function of the model, the authors of this
book emphasize. Models may be used also in
environmental stress analysis and in the inves-
tigation of thermal, acoustical and lighting
problems. The numerous examples, primarily
derived from Australia where the author.s
work, are presented with detailed information.

Mathematics in Architecture. Mario Salva-
dori. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: prentice-Hall,
1968. 173 pp. $7.50.

Afraid of mathematics? This book will
help the student overcome that fear and will
teach him to apply mathematics for architec-
tural purposes.

The Log Cabin in America, from pioneer
Days to the Present. C. A. Weslanger. New
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1969.
382 pp. $12.50.

The log cabin as a symbol of "family sol-
idarity, grassroots origins and pioneer virtues',
is considered in this beautifully illustrated so-
cial history.

Land, People & Policy: The problems &
Techniques of Assembling Land for the Ur.
banization of 100 Million New Americans.
Gordon Edwards. West Trenton, N.J.: Chan_
dler-Davis Pub. Co., 1969.159 pp. $5, hard_
bound; $3, paperbound.

An examination of our national land
policies, or nonpolicies, with recommended
programs to benefit the quality of urban en_
vironment. Edwards maintains that the real-
istic use of governmental powers of eminent
domain, combined with private capital and
managerial skills, will help conserve our di_
minishing resources and provide for a better
urban society.

Metalwork. Hanns-Ulrich Haedeke. New
York: Universe Books, 1970.227 pp. $17.50.

The most commonly used metals-copper,
brass, bronze, iron and pewter-are examined
here in relationship to their development and
place in the social setting of every age. The
interaction of function, form and decoration
is emphasized, showing the craftsman's ever-
changing role in society. A most attractive
and well illustrated book.

Conslruction Estimates and Costs. 4th ed.
H. E. Pulver. New York: McGraw-Hill,
1969.644 pp. $16.50.

Step-by-step assistance for the computation
of material, labor, plant and overhead costs
to insure a profit. Revised and updated to give
current information on estimating practices.

Environmental Physics: Heating. C. R. Bas-
sett and M. D. W. Pritchard. New york:
Elsevier, 1969. 133 pp. $8.

Fundamental principles of heating pre-
sented by experts.

Building on Springs. R. A. Walter. New york:
Pergamon, 1969. 88 pp. $5.

Springs in foundations serve to isolate
structures from ground-borne vibration. The
basic technology is presented here.

lllustrated Encyclopedic Dictionary of Real
Estate Terms. Jerome S. Gross. Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Ha1l,1969. a68 pp. $16.

Over 2,500 definitions of real estate nomen_
clature, with over 85 full-page sample real
estate forms, documents and legal instruments.
Includes many illustrations of survey maps,
architectural styles and a specially illustrated
cross section of a house with builder's terms
indicated.

London 2000. peter Hau. New york: prae- il3:i: r'J,"'f"".T'"Tilil:Jir[il,,H*.Y;
ger' 

.1969. ?87 pp. $10.50. American Society of Architectural Hardware
When this book was first published in 1963, Consultants, 1g6i.32pp. $3.50.it received favorable reviews in the architec- A catalog of the piincipal items of build_

tural press. In this new American edition, Hall ers, hardware with a brief comment on each
adds important postscripts in which he ana- one. Included are a bibliogrrpty.rO-" f,.fp_
lyzes significant changes and trends. ful glossary of terms. tr

The Railway Hotels and the Development of
the Chateau Style in Canada. Harold D. Kal-
man. Victoria, B.C., University of Victor.ia,
Maltwood Museum, 1968 (distributed in the
US by Century House). 47 pp. $3.

A style that became virtually the Canadian
national style of architecture originated with a
series of hotels for a railroad. And it was an
American, Bruce Price, who designed the first
portions of the Chateau Frontenac, which in-
fluenced the further building in this vein. Ac-
tually Price had done earlier work for the
Canadian Paciflc Railroad, including Windsor
Station in Montreal and a hotel at Banff
Springs. This is a readable, well-illustrated ac-
count of an interesting phase of the architec-
tural history of our neighbor to the north.

American Architecture since 1780: A Guide
to the Styles. Marcus Whiffen. Cambridge;
MIT Press, 1969. 313 pp. $6.95.

A most valuable, concise and well-illus-
trated guide for the "building watcher," pre_
senting the visual characteristics of various
architectural styles.

Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth. R.
Buckminster Fuller. Carbondale: Southern
Illinois University Press, 1969. A4 pp. $4.25.

Fuller says that no instruction bb-ok came
with Spaceship Earth, but we are going to
have to keep it in goocl order or it wilt fait to
function. This is his operating manual, and
he calls on us to "sp.eud our *ing, of inteltecl
and fly or perish."

Professional Perspective Drawing for Archi-
te_ck and Engineers. Friedrich W. Capelle.
New York: McGraw-Hill , 1969. 164 pp.
$ r 3.50.

Mathematical formulas and guidelines for
the production of accurate and esthetic per_
spective drawings.

New Architectural Drawings. Helmut Jacoby.
New York: Praeger, 1969. 101 pp. $14.

A new selection of Jacoby,s drawings of
the designs of outstanding architects, empha-
sizing anew the beauty and value of archltec-
tural renderings.

Your Community Hospital. Robert E. Walsh.
Bos.ton: Beacon Press, 1969. 2g6 pp. $5.95.A newspaper reporter.s view of hospitals
across.the country with informed suggestions
about improved health care.

Outpatient Heatth Care. Chicago: American
Hospital Association, 1969. 58 pp. $2.25.

In view of medical and social changes, it
is imperative that thoughtful and innoiative
concepts be applied to the design of facilities
for outpatient health care. Here are set forth
general principles, goals and recommendations
of two meetings called by the AHA and spon_
sored by the US Public Health Service.

Changing Patterns in Residential Services for
the Mentally Retarded. Edited bv Robert B.
Kugel and Woll Wolfensberger. fuashington:
President's Committee on Mental Retirda-
tion, 1969. 435 pp. No price given.

A careful and serious study by a group of
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events

AIA State und Region

Sept. 24-26: New Jersey Society of Architects,
Chalfonte-Haddon Hall, Atlantic City

National

l{;ay 16-22; Building Officials Conference of
Arnerica, Deauville Hotel, Miami Beach

May 2l-222 Building Research Institute
(Transferring School Building Systems Ex-
perience), Shoreham Hotel, Washington,
D.C.

May 25-26: Washington Paint Technical
Group Symposium, Marriot Twin Bridges

Motel, Washington, D.C.
June 7-11: First National Congress on Opti-

mum Population and Environment, Pick
Congress Hotel, Chicago

June 8-10: Construction Specifications Insti-
tute Convention, Conrad-Hilton Hotel,
Chicago

June 17-19: National Exposition of Contract
Interior Furnishings (NEOCON), Mer-
chandise Mart, Chicago

June 18-20: NCARB Annual Meeting, Shera-

toir-Boston Hotel, Boston
June 19-21: ACSA Annual Meeting, Shera-

ton-Plaza Hotel, Boston
June 19-21: Flying Architects Association,

Sheraton-Boston Hotel, Boston
June 21-25: AIA Convention, Sheraton-Bos-

ton Hotel, Boston (recessed Session, Lon-
don, June 29)

Juty 6-10: Annual Summer Planning Institute
(Flexible Learning Environments), Stan-

ford University, Stanford, Calif.

I nternational

tr4Lay 17-22t World Congress of the Interna-
tional Federation for Housing and Plan-

ning, Barcelona
Mray la-lt UIA Seminar on the Emerging

Social Role of Schools, Vienna
June 14-19: International Design Conference

(Fnvironment by Design), Aspen, Colorado

June 29-July 24: Ekistics Month (Networks

and Human Settlements), Athens Center of
Ekistics. Athens

Scholar,sh i ps and F e ll ow sh i Ps

June 1: Applications due. Cintas Fellowships
in Art. Contact: Institute of International
Education, 809 United Nations Plaza, New

York, N. Y. 10017

Tours

May 29-June 14: Conference tour of eight

Iiritish new towns, followed by sessions on

regional planning and land use control in
Copenhagen, Amsterdam and Paris. Other

urban study tours to northern Europe leav-

ing May 29 and July 10. Contact: Institute
t* Stuay Forms Abroad, ITI Building,
Suite 470, Washington, D.C' 20036

L:ug. l4-29t Oriental American Symposium
Jn Architecture and Urban Design, includ-
ing two daYs at ExPo'70, for AIA mem-

beis only. Contact: Professional Seminar
Consultants, Inc., 3194 Lawson Blvd',
Oceanside. N.Y. 11572 tr

Silently, but dePendablY, the
lnvisibl-e Dor-Man opens and

closes doors for Package laden
arms, shopping carts'

maintenance equiPment, controls
ingress and egress in crowded

-areas; provides strength lor
hands and arms too small to

Push heavy doors'

For swinging or sliding dools-
operatortcohcealed in the floor

or overhead.

Write lor Brochures and
Automatic Door OPerator

Catalog.

c/oses doors satelY and quicklY'

m ilyfr-y-trlAruC Divisionot Repubtictndustries,tnc'

U-J 7352west wilson Avenue, Chicago, lllinois 606s6

England: Dor-O-Matic G.B. Ltd., Ramsey Rd , Sydenham lndustrial Estate' Leamington Spa

canada : D o r-o- M ati c'' 
"' ri r r',,)" r' i otoo n i ny o, * ot i on, o, d
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A Call for a "National Design Voice',

Your January article ,,Who Does What in
Interiors" was excellent in presenting the
attitudes and relationships between arch-itects
and interior designers. I believe Mrs. Barr
has presented a cross section of national
opinions in her examination of the Boston
area. In her closing column, however, a few
of the statements may be misleading.

The American Institute of Interior De_
signers at present has an accreditation pro_
gram under which our members underiake
review programs and take a voluntary eight_
hour written accreditation examinatibn. Jol_
lowed by oral ones. Effective July I. any
applicant with six years total eclucaiion andT
or experience must pass a three-clay written
a-nd-oral comprehensive examination to qual_
ify for membership.

By establishing rigid membership stand_
ards and opening our organization to all
qualified professionals, we hope to establish
a firm ethical and professionil base for the
interior design field.

It is true that the AID and other National
Society of Interior Designers are topheavy
with residential-oriented designers; howevei.
we do not feel that the small percentage of
our membership that accounts for the great_
est dollar volume should break away and
start a separate organization. Our member_
ship and dollar volume structure closely
parallels that of the AIA, which I believe
also feels strongly about a broad comprehen_
sive membership base.

The AID is currently exploring areas of
mutual interest and common sociil concern
with all design professionals. There are ex-
amples of joint AIA, ASLA and AID chap_
ter offices in the Northwest, as well as com_
bined professional programs (such as the
Rettelheim,'Montgomery breakfast sponsored
by the Iocal AID /NSID chapters for the AIA
national convention in Chicago last year).
AID chapters in Los Angeles, Chicago, Cin_
cinnati, New York and Baltimore. to name
a few. have extended invitations to AIA
members to attend environmental seminars
this spring.. We hope to expand such pro_
grams to joint endeavors whenever possible.

I would like to add a few personal com_
ments on state licensing activities for interior
designers. The AIA has accomplished much
in establishing standard examinations, com_
piling._licensing legislation, establishing state
councils and the NCARB, as well u, lecog_
nizing state liability laws and the related ii_
surance programs for the profession. The
effort involved in merely coordinating all the
various state regulations was enormous. Until
such_ time as the majority of interior design_
ers have established national standards of
practice within our profession and recognize
the need for a coordinated state councii- and
liability insurance program, I have grave
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doubts whether piecemeal state Iegislation is
a wise endeavor. I personally look forward
to a more closely knit design profession
wherein members of the AIA, AID and other
design professions can speak with a national
design voice. NonnreN R. DeHnnN, 

^tl,t]?.

The'Hilton-Like' Imperial

The advertisement in the October 15, 1969,
issue of Saturday Review shows an exterior
of the new Imperial Hotel built in the place
of the original beautiful and famous Frank
Lloyd Wright design.

As an architect I was rather shocked to
note the copying of the commonplace Amer_
ican "Hilton-like" hotel architeciure that re_
places the old beautiful world-renowned
original structure. Perhaps Kenzo Tange, a
good friend of mine, or Taro Amano or
Raku Endo, should have been retained for
a more appropriate design. I feel sure Tetsu-
zo Inumaru, as the owner. could have af_
forded them. or perhaps it was case of vice
versa.

As beautiful a heritage that the Japanese
print has accrued to Japan, it is an iffront
to me to see the advertisement attempt to
derive authenticity and heritage fronr- this
great art by desecrating the print idea in
depicting the new hotel design with Fuji
in the background. With this symbol of lacl
of integrity, I can possibly understand Inu-
maro's not replying to my letter to him and
Ichiro of May 29, 1967, in which I attempted
to offer what was considered a practical solu_
tion to saving the central coie of the old
Imperial.

No doubt the owners will do a good busi_
neSs with the new Imperial, but ihey must
always be aware that they let be deitroyed

an irreplaceable cultural link between a great
country, Japan, and ours that no amount of
money could ever buy.

I do apologize for the bluntness of this
letter, but I am greatly disturbed to realize
such a commonplace structure replaces one
of the great shrines of man's civilizition.

Kenr Keunerii:*l*

An Apology from American Appraisal

I apologize for reprinting without written
approval the excellent article concerning the

!9eckh Building Yaluation Manual on page
104 of the October issue.

. In no way was it our intention in reprint_
ing this article to infer that the manuai wasa product of, or endorsed by, the AIA
Jounrual or The American Institute of Archi_
tects. The article was reprinted verbatim and
was intended to be read at face value. The
AIA Jounr,rer- logo at the top of the reprint
was included solely to indicate the source of
the article.

. I hope that the reprinting of this fine ar_
ticle did not confuse those readers who re_
ceived it. MrcueEl A. Rooxey

M a n a g e r,, 
" 

u,, 
"; li:, * r, Xi:;::l:,re.

Milwaukee

!^O, lOf!: The company mailed rhe reprint in quesrionro a Ist ot regr\tered architects as part o[ a promotionfor the manual.

Architecture for Architects

I read with a great deal of interest the let_
ter by Sam Scheiner, AIA, .,about -.n l,related fields picking away at the architec_
tural profession', in the October issue. I have
been a strong advocate for ,r.t ..nti-.ni
even before the landscape architects were
given official status in the itate of New yort.

However, I don,t think that *" u. u..hi_
tects should stop there. What about ttre unOei_dog-the architect with a small practicei InNew, York. every carpenter. bricklayer,
plumber and what have you is, as Sam says,
a frustrated architect.

It is almost 20 years now that I have tried
to have the laws of New york State ,-"nO.J
to restrict the practice of architecture to archi
tects, with no success as yet.

I, too, am a frustrated architect only to the
extent that I am aware that no or" -"y "r_croach.on the medical, dental, Iegal anO other
professions, but every butcher, biker and can_
dlestick maker may encroach on the architec_
tural profession.

_ I.am now suggesting that we call upon the
Institute to carry the ball from hereon to the
end. that the practice of architecture, with
all its facets, be restricted to those who are
registered architects. HARR' A. ,^"ff:;r#fr

letters

Correction

The firm of Rawlings & Wilson of Richmond
should have been credited as architects for
the University of Virginia's new School of
Architecture building shown on page 26 in
the February issue. It was designed by pietro
Belluschi, FAIA, and Kenneth OeUay, AIa,
of Sasaki, Dawson, DeMay Associatis, Inc.,
Associated Architects for Design, Watertown.Massachusetts. E



lf you design, specify, sell

or use furniture and furnishings
for offices or other commercial
and institutional purposes . . .

for the Contract Furnishings Industry's
greatest event of the year.

10 great floors each an inspiring
concentration of virtually all that's new
in furniture; floor and wall coverings;
fabrics and draperies; lamps and lighting
equipment; decorative accessories; bed-
ding; tableware; textiles and special
equipment. Shown in full-line displays,
manned by professionals. You should
see it all to maximize your effectiveness
in serving clients' environmental needs.

The Merchandise Maft
NEOCON 2 presentations, conferences
and seminars will cover all fields of in'
terest: office, education, health care,

food and lodging and similar facilities. lf
you were among the thousands who
participated in the spectacular success

of NEOCON 1, come prepared for an

even greater experience. Or, if you are

one of those who missed it, be sure you
attend NEOCON 2.

for attendance
credentials and

personal Hotel/Motel
accommodations

service.

NEOCON 2 ITHE NATIONAL EXPOSITION OF CONTRACT INTERIOR FURNlSHINGS

Please register me for NEOCON 2. I understand there are no fees or charges and
that you will send me specific program information in advance of the exposition'

I wish to use your personalized HoteuMotel Service. Please send me listings.

Please print clearly so your registration won't be delayed or misfiled.

Name

Position

Firm

City and State

Below, please check your pro'

fessional or business category:

Architect
Designer/Space Planner
Office Furniture Dealer
Contract Dealer

Administrator, Purchasing Agent
or other official for:

Health Care Services
Lodging/Food Services
Education
Business Offices

Other - Please be specific:
zip

The National Exposition of Contract lnterior Furnishings

See the world's greatest presentation of
new contract furnishing products. Hear
the most respected authorities on the
aesthetics, use and purchasing of insti-
tutional and business furnishings. Meet
the leaders in all the contract related
professions and businesses. That's what
NEOCON 2 is all about. An everythins
event - covering everything from con-
aept to purchase and installation.

192 on inlormation card

MAIL TO: The Merchandise Mart, Suite 830, Chicago, lllinois 60654



DESIGN NEEDS

OF THE

PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

Increasingly architects are called upon to design educational facilities for use by the phys-
ically handicapped. The following reference list, prepared by the Educational Resources
Center (ERIC) Clearinghouse on Educational Facilities, is the third in a series being
offered our readers on a trial basis, dependent upon reader interest. The first, System-
atic Methods in School Planning, Programming antl Design, was published in January;the
second, The Luminous Environment lor Educalion, appeared in March. Inquiries should
bc directed to ERIC/CEF, 606 Stare St., Madison, Wis. 53703.

Asterisks indicate major goals, up to a maxi-
munr of five, of each reference. Descriptors
are gearecl to the ERIC system.

"Accent on Access," Reltobilitation Record,
Nov./Dec. 1966, 11-25.

'r'Architectural Elements;'r'Facility Guidelines;
r'Physically Handicapped; t'Public Facilities;
'i'Wheel Chairs; Mobility Aids; Recreational
Facilities; School Design; Transportation

ArRre, F. H. "The Effect of Architectural Bar-
riers on the Handicapped School Ch1ld," The
Florido Architect, June 1964, 27.

':'Mobility Aids;,'Physically Handicapped;
':'School Designl 'r'School Safety; 'r'Wheel Chairs;
Architectr.rral Elements; Cerebral Palsy; Handi-
capped Studentsl Multiply Handicappedl Regu-
lar Class Placement

American National Standards Institute. Antcri-
cutt Slundurd Spccific'otiotts lor Making Build-
irtgs anl Fatilities Acces.siblc to, and Usahle by,
rhe Physiculll, Honditappcti. New York, 1961.
llpp.

'r'Architectural Elentents;'r[,hysically Handi-
capped; *Public Facilities; t'Standards;'r'Wheel
Chairs: Building Design; Educational Facilities;
Mobility Aids; Nlultiply Handicapped

B,ryr,s, KeNNl,t H. 7- lrc ru pc t r t i c Efl c c t of E n v' i ro rt -
nrcnt (),t Etttotionully Disttrrbt'd and Mentally
Stthrutrntul Childrcn. London: Kennelh Bayes,
1961 .'64 pp.

t'Architectural Elements;':'Handicapped;'r'Per-
ception;'r'Physical Environment;':'Therapeutic
Environment; Bibliographies; Child Psychology;
EnvironmentaI Influences; Mentally Handi-
capped; Reference Material; Research; Space
Orientationl Visual Stimuli

ClNrrr, C. E,. "Architectural Barriers: A Per-
sonal Problenr," Rchabilitatiort Literature, Jan.
1962, t3-14.

'kArchitectural Barriers; *Architectr.rral Ele-
ments; r'Building Design;'r'Physically Handi-
capped;':Public Facilities; Architectural Char-
acter; Case Studies; Design Needs; Handicapped;
Planning; Site Development; Wheel Chairs

Corlrn, SrEpurN R. lnterint Guide: Perlor-
rtruttce Criterio ott Spatial Organizution lor Pltys-
icully Ilattdicappetl. Albany: New York State
University Construction Fund, 1965. 5 pp.

xArchitectural Elements; *'Building Design;
'r'lnterior Space; i'Physically Handicapped;
'r'Planning; Dining Facilities; Doors; Facility
Guidelines; Public Utilities; Wheel Chairs

Council for Exceptional Children. Sclccred Ab-
strocts: Physical Environment and Special Edu-
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cariori. Washington, D.C., 1969. 22 pp.
':'Abstracts;':'Classroom Environment; "Men-

tally Handicapped;':Physically Handicapped;
':'Special Education; Educational Facilities; Edu-
cational Programs; Environmental Criteria;
Handicapped Students

FrenN, D. Architectural Baruier Program ol the
National Society f or Crippled Children and
Adults. Chicago: National Society for Crippled
Children and Adults, 1966. 14 pp.

'r'Architectural Barriers; *Design Needs;
'r'Physically Handicapped;'r'Public Facilities;
'r'Toilet Facilities; Architectural Elements; Build-
ing Design; Community Action; Environmental
Influences; Faiility Guidelines; Mobility Aids;
Planning; Program Development; Standards;
Wheel Chairs

Gor-osur'rr.r, SelwyN. "Aiding the Disabled,"
Design, Nov. 1969, 24-45.

t'Design Needs;'r'Equipment;':'Multiply Hand-
icapped; 'r'Physically Handicapped; ''Wheel
Chairs; Deaf Children; Mobility Aids; Play-
grounds; Technology

Gor.osvrlrr, Spr-wvN. Designing lor thc Dis-
uhlcl. 2n<l rev. ed. New York: McGraw-Hill,
1967.2O7 pp.

'r'Architectural Elements;':'Building Design;
'r'Design Needs;'r'Physically Handicapped;
':'Wheel Chairs; Multiply Handicapped; Plan-
ning; Public Facilities; Site Developmentl Spec-
ificationsl Toilet Facilities

GurrrnN, EnNrsr M.. and C. R. Curv,cN. Wlrcal
Clruir 1o ltrtlt'pettdencc: Architecturol Barricr.s
Elitttinuted. Springfield, lll.; Charles C. Thomas,
1968. 136 pp.

':'Facility Cuidelines;'r'Mechanical Equip-
ment;'r'Physically Handicapped;':'School De-
sign;':'Wheel Chairs; Architectural Elements;
Bibliographies; Dormitories; Interior Space;
Planning; Public Facilities; Site Development;
Swimming Pools; Toilet Facilities; Utilities

HrLLnrnv, J. F. "Buildings for All to Use," AIA
JounN,rr-, March 1969, 41-48.

"Building Design;'r'Design Needs;':'Physically
Handicapped;'r'Specifications;':'Wheel Chairs;
Architectural Elements; Environmental Criteria;
Flooring; Mechanical Equipment; Mobility Aids;
Public Facilities; Standards

New York, State University Construction Fund.
Moking Fucilitics Atcessible tt Plrysit'ully Hand-
itappcd: Perfortnancc Criteria. Albany. 1967.
35 pp.

'iArchitectural Elements; *Building Design;
':Design Needs;'r'Physically Handicapped;''Pub-
lic Facilities; Criteria; Facility Guidelines; In-

FYI
CLEARINGHOUSE ON

EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES

terior Space; Mobility Aids; Performance Speci-
fications; Planning; Physical Design Needs

Nucrur, T. J. "Design of Buildings to Permit
Their Use by the Physically Handicapped," New
Building Research, Dec. 1960. 51-66.

'r'Architectural Elements; r'Building Improve-
ment;':'Design Needs;'iPhysical Characteristics;
':'Physically Handicapped; Crippled Children;
Flooring; Handicapped Students; Public Facil-
it ies

PoMERoy, JeNer. Recreotion lor tlte Physically
Hontlicapped. 3rd ed. New York: Macmillan,
1966.380 pp.

':'Design Needs;'r'Physically Handicapped;
':'Planning;'r'Public Facilities;':'Recreational Fa-
cilities; Bibliographies; Camping; Facility Guide-
lines; Financial Support; Multiply Handicapped;
Recreational Facilities; Transportation; Wheel
Chairs

ScrronNeolrNl, W. B. Planning ond Operating
Futilities lor Crippled Cltildren. Springfield, Ill.:
Charles Thomas, 1962.311 pp.

'r'Architectural Elements;'.Facility Guide-
lines;'r'Hospital Schools;':'Physically Handi-
capped;'r'Special Education; Camping; Design
Needs; Equipment; Facility Requirements; Hand-
icapped Students; Interior Space; Outdoor Edu-
cation; Planning; Pro,qram Design

Yurpn, H. E., J. ReveNsoN and J. F. Fn,qccHre.
De.sigrt ol u Scltool lor Pltysitully Disuhled Stu-
r/crrts. Albertson, N. Y.: Human Resources Cen-
ter. l96tl. 53 pp.

'r'Architectural Elements;':'Dining Facilities;
'r'Physically Handicapped;'r'Recreational Facil-
ities; ':'School Design; Building Equipment;
Handicapped Students; Laboratories; Storage;
Wheel Chairs

Yuxnn, IJ. E., and M. A. Ferouev. Tlte De-
veloprttertt urrd Effecls <tf an lnexpensiye Elevator
f rtr Elintittolitrg Architectural Barriers in Public
Brrildirtgs. Hempstead, N. Y.: Hofstra University,
1966.20 pp. (Project Report RD-1651-g VRA).

'r'Architectural Elements; 1'Building Equip-
ment;'rPhysically Handicapped;'r'Public Facil-
ities; ':Wheel Chairs; Building Design; Planning;
School Design

Yurr.n, H. E., J. RsvpNsox and J. F. FuccHre.
Educational und School Equipntarrt for Physi-
colly Disuhletl Students. Albertson, N. Y.: Hu-
man Resources Center, 1968. 57 pp.

'r'Classroom Facilities;':'Educational Equip-
ment;'rEducational Facilities;'rFurniture; *Phys-
ically Handicapped; Auditoriums; Communica-
tions; Dining Facilities; Gymnasiums; Hand-
icapped Students; Library Facilities; Mobility
Aids; Science Facilities

Yuxrn, H. E., J. Rr,veNsoN and J. F. Fneccnre.
Tlte Transportation ol Physically Disabled Stu-
r/errts. Albertson, N. Y.: Human Resources Cen-
ter. 1967. 30 pp.

':'Bus Transportation;':'Handicapped Students;
'r'Physically Handicapped;':'Student Transporta-
tion; *Wheel Chairs; Costs; Educational Facili-
ties; Educational Programs; Mechanical Equip-
ment; Mobility Aids; Planning; Special Schools I
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